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INTRODUCTION
In commencing a study of the style of 11Q."Wl,-Q1.Q.k; the
student is confronted with several questions.

Most important,

per•haps, is the question of' how much the Btyle has contributed
to the importance of the book 1 to the gree.t adulation accord.ed
it by many critics (luring the last quarter centur•y.
D:ld r1el vllle • s peculiar ways of' expres s:tng his ldeas
have some particulaJ:.. ly timely appeal to the post-\.Jorld \1ar I

generatlon'l
.T..r.l..~

It is a highly man.nered style,

§ha.nWt:.

uniqu€~

as that of

Yet while Sterne 1 s bool{ was greatly enjoyed

by the author 1 s contemporaries, ~-J21.Q.k aroused very

contemporary interc'st.

little

Was the style of' the book a barrier

to its appreciation by earlier readers?
A great deal of Moby-Dick criticism is highly subjective.

It is often difficult to find a basiB for it in the

text, which frequently seems merely to have affm--ded a springboard for

m~eati ve

think:tng on the part of the cr1 tic.

The

imagery and the s.;nnbolism are str•etched to i.nclude concepts
that a.p1)ea.:r remote from the au thc)r • s words.

How much 1 s the

;,;tyle r·esponsible for thls accret:ton of rnysticet.l thinking
upon the text?
Opinions e.re extreme as to the u1timate posttion of
~-.ill...Q.k

$.mong the lanclmarks of literatur•e.

Some critics

rate it wtth Shakespeare and the Bible; some view it as a
monstrosity.

While this

hap~)ens

in some degree to most 1..rorks

2
~'lhj_ch

arc' finally accepted as li ter.ary masten~pieces, bow

much is the dJ.•1ergence among

~-~

ori. tics intensified

because the s·tyle of the book has caused diffioult:les of

:1nte:t•preta ti on~l

To answer such questions demands flrst a def:lnition
of r;tyle as it is to be a.ppl•!ed. to ~-.Q.1Q,k.
i.Jhat oon~~tttu.tes

11

good 11 style?

t.Vhat :ls r1tyle?

How far can an individual

author be ,judged by suoh set canons?

Based upon thls there

should follow an objective descr1pt1on of the style of the
book. its frn"m, its language, its ir!lEI.gery.
use "V-Wrr.ls?

Hmo~

'loe£~

Melville
\vha t

How does he put together ht s sentences?

over-all de-+ sign d.o2s he employ, ana. how does he relate the
parts to the lll"hole?

Such an analysis can be bette1"' und(3l"•..

stood if the source of certain stylistic peou11ar1t1es is
considered.

r-Ielville, like many English-speaking authors,

owes a great debt to the Bible e.ncl to Shakespeare.
hls use of

th~1se

sources peoul iar to himself?

important; f.10tu•ces are apparent in his NOrk?

How was

What other
li1 inally, a

review should be presented of various critical opinions of
Helv:\.lle 's

styl<~.

Upon what a:t.. e these evaluatl.ons based'}

Ho-vr far• is the crj_tic interpreting I1elville, and

he rj.d.ing a hobby horse of his own?

hOt'IT

:l'r:i:r is

CHAPTEB I
STYLE DEit'INED

Hhat, for the purposes of this paper, is meant by
~)

It has been cleft ned as "the arra:ngement of wordB in.

a manner

t~rhich

at once best exp:ressEH1 the 1ndividuality of

the author and the idea anc1 :tntent in his mind. 11
combtnati on of two e laments:

the io.ea to be

the individuality of the author."

It is "a

expN~ssed

_ and

1

'l'he diction, the a.ct;ual lrWrds Melville uses and the

way ln

~1h:lch

he uses them.• is probably the most str:l.king

ingr•edient of h:ts Btyle.

Thts alone t1ould disttngu:tsh a

page of I·1elvil1e from a page 1ilri tten by any other author ..
It is interesting to speculate how much Mel ville • s lar1guage
is the product of hts ideas anc1 hc·t1 much it h1vokes ideas

that v-Jere not, when he wrote, in his conscious ·th:lnking.
His cholce of words, the sentence pa tt~n-·ns into t·thich he

a:rremges them, and the varylng rhythms into wh 1.ch his prose
falls are matters deserving close attention.

writer's style :ls maf.te clearer

l

~1hen

'l'his area of a

the s O'Jt'ce of certain

t>Jilliam F. Thrall and Addison Hi bbar<l, fllliirul:book. .t.Q.
J.t.~r·aJaa.r&, revised by C. Hugh Holman (New York: The Odyssey

Press, 1960), p. 474.

4
is part of' a man's literary pedigree; it makes him t;he
writer he is.

An analysis of the use and. arrangement of the

~lords

should be accompanied by a description of the structure of

the work.

jrhe rneehan:tcal divislon of the book into chapters

is important, an is the form of the chapters themselves.
Does the vwrk give an impression of t:mi ty, and if so, is
this ach:i.eved because of the mechanical construction of the
book or in spite of it?
I"luoh ink has been spilled over the questton of whethex•
~~~-~

is or is not a novel.

The presence of dramatic

and poetic elements :tn Mel ville 1 s pr•ose affects this question.
Hov1

much of these c.cm a work contain and stlll be considered

a novel?

ivha t about; the nume1.. ous digress1 ons from the nar-

rative, the many chapters of cetology. the pages of philo~wphlcal

It is

specula:t ion?

novel is so vigorous

~1

gE'~nerally

accepted that the

1 l te:r•ary form, so capable a vehicle

of thought and art, that different wr•i ters have ad.aptecl it
to the lr diff(·:n. . 1.ng purposes. 2 Nevertheless, a good many

cr:ttics prefer to define
novel.

~-J!.J...Q.k

as something other than a

,4hEd; is their justification for this?

1

F'inally, there is the area where wo:t:-c1s, structure,
e.nc1 1.deaG fuse--the region of imagination and fancy.

---·--2

llU.d.'

p. )19.

Here

.5
are foun.d the imagery. the symbolism, the
that

chal.~acterize

ps.tt~n"n

Melville's manner of writing.

of ideas

This ls the

very hea1•t of his style, to 'l'Ihioh all other elements con-

tribute.

CHAP:rER II

ngscRIPTION OP i1ELVILLg 'S STYLE

"Chaos bewitehed 11 --so Ishmael c1escribed the painting
Ir~n,

in the entry of the Spouter

and so likewise might a

reader describe his first impression of the book
For a

~~~~.

moments Ishmael is confused; he calls the painting

fEW1

a "boggy, soggy, squitchy picture;"

yE~t

as he looks longer•

he· sees "a sort of' indef:lni te, half-attatned, url1.maginable
sublim.ity about it that fail ly froze you to 1t, till you
1

involunta.ril~l

tool{ an oath with yourself to fil"ld out what
1
that marvelous pa~.ntlng meant. 11
Once Ishmael 1a fairly at
sea, on that dark, portentous Christmas afternoon, the book

has cast :tts half-attained, unimag1.nable spell, and the

reader must follo't't the dark voyage to its end.
It is not easy to follow.

groat detail,
that the

'[1\Ji th

re:~ader

bac:~kground.

It is tolrl tUsoursi vely in

such a vast aoaret ion of fact a.nd fancy

begins to feel be'!<rildered.

Sometimes the

is as p1•eoi se as a photograph; sometimes 1 t ls

obrwt.n·'e, bounded by the llm1 ts of ne1 ther time nor space.
Illlelville; ~-~ (The Modern Library ecUtion; New Yor·k: Random House, Inc., 1930), pn. 16-17. Heree.fter in thls naper Nhenever a page reference is given follo'tl..ring a quotation, a.s above, it will be ~~.ssumed that the quotat:l.on ls to be found in the Mode1•n Librstry edttion of J'i.lob~~
12.;i,.,Qk, on the pages cited. No fur•ther footnote reference t-till
be given for such quotations.
1

Herm~m

7
Tht:=J ohara.cterB at times appear wholly realis·~ic; again they
expand in stature; llke

tht~

tragedy, until they ar•e faJ:-

prota,gonists in classical
largE~r

than life-sized and thelr

hj.(;;Jcory deals Ni th the most profound truths of the human race.
It is a tt"emendous book, greatly conceived and, much of the
time. greatly written.

or

the stylistic elements

~rh ich

go into the construc-

tion of Melville's big book, none is more basic and oharacterj.stic them his use of words.

He pours out wor•ds t>Iith a

prodigality born of h1s free-flowing

imagin~tlon.

He ls

profuse, he is lavish, and he re,joioes in the abund&mce of
his

i,.~ords.

Tht:.~re

is no labored shaping of a thought--at

t·cs best it flows from h:i.s pen as fluruClly as musit1 from the
fingen~s

of a gifted .i.!lrru.'!Q..Y.U.a.tora.

ll.n example of this l{ind

of writing is his description of the crippled whale:
It ~~as a terrific, most pitiable, e.nd maddentl'lg r~:tght.
Nhale tt.ras :not-J going head out, and. SE-md.ing hit:J spout
before him in a continual tormented jet; Nhlle h:ts one
poor fin beat his side in an agony of fright. Nm'i to
this hand, now to that, he yawed in his falter:l..ng flight,
and 'Still at f~very billoN that he brol<e, he spasmodically
sank in the sea, or sideways rolled toward the sl(y his
one bc7ating fin. So I have seen a bird 1>Jith clipped wlng,
making affrighte(~ brolten circles in the air, vainly
stri v1ng to escape the piratical ha"t•Jks. Bu.t the bird
has a voice, and with plaintive cries v-Jj.ll make known
her fear; but the fear of this vast dumb brute of the
sea was chained up and enchanted :i.n him; he had no voice,
save that choking res pi rat ion through his spiracle, a.nr.~.
this made the sight of him unspeakably pitiable; ·t~~hile
still, in his amazing bulk, his portcullis jaw, and omnipotent tail, there was enough to appal the stoutest man
who so pitied (p. 513).
r.rh~::

8

Head rapidly 9 this admirably conveys the rush and
struggle of the hunted whe.le.

It is imaginative and emo-

tional; it oarrj.es the intangible apr>eal of poetry.

Thts

appeal is partly produced by its rhythm, the long rhythms of
the sea, aoross whlch break the short, sharp rhythms of' the

ohe.se.
The description begins with three short leaps forward,
the last of which is the longest:

It was a terrific,/ most pitiable,/ and maddening sighte
r.rhe second sentence illustrates the supen..position of

the shortE;r rh;{thms upon the long, wavelike rhythm:
ThE:-~ whale was now going head out,/ and sending h~.s spout
before him ln·a continual tormented jet;// while his
one pOOl" fin beat his side in an agony of fright.

'l'he third sentence also may be divided into a

1.. 1sing

movement, creating at ,f.llgb,t, and a falling movement nearly
twice as long.

AgeJ.n both the rise and the fall may be

divided :l.nto shorter units; of thesfl, in each case, the
firnt two

arc~

shorter than the third unit:

How to this tland,/ now to that,/ he yawed in his faltering flight,// and still at eve1~y billow that he broke,/
he spasmodically sank in the sea,/ or ~~ideway~:1 rolled
towa:r.•d the sky his one. beating fin.
Dividing such prose into rhythmic units is like phrash1g music; the length of the phrases me.y vary sorrtewha.t from

one reader to the next.

In any case, howeve.r, the phrasing

is better done on a loosely quantitative basj.s rather than

9
on a strictly accentual one.

1

.rhe last part of the third

sentence, for example, may be interpreted either way:
~.Jt.1y~:

. . . . or sideways/ rolled tolrtal~ti the sky/
his one beating fin.•

• • • or side/ ways rolled./ tm..rard the sky/
his one/ beating fin.
rJ~he

first, dependent upon a comblnati on of vowel sound.

and of meaning, yields three long flowing units, or "feet; 11
the second, a line of iambic pentameter (with two anapests).
Considered elther• way, however, the point is that this 1.s
very rhythmic prose.
A more direct appeal is the use of emotj.onal words.
In the first sentence the noun s1g}lt has three modlfiers.
All three are tragic, express111g terror, pl ty, and madness.

Several other l'l'Ords or phrases arouse the sense of ter•ror.
~ony

Such are:

.Q!. ~noug}lt., af(t1flbtftd, ~ !l:tr1vine; .t.Q.

esoa:Q~, ~. ~ • .wna~
~.

~.ruJ.l..l.1.a .,U,

Expressions invoking pity are i9rmentqd,
~-

f'alt.erim&
ll.1ti~g.

12Yl.k,

.QII.m1t?Q.tent.

p~or

!ln,

12l..q1n:t3-Y§.. _g_rie§., .uxwpe§ka.l2lx. J2...ti41.a:Q.le,

'rhe entlre epic simile of the bj.rd with clipped

w:ings appeals to both ou.r pity and our fear.·

Aside from his use of rna teJ~'ial which is unfamiliar to
most readers and therefore has for them the appeal of the
exotj.<l, how does Melville produce his colo:t""?
X,mi..e.d. and

Except for

annal the verbs in this paragraph a:re ordinary; he

gains his color from the use of adject1 ves and, EJ5r.pecially,

10
of pa:r•tioiples, t'lhich frequently occur in pair•s:
.t.,Qrment;f),..d .J.rui., .PM l2..Q.Q.'C

fin, .Ql.i:gn(;l£1
hawks,

.s.l19Jtl.ng,

!&~'lt:.il'J&

12l':.Qlten

~ ~

ortes'

J2Mt1 tlfi:

..Q.1X,Ql§§., ~~l

.Qru;tf.t,; .Q}l.,aineJi. .1ll2

~ s nix:~ :t.i.sm., f.lll@Z 1.ng,

~. ~ ~-·

plaoe:

~ ~~ ..Q.llit

w~, ~ffriguted

ru~

rulQ.ll~:.Uirul,

..fJJl,

.9~

.lllllk,

~

12-Q.t.,t.rual,ll.a

Several of these are quite common-

..t:.:J.jg.llt,; ,RlQ~lJ~W cries for example .

.Qont1nw.il, :tQtmEHJ.te.d

~

is striking because of the use of

Qpnj.;iqu,?..l.,, which ir::l ordinarily not an acljecti ve that l...rould
.t.Q.r~~'

modify ..w..t,, and the usa of
unexpected modifier of ..llltt.
the common enough
,Qbain~.d

.!J.:Q.

~~xp:ressi

wh:toh Bimilarly is an

Eight lines f@.!.l:>the:r dot·m ocour•s

on that a dumb b1•ute 1 s f'ear is

in him; but her·e hls fear is also described as

encbante3$l 1 which injects an additional terror into it.

The

final serles of three adjective..,.noun combinetions is unexpected.
~

ld.WJi

~\Tould

be <>rdinru•y without the rest of the series;

it causes the reader to see the giant size of the l:Jhe.le.

Pgrtc. u.l..ll.§.
image.

~

is a shocking surprtse and greatly enlarges the

OraJlillQtent. _mu-...,.a.n extraordj.m1ry use for

m~-

glves an awesome sense of the c:r·eature • s fabulous physical

strength and elevates him above the level of ordlnary earthly
creatures.
'l'hls one paragraph, taken almost at random from the
book, shows a poetic use of word's that is typical of Melville.
Looking more widely through t;he book 1 t is interesting to

11
-

examine further uses \'lhich, combined, distinguish Melvllle's

style from that of other authors.
In M{:-,lville 1 s selection of words :l.t is possible to see
two vocttbularies--that of Ishmael, the story-teller, and that
of Ishmael-Melville, the speculative dabbler in philosophy,
poetry t and conceltB.

The first is simple, the ort11nar•y

language of common speech and s·traj.ght-forward writing.

It

includes: also the sea-vocabulary proper to life on a whaling

shlp and the colloquialisms found :ln the speech of the dif·
ferent characters.

The second is much more elaborate, the

self-conscious, artificial language of the literary artist
who never ceases to be a\'Jare of his craft.

Roughly speaking,

the first vocabulary predominates in the lJBrrative sections-the account of Ishmael's journey to Nantucket anc1 hts goin_g
to sea on the b,gyQ.si, the reports of the var:l ous whale hunts
and the nine ga.ms, and the fil1al tremenc1ous encounter with
Noby Dlck.

The second vocabulary is most prominent in the

cetological chapters and the many poetic chapters derived.
from them.

However, at any t:lme during the story some con-

crete object-.. -a waif-pole, seaweed, a rope, a hempen mat--ts
apt to suggest a symbolic meaning to Melvllle, :'and he rambles
off upon a leisurely by-path of farley or speoulat:l.on.

In

these digressions his words often becmm.e as unusual as hi.s

ideas; lnd.eed the manner and the matter of
hardly be separately

consid.e1~ed.

~·Ihat

he says can

12
Since ]L~-~ is first of all the story of a whaling
voyage, the reader

nautical language.
J.?~f..Qr.st

!Jl.?.

J:I§.~a!'

~~muld

expect to encounter• a rich store of

Any·one who has read Dana.' a TY:LQ. Yeau

has perhaps grown to exp(1ot the salty spice

of sea-terms, used in passages that are almost incomprehensible to a latldlubber.

Surprisingly enough ln f1elville's

t'lri ting thls usag(-3 is almost nonexistent.

Certain common

sea terms occur t-11 thout; explanation, such as
~' ~§..tfi.

salls.

~,

st.aJ:bOar.d,

names of parts of the shiPt and names of the

By and large, however, when I'1el ville 1-ntroduces an

unf'amtliar NON1 he explains 1 t.
~. liQJill.d,

Such t-1ords are l.tur., "M'

N.fittf:-ll91.ft., ~ • .QJ!a.ft.

fr•equently :3erve a double purpose:

His explanatlons

first, to define the term

clearly for the reader and, second, to lead into a speculative

digrE~sslon

based upon some symbolism

inherent~

vtlle 1 s eyes at least, :tn the tr-rord he is defining.
example of this is the word

QE'§.~.

to I1elA good

Melv:i.lle exple:d.ns that this

means a large cavity in the head. of the sperm whale, about

twenty-six feet long and filled with the
oil in the \1\fhale 's body--the spermaceti.

purest~

most precious

He describes how

the head is out from the body, hoisted with chains lengthwise against the ship's side, and how a man mounts to the

cut end and ca:r·efully lnoises a hole into whloh, by means of
a pole, he lo·Ners a bucket to extract the oil.

After this

detailed explanation 1;he rea.c1er is ready to under•stand and

13
accept 1;he account of Tashtago 's fall into Jcha case, and his
mtraculours reacue, after the entire head had sLtpped into the
by the heroic Quequeg.

s~:a,

This incident leads Nelvllla to

the playful conolus:ton:
And thus, through the courage and great skill in
obstetrics of quequeg, the deliverance, or rather,
delivery of 'rashtego, was successfully accomplished,
in the teeth, too, of the most untowar•d ami apparently
hopeless impediments; whlch is a lesson by no means to
be forgotten. f1id.w1fery sho1Jld be taught in the same
cours(~ with fencing and boxing, riding and rowl.ng (p.
1-t-98).

MebTille continues that this TtJOuld have been the
sweetest perlshing

Ol'le

could imagine except that of the Ohio

bee-huu.ter who tumbled head-first lnto a very large store of
honey in the crotch of a hollet'i tree.

Then he concludes:

Hm'IT mflny, thinlr ye, have likewise fallen into Plato's

honey head. and sweetly perished there?

(p. 499).

Of the rare nauttoal terms that Helville uses in

.Mow-lll..Q.k, Nerton c. Babcock finds sixty-seven i'lhich are
listed in
2

A. Nrui

~.flh.

§.ru(L:l.rul ~and!

!?.19-llil.u&.U

.Q!. ~r::~

He also declares that ~-.ill..Q.k is an imralUB.ble

glossa:t:•y of Ne1;1r England sperm ~'lhale fishing t10r>ds. 3

One of the most striking mannerisms in

ME~l vllle'

s

style is his use of the archaic form of the second person--

.:tm.rua,

~,

2

and ,m.

c.

In one place he makes fun of thHH

Babcock. "The Vocabulary of
~~ §l~ech, XXVIII (1953), p. 101.
IJier-t;on

)~.

~...~k,

11

14
-

"He says he's our man, Bild.ad•" sa:ld'Peleg, "lie wants
to ship."
I

"Dost thee? 11 said Bildad, in a hollow tone, and turning round. to me.
11

I dost, 11 said I unconsc:tously, he was so intense a
Quaker (p. 110) ..
Probably filelv111e 1 s own Quaker background was responsible
his use of

.t.l~

f'Ol"

a.nd..,.t.b.Q.y..

rrhis r.)8.ckgl"01.-.tnd must have a.lso been responsible for
his fa.m1li!J.rity·:w1th the Bible, which greatly
.Ill..,gjt,.

colors~

'rhe Bibllcal names he uses add endless oonnotattons

and a depth of symbolic meaning t.-Jhioh reverberate in the
reader's mind wheneve:-:- such a name is mentioned.

'!'here is,

first, the nar:r>ator of the story, Ishmael the wan.d.erer, the
or•phan.

Then there is Ahab ( 11

•

•

•

and Ahab of old, thou

lmowest, '!!<ras a crowned king, 11 p. 11.5).
that Captain Ahab

11

Later we are told

fought a deadly skrimmage afor•e the altar

in Santa." and spat in the silver calabash (p. lJL~), and we

recall that earllm'"' Ahab from the Book of Kings who

t'lOl.. shipped

Baal ::.tnd "did. more to provoke the Lord God of hirael to anger
than al1 the

King~::

of Israel that 'lrJ"ere before h'lm. 11

Melvilll"~

himself explains his use of Biblica.l names, and in so cloing

glves the reader a preparatory insj_ght :lnto the character of
Ahab, who has not yet entered the story:

So that there are instances among them of men, who,
named -v1ith Scripture names-...a singularly common fashion
011 the island ...... and in childhood naturally imbibing the
stately dramatic thee and thou of the Quaker idiom;
still, from the sudacioua, daring, and boundless adventure

15
-

of their !·.mbsequent lives, strangely blend with these
unoutgroNn peculiarities, a thousand. bold dashes or• character, not umvorthy a Scandinavian sea-king, or a poet~. cal
Pagan Roman. And when these things unj. te ln a man of
greatly supertor- natural force, with a globular brain and
a ponderous heart; who has also by the stillness and
seclusion of' many long night-watches in the remotest
t<Ja.ters, and beneath constellations never seen here at
the north, been led to think untraditionally and 1ndepetlc1e-ntly; rece:tvirlg all nature's sweet or savage
impressions fresh from her Ot"ln v~.rgin voluntary and con ...
fiding breast, and. thereby chiefly, but with some help
from accidental 1:xdvantages, to learn a bold and. nervous
lofty langue.ge-·-that man makes one in a \'Ihole nation's
censur:1--a mighty pageant creature, formed fol" noble
traged:les. Nor tdll it at all detract from him,
dramatically regarded, if either by birth or other
cl.rcumstanoes, he have what seems a half-wilful overrul~.rJg morbidness at the bottom of his nature.
For all
men tragically great are made so through a certain
morbidness (p. 107).
'rhen there j_s Elijah, the prophet whose "ambiguous,

half-hintlng, half-revealing sort of ta.lk 11 lGhmael dis-

misses as that of a humbug ... -but can't forget (p. 1,36).
There :l.s also mad

Gab1~iel,

~ (p.

F'inally, ther•e is the ship l!w~ll~l,

Ltt_56).

who foretells disaster to the
11

weep-

ing for her children, because they were not" (p. 762).
Harry Levin speaks of thi.s use of Btblical n.ames as

11

scr1ptura1.

pr•ef':tgurat:\.on 11 and. says 1 t 1 s used as a technique of oharaoterizat1on throughout the book.

1.~

In the course of his wrlting, f>1elville 1noludE9s a
great many ar•ohaisms--words 1 expressions, and manner of
speaking no longer ourre:mt.

4

He studs his pages with exa,rnples

Har.•ry I.evj.n, .'Jll$i Po:we1: of !31aoknes...§!.: !j~ 1 ~.
g.n.d. !'Wl.Y..1.l.l.a (N~.n111 Yor•k: Alfred. A. Knopf, Inc., 19.56), p. 12.
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mej:jbin}m (p. 53), .tJU..n, (p. 152), bethink

like the follmdng:
-~~

(p. 274), Night (p. 333), wbelmeg (p. 345),

~I

sleep

(p. 423), for the n.qnoq (p. 486), peradventure (p. 499), I
.ml.adQ~

m€3 (p. 808).

Such words occur in humor~ous passages

in the abundant discursive passages of philosophy or oetology,

in poetic passages, and, less frequently, in the straight
narttative

~\lriting.

his writing

The great influence of Shakespeare upon
may be partly responsible for Mel-

of~-~

ville 1 s use of some of these outmoded words.

Certalnly 1 t is

responsible for the archeJ.o use of an adjeoti ve form used
like an adverb, as in:

11

HO't1J'

norJdrou...~

familiar is a fool"

(p. 708).

Other sources, too, could. contribute to this verbal
archaism.

H. L. Pommer sees in Melville many echoes of

Milton, saying that the Bible and Shakespeare were probably
Melville's favorite readtng but that i•lilton was surely

third.-'

This Miltonic in.fluence probably accounts for a

special sort of archaism--using words derived from Latin 1n
a sense depe11dent upon the literal meanj.ng of their roots.

6

Examples of such use are:
FJ.'he port vJouJ.d fain glve suooo1.. ; the port is I)j.t' ful.

(p. ll~J).

5Henry F. Pommer, 1.U.l:!;.rul ~ .~1ftlv1J.J.e (Pittsburg:
University of Pittsburg Press, 1950), p. 11.
6
~., p. )8.

1?
"· •• if I shall ever deserve any real repute •
then here I ,m:QSJ~~cllnJ~y; ascribe all the honor and
glory to t'lthal1ng • • • p. 159) •

. ..

• • • he knew that for all this the chief mate, in his
soul abhorred his captain's quest, and could he, would
joyfully ~~g~ himself from it • • • (p. 306).
Let'lifl fJlumford desori bes most of r1el ville • s archaisms

as Elizabethan1sms, but declares tha,t

~-lll.Qk

is created

from many stylistic elements:
Here are Webster's \V':l.ld violin, Marlol'le 1 s cymbals,

Browne's sonorous bass viol, Swift's brass, Smollet's
castanets, Shelley's flute, brought together 1n a single
orchestra, complementing each other in a grand. symphony. 7
Other ori tics see in

~-~

the il1fluence of various other

authors; however, this involves more than Melville's use of
'!fJOrds, and can be better talren up later.
In the courr;e of his wr1 ting Mel ville was apt, if a

convenient word did not already exist, to manufacture one that
fitted his purpose.

Babcock lists twenty-five such words that

appear in neither the .New
8

!11.

~ J;;..n.a;li!Vl

!ln~l1Slh

Piotignar! nor the

~tlonary

and thirty-one that have Melville given

as the earliest or only oi tat ion. 9

He oreat;ed these net>l words

frequently by the use of prefixes.

In describing the versa-

tile

ship;~.s

carpenter, for example, he says, 'tHe was lil<e one

of those unreaso'Y".ing but still highly Ut..)eful, mul tum in pa.rvo,

----------7

Lewis Mumford, !j~r!Jl$?~11 .MEQ. v&llit (NeN York: Harcourt,
Brace, and Co., 1929), p. 183.
8
9la1d., pp. 95-97.
Babcock, Qn. Qlt., pp. 97-99.
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Sheffield contrivances, assuming the exterior ...... though a little swelled--of a common pool<et knife, but containing, n.ot

only blades of various sizes, but also screwdrivers, cork-

screws, tweezers, awls. pens, rulers,
s1nker•s" (p. 673).

nail~filers,

countar-

Then he remarks, "Yet as previously

hinted, thl s mn.n:t1a2o..lM, open-and-shut carpenter, 't<Jas, a.rter
all, no m®)re machine of an automaton.

11

.Qmn.ltooleg, in. a

humorous way, compresses into one word all that Melville
had sa1.d of the carpenter in the

The pun,

~-~-.w:w.t.,

p:r~evious

quoted sentence.

must not be overlooked, either--

l"lelville frequently uses a word

tn

an unexpected way only to

have the :reacler real1.ze 1 t is a pun.

He does this in serious

as v-.rell as humorous moments, and sometimes the 1rl.. elevant play

upon 'NOrds is a bit disconcerting.
Somewhat akin to his use of neologisms is the way in

whlch he uses prefixes to lend an archaic flavor to his
writing:

all bederne~ and ragged (p. 21), ~~in the

grea·c American desert (p. 3), torn and J2enatch,eg (p. 344),
no matter• hm..r ma:ny in that same way thou may'st have

~

and destroyed before (p. 784).
Suffixes, also, serve Melville as shortcuts in expressing an :ldea.

adjective:

He is fond of making an adverb out of a long
~.nn1balis:t1oila (p. 71), 'Qhysi.Ol?.:!lP~lX (pp.

50L.L and, .507)' ru.anetarilx, (p. 788).

He also, and this :l.s one

of his most characteristic rn:',nnerisms, makes ad.verbs from.
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participles:

1~a~1n"lY

darts (p. 177),

~uroqingly

paced

(p. 186), ~~ntngl~ enhances (p. 272), growlingly disappear:l.n.g (p. 366), i)W(~rt~Hil.l contradict (p. 508).

Here the adverb

serves either in place of a second verb, whioh would ordinarily
be joined by a conjunction to the fil"st ven;•b, or in the place
of a prepositional phrase

follo~'llng

the verb.

Another

frequent practice is to use a suffix to make a noun from a

long adjeot1 ve:

.ltlhab1tlven~sH! (p. 223), Jl.JJ.J2.~:JZ§j;ij;ious;ness.

(p. 260) • trenu~ndota§ness (p. 261) • spegtr.alnee§ (p. 278) •
;ge.r.1o<Ucalm~§s

(p. 287), abqrittln~ln§ss (p. 335), Jlt:ete.r_...

naturi,ln«Htt'l (p. 33?3), J,1r:eef!elessnesa (p. 4 51),

hono~]2lenes.!i

(p. 523), .1ufa.ntll~~ (p. 543) • .aubtf!rra:nepu§~fifi (p. '?36).

He uses the reverse ot' this prooEHJS in making ad,1ect1 ves from .

nouns, for example:

gymballrul. procession (p. 159),

revelations (p. 190),
~~aurkQal heights

(p. 499).

~warriors

(p. 394),

l~vi§!.than}.a.

(p. 276), @mPn1-

gof(1n~. ~~;csed, and tom~~~

Ii'or some of these nouns and adjectives there are

shorter, or more common, terms; for others the substitution
of a phrase or clause would seem simpler.

Eut Melville

relished t;he flavor of long words.
As wa.s common enough with writers of his period, he

uses pretentious, literary words throughout his writing,
whether he is serious or jesting.

~

(p. 2),

suits him better than l11!lk .w:.,p~; 12.ong~~ (p • .520),
better than .l'J.§}_i,gh.t,.

Akin to this practice is hiS humorou.s
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use of odd names:
Pannang1ans, and

''E-eegeeans, r.rongata.booar:r.s-, Erromanggoans, Bl:~eghg1ans 11

(p.

45); " • • • a Dutoh village

called. Schmerenburg or Smeerenberg, which latter name is the
one used by the learned Fogo Von Slacl<:, in his great work on

Smells. a textbook on the subjeota (p • .592).
Another typical Melv1111sm is the use of compounds,
by means of which the author increases the complexity- of his
idea while still maintaining it as a single unit.

Some of

these compounds sound like 11 ter•al translations f'rom the
German:

A

pale~-~

lj.t up Fe(lallah 's eyes (p.

782), ••• up from the spray of thy
(p. 15J).
poetry:

~cftan-~Ain~ • • •

Others are close:r to the kennings in Anglo-Saxon
~-!9.~

of the ship;

(p. 87) for the cleft sea at the bow

~-.QL-~-®ad§. (p.

watch; d§~tll...~ {p. 738) for a gun.

221) for the whale
'I'he greater part of the

compounds that appeal" are used as ad,jeotives.
express easily a telescoped idea:

blund~r-~

(p. 1.57),

y~lo~-rulneq

man (p. 166),

179>.

~-.QI!~§binet

boat (p. 817).

(p.

Most of them
discovery

thypde~·Qlo~

old oak

Occasionally the com ...

pound becomes awkward, as its two members fail to show any
immediate grammatical relationship:
ilit.d-~

Pip saw the multitudinous,

coral j,nseots • • • (p • .599).

Among the most

successful compounds are those which express a metaphor•:
l.Qa!.....Q!.-brei.d. face (p. 212), l'nrk1sn-rugged ~mters (p. 782),
:t1i~...y:~llolt

crew (p. 78.5), and one of the 'best in the book--

A whole hour now passed:

~-p~aten

1nto ages (p. 808).

2l
It is apparent in many of the illustrations above that
Mel ville ma.lres much use of participles s a. use that considerably offsets the infrequency of vigorous verbs in much of the
text.

These pa.rtioiples may ser·ve as simple adjective modi ...

fiers or as the main element in the participial phrases that
abound in his long sentences.

ti ve use

shm~J

Examples of the slmple adjeo-

that f1el ville was continually trying to express

himself in an individual way:

soft, syffY§1Da seethings (p.

3:36), .J.i.,r..l:i;.1n& tossi.ngs of hls chip of a craft (p. :320),
seemed their :t;qreroou1;as; couriers (p. 322),
(p. 816)

g

liDP1.ty1~

sharks

unna.:rminJJ:, sharlm (p. 82.5), and--a striking use--

w:l.th .1£roi'!;ilng velocity the line ran through the groove (p.
820).

His use of gerunds 1s similar.
gerund instead of a. :moun from the same

of

moyem§n~.

fi~st

1~oot:

m£LY1~

instead

Frequently, too, he uses the plural--see the

two examples in the paragraph

~~1n~.

He is apt to use a

above~

seething§ and

Notice here that he even modifies his gerund with

a participle.

In a:nother place he speaks of bandolapnl.Il,g§,

(p. 784).

This use of the plural where most writers would use the
singular is not confined. to gerunds; Melville is especially
apt to use it for abstract nouns:

~gy1l~t~s

(p. 784),

~ (p. 789), brixgdg~ (p. 798), ~\d~l1~Aes

(p~ 818).

This pluralizing seems to result in a diffusing of these
~>Jord.s

• in a softening of the focus, e.s 1t were.
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In arra.ngtng words r1el ville has cult1 vated certain
ps:t;terns.

One of these is

in·troductory 1t10rds like .Q,b.,

h~.s

somewhat oratorical use of

)lji§,., n.Q., ~~ ,.m}J!,, ll.Ql'l.

Similar•ly 1 he sometimes begins a sentence

'~<'ri th

a NOrd or

short phrase to express agreement or disagreement td th
has just been saj.d:

1r.w!, 1.Q.

~ ~. 12Ql,!~.

t~rhat

Closely

akin to thls is his frequent use of in.terruptlng words or
-

phrases, such as .t.brul, .:t.Q.Q., .f:.Ql:.

.Q.llfJ.., llkel'l1!lt~,

1n

~.

l.

JReli~v.a.

He has a characteristic fondness for st:t1lnging together

a long sel"ies of simils.r words1
deeper part • • •

• • • Ahab's larger, darker,

(p. 269); • • • a wi.J..Q.., mystical, syrnpa-

thetical feeling (p. 258); But look a,t the godly, honest,
unostentatious, hospitable, sociable, free-and-easy whaler
(p. )L~9}; As an overladen Indiaman • • • careens, buries,

rolls and toJallows on her way • • • (p • .510).
Another favorite practice is to set an adverb where it

1s not normally used:

• • • the inmates of the other boats

obeyed nQ.t. the command (p. 31.5); • • • at thel:t... flaming head
he k{estw.w:.Q. trooped • • • (p. 275); • • • thus ,:t.Q. and f.r.Q.

pacing • • • (p. '191).
The v10rds, then, that r1el ville employs are frequently
unoonventj.onal in form, meaning, and use.

He does not hesitate

to take liberties w1 th his linguistic rna ter:\.al, whqtever his
reasons for so doing.

Sometimes ·the result is moBt happy--

-

-

-

hls poetic prose gains a r·iohness, a sonority, due in part
to the unexpected harmonic elements he uses, and his

hu.mOl:"OUS

passages gain a whimsy, a :Lightness of touch that oonventi onal

language could scarcely hope to capture.
this

sOl"t

On the other hand,

of thlng is very difficult not to overdo--and there

are occasions when Melville, hypnotized by his own mus1.c, carries his grandiloquence a bit too far and ends W'i th confusion
border1.ng on absurdity, in a passage that
11

interpretation 11 than

t:~

rt~quj.res

more

readet• should be required. to prov,.de.

An example of th1s diffuse near-meaning, which has the sound
but not the substance of Melville's great wrlting, is the last
sentence in the following

paragraph~

But this intensity of his physical prostration did but
so much the more abbreviate it. In an instant's compass,
great hearts sometimes condense to one deep pang, the sum
total of those shallow pains kindly diffused through
feebler men's whole lives. And so, such hearts, though
summary in each one suffering; still, if the gods decree
it, in their 11fe~t1me aggregate a whole age of woe,
wholly made up of instantaneous intensities; f'or even
in their pointless centres, those noble natures contain.
the entire circumferences of inferior souls (p. 789).

The over-all result, however, is most compelling.
Blaakmur declares,

11

R. F.

Melville habitually used words greatly. 1110

This greatness was rooted, according to another Cl"itic, i.n
Melville's sensitivity to the elemental aspeots of a lEtrJffUa.ge

formation and in his ability to adapt existing words to his
10

a. P.

Blaokmur, "The Craft of He1.. man f•telv1.11E:>, 11
.Y,i:r,g1n1.ta .9Ja.a:r:.t.~ li~.Jtiru'l., XIV (Spring, 1938), p. 276.
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selective purpose rather than merely to cM.n -new words .. 11
1tJhat h!l:m purpose we.s and how his language aooommode,ted 1tsel:f'
to fit this purpose are basic matters of style, part of the
"root of grandeur" from Nhioh the complete worl-r springs.

Probably the most immediately 11ot1ceable element of
any \'lriter's style is his use of sentences, and this is
certainly true of Mel ville.

Although he writes

t~i th

tre ...

mendous variety, he employs certain chara.oteristlo sentence
patterns which, combined into a whole work, make it unn1is•
takeably from the pen of Herman Melville.
~rhe

Ishmat~1 11

first sentence in the book is short ...... itCall me

--one of the really memorable sentences in American

Literature.

Melville understands the art of supercharging a

very few words and placing them where they
r.a&.der 's attention.

~dll

No later brief sentence

arrest the

~~quals

first, but in their context many are memorable:
was Ahab" (p. 266), "I have d1.. earned 1 t aga.in 11 {p.

the

"That captain
71~3).

At

the high point in a narrative passage t1el ville:~ not infrequently
uses very shm:.. t main clauses in a compound sentence, giving
the feeling of an urgency that cannot stop even for
tion:

"'J~he

punotua~

harpoon was darted; the stricken whale flew for-

't'Jard; t-rith igniting velocity the 11.ne ran through the groove,
--ran foul.
• • • 11

{

Ahab stooped to clear it; he did clear it; but

p. 820).

-----

ll.B
.·ab cock,
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However, it is the unusually long sentence rather
than the short sentence that most characterizes Melville.
4.Tust as he likes the reverberation of long words 1 so he
enjoys the sonority of a sentence where word ls piled upon
word,

Phl~ase

upon phrase, clause upon clause, wl th

t:l.

rich,

Germanic harmony '11-tt>rthy of Brahms:
He was such a creature as civilized, domestic people
:l.n the temperate zone only see in their dreams, and that
but dimly; but the like of whom now and then glide among
the unchanging Asiatic commun1t;ies, especially the
Oriental isles to the east of the continent--those
insulated, immemorial, unalterable countries, which even
in these modern days still preserve much of the ghostly
aborlginalness of earth's primal generations, ~then the
memory of the first man was a distinct recollection, and
all men his descendants, unknowing whence he came, eyed
each other as real phantoms, and asked of ·the sun and the
moon why they were created and to what end; when though,
according to Genesis, the angels indeed consorted with
the daughters of men, the devils also, add the uncanonical
Babbins, indulged in mundane amours (p. 135).
·
Besides making lavish use of dependent phrases and
clauses, as he does in the sentence above, f1elville frequently
lengthens a sentence by using a compound predicate, each part
with several dependent elements; or similarly by using a
oompouncl subject:
gven Scoresby, the .1ustly renowned Right Whe.leman,
after giving us a stiff full length of the Greenland
Whale, and three o:fl four delicate miniatures of nar ...
whalern and. porpoises, treats us to a series of classical
engravings of boat hooks, chopping knives, and grap~els;
and with the microscopic diligence of a Leuwenhoeok sub·
mi ts to the inspection of a sh1 vet•ing world ninety ... six
fac-similes of magnified Arotlio snow crystals (p. 390).
Sometimes he uses a very long dependent clause lengthened in
either of these w·ays.

An idea of the more ... than-average length
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of Melville's sentences may be gained from the following
chart.

'11he pages were chosen at as even intervals through-

out the book as was possible, excluding pictu.res and pages
of' dramatic t<Jriting.
~oJords

The pages chosen average about 327

on each.

Page
Bum,he,t:

3
82

Number of

Words per

Senta~nawa.

Sent~nce

16

20

23
:31

llt-

163

10

15
1.5
26
31
41
41

22
22

239

323

12

401
l~82

1.0
8
8

562
642
786

6

54

On the basis of these few pages the words per sentence average
about thirty, which is a long average for sentences in normal
English prose.
Aside from their length, his sentences often exhibit
certain less common arrangements of which Melville is fond.
One of his most frequent patterns j.s that of placing phr'ases,

particularly participial phrases, before the main clause:
Mysteriously jetted into the clear moonlight, or starlight, as the case might be; disappearing again for one
whole day, or two days, or three; and somehow advancing
still further• and further in our van, this solitary jet
seemed for ever alluring us on (p. 338).
rrhough less formal, this is similar> t of

00 urse;

1.r\ feeling

to the more complicated periodic sentence of which Melville
also makes much use.

More will be said of this later.

2?
In addition to thts inversion of-the normal order- of
dependent elements the:re is frequently an
usual order of subject and predicate:

~.nversion

of the

"But as 1.n landless-

ness alone :resides the highest truth • • • 11 (p. 15J)t and
11

\.-Ionde:r ye then at the fiery hunt • • • " (p. 28.3).

The effect

of his long sentenoes wlth their tortuous st:ructu:r•e is at
times that of a t:r.anslatlon from the Latin··- of thls, more

later.
rrhe actua.l construction of his sentences varies somewhat a.coor(Ung to both the mood and the content of his work.
To observe certHin differences it is interesting to compare
an equal number of pages from ec:tch of fc,ur differeJnt types
~rhe

of writing.

first nineteen pages selected, for exs.mple,

are repre-)sentative of the simple sea story that Nelville
originally intended to write when he began
~-~-~Lck,

~-]1Qk. 12 This

as Professor Stewart calls it, was to have been

an account of a 't'lhaling voyage, drawn from Melville • s own

experiences, as were
readers

~iho

~QQ

and

1xpe~,

and written to sell to

had enjoyed these ear•liet• books.

'rhe second

sampling is taken from a later portion, written after 11elville had

ohangt~d

his intent and made of his sea story a much

longer and moY'e elabol"ate

work~

a narrative section,

some dialogue.

't'li th

This is, like the other two,

'rhe third sampling,

aeor•ge R. Stewart, 11 The 'rwo ~-Dick,£l," £\,merioan
~. XIV (January, 19.54), pp. 417-48.
12
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also narrative, ls taken from the end of the book, part of
the three great chapters called

11

The final selec-

The Che.se."

tion, from the cetological chapters, is full of scj.entifio
facts about whales and whaling and contains, though not t;o a

very great o.egree in this particular passage, digressior1s of
phi los ophioal and poetic speculation.

l~hi le

the Be select j,ons

are really too short to be dependable for any final conclusions, it is interesting for a moment to compare the sentence
structure in these three very different examples of Melville's

writing.
I:n the first sampling, from the
lL~?
l.fh

sentences.

or

Jlr.-~-.J1..1.Q.k,

there are

these thel"e are 73 (or 49/'b> simple sentences,

(or 19%) compound, JO {or

211~)

complex.

(A compound-

complex sentence ls here llsted as compound.)

I~

the secon<l

sampling; from the later narrative, there are ln all 168
sentences.

Of these there are 70 (or !~2?.0 simple, )2 (or 19Jb')

compound, and 66 (or 397b> complex.

In the section from "'.rhe

Chase 11 there .are 198 sentences • and of these 84 (or 1-t2/b) are
simple, ?6 (or 39%) are compound, and 38 (or 19%) are complex.

The final selection totals 1.53 sentences; of Nhich 68 (or

44%) are simple, 3.5 (or 23%) are compound, and 50 (or 33%) are
complex.
A consideration

of the syntax of the same four sections

gives the following results:

In the

Ur-~-~

section,

of the 147 sentences 111 {or 75%) are loose, 13 (or 9%) are
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periodic. 17 (or 12%) are balanced, and there are 6 (or 4%)

that are sentence fragments.

In the later narrative section,

of the 168 r;;entences 132 (or '?8%) are loose, 28 (or 17%) are
periodic, 6 (or 3·~·Jt) are balanced, and there are 2 (or

sentence fragments.

In

11

Ht%)

'1'he Chase 11 section, of 198 sentences

171 (or 86%) are loose, l~ (or 2%) are periodic, 15 {or 8%)

are balanced, and there are 8 (or 4%) sentence fragments.

In

·the cetologioal section, of 1.53 sentences 137 (or 89~%) are
loose i 13 (or 8%) are periodic, 0 are balanc:H~d, and there are
4 (or 2?3;&) that are sentence fragments.

This can be su.mmed

up in chart form as follows:

Total No.

Simple

Compound

Complex

~-~-~
(pp. 1 ... J))

147

7:3 or•

41J. or

30 or

29%

21%

Later Narrative

168

70 or

(pp.

549-570)

Fl"Om "The Chase'~

(pp.

806-82.5)

Cetology
(pp. 379 ...398)

1+9Jt

32 or

191~

66 or

lJ-2%

198

84 or

76 or

)8

39%

or
19%

1.53

66 or

3.5 or
23%

50 or
33%

1+2%
L~4%

39%
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.fum...w. .Qt.
Tote.l No.

Eiru1.~nces

Loose

Periodic Balanced Fragment

17 or

~-~-Jll.gk

lL~o?

Later Narx•at1ve
(pp. 549-5'70)

168

132 or
78%

28 or

17%

3~%

From "The Chase"
(pp. 806-825)

198

171 or
86%

4 or

or
1.5 got

Cetology

153

137 or

13 or

pp. 16-35)

111 or

75%

{pp. 379 ... ~~98)

89f!%

13 or
9Jt

2%

8%

12%

6

0!~

6 or

4%

2

8 or
l~%

)/0

0

or

lf!%

4 or
2i!J%

It will be noticed that in the first selection the

sentences run somewhat over the average length.

In number

there are a fel-T more simple sentences and compound sentences
and

fel!!Tt.:ir

complex.

l1el ville

1

s sentences at any time, however,

can be heavily laden with modifying phrases, so the fact that

a sentence is listed as a simple sentence need not mean that

it is short.

In the second selection the sentences run about

average length, but there are nearly twice as ruany complex
sentences as in the Y.:c-11Ql;>.x,-Qi..Q,k and. in the extract from "The
Chase, 11 and somewhat more than in the cetology selection.
This also has the most periodic sentences.

The sentences from

"The Chase" average a bit shorter than those in the other
excerpts.
the

This is partly

action-~-the

beca~se

of the increased tempo of

shorter sentences press forward. Nith greater

haste-·Manc1 pStrtly because Ahab, in his unspolmn soliloquy is
often short and abrupt, as he is in his speech.

In this

selection, too, there are nearly tt->Jioe as many compound. as
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-

complex sen.tenoes.

sentences:

Ahab frequently soliloquizes j_n compound

"But let me

h~we

one more good round look aloft

here at the sea; there's ti.me for that 11 (p. 809).

The last

selectj.on is factual; it descri-bes and compares ve,rtous
histoJ:•lcal pictures of lrJhales.

to

observE'~

Therefor•e it is not surprising

that 1 t is written largely in s traightfOl"''t'tard

loose sentences, with a close to average distribution of
compound and complex.

Ji'inally, as to the form of the sentences.
soon becomes apparent that

11W-~

It very

oonta:tns far more 1l'lter-

rogative, exclamatory, and imperative sentences than are
found in most writing.

Some of these are dramatic asides

that Ishmael makes as he tells the story, or remarks that he
address<.'lS to the reader, using the second person, 1 .9.cHhe does

throughout Chapter LXXVI .... -"The Batted.ng Ram" (p. 466).
course, the

sol11oquic~s

Of

and the internal monclogues are full

of them, as are the dramatic chapters and the conversations.
This use of the second person produces 1n the reader a feeling
of uneasiness and a tension that he must

someho~IT

x•elax.

In

much of the book Ishmael is not simply writing his memoirs;
he is telling his story aloud to you, and to you perso11ally,
not merely to some unknown reader.

It is Mel ville's sentences, more than anythlng else,

that o:reate the
wrote.

11

bold and nervous lofty la.nguage 11 in wh:lch he

At hts best his long sentences have a sweep and.

32
g:r-anr1eur that o.ignify his subject beyond any power residing
in the meaning of the words themselves.

This iS :part of his

genius .... ·-an instinct foX"" ttJords and. for• the long, sustained
rhythm of a noble sentence.
ever, and. without a
occasiona.lly

b~:1trays

Because he vtrote rapidly, hmll'-

g1~eat deal of reviston, 13 this hab1.t
him, and adverse orltlcs h€We little

trouble pointing to setltences that are a "mer•e agglomeration

of inconsistent and unrelated clauses that should be split
into several sentences.~ 14
In spite of lapses, however. he is s.bh-;, in most

cases, to carry over the grandeur of his sentences :tnto pa.r•agraphB that sustain even longer

rhythms~·-where

the ebb and

floitt of the visual image, together Ni th the Bubtle interplay·

--------------41
13

.

·On June 1, 18.51, l1elvl11e wrote to Hawthorne, "In a
week or so, I go to New York, to bury myself. in a third-story
room, and work and slave on my "Hhale 11 whj.le it :ts driving
through the press. j~ is the only way I can finish it now, ........
I am so pulled hither and thither by c ircum.stances. The calm,
the coolness, the silent grass ... growing mood in \\thich a man
.oygb.t, always to compose 1 --that, I fear, can seldom be mine .. 11
Merrill R. Dav:i.s and William Gilman (eds.), ~ 1..f!J;..te.J::Q.. .Q.f.
tlerm5LJ1 ~.lJL1lls.t (New Haven: Yale UniYersity P:r•ess, 1960), p,

128.

14Herbert E. Head, ~m
Pantheon Books, 1952), p. 44.

~ ~

(New York:
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of the emotions they invoke, become as j,ntegral a part of' the
passage as the lsmguage ttself .. 1 .5

An admirable example of thls sol't of.' Wl:>t t:t:ng is
Chapter LI J

111

I'he Spir1 t Spout. 11

It begins serenely:

11

Days,

't'melns pas ~'>cd., and under ee.sy sail, the l vory I:§.•9.B.Q!.l had

slowly

m~Jept ac~:oss

\'latching
11

f:t~om

the

fout" seveval c:r•uising grounds • ..

rna~L n-mast

head, Iiled.allah.

..

u

Then one night,

like t;he trump of judgment blow·n, 11 his unearthly voice

announces, "1.'here sh.e blows!"

phr•ases.

'rh.e Pl"ose shatters :tnto short

Ahab takes charge, the sails

pil~~

up.

'11here ls a.

strange, contradio tory movement to the ship--up and forl'l'ara. .......

and to Ahab:

11

Whl1!'::1 his one live leg made 11 vely echoes along

thte deck, every st:r•oke of hls dead lj.mb sounded ltke e. coffin
tap.

On l:l.fe and. death this old. man walked.

jet is seen no

mo1~e

11

Bu.t the silvery

that night, and the lflrH.: ~.ng subs ides into

a. lor1g, flo'l'ring line.

Again day follows weary clay, anci at

night the solitary jet is slghted

11

till no one heeclecl l t bu.t

l5Herbert Read describes this process very clearly:
"Rhythm • • • is born, not Nith the words, but 11Jlth the
thought~ and with 'Nhat(ever confluence of lnstincts and emotions the thought :ts accompanied. As the thought takes shape
in the mind~ 1 t takes ~ shape. It has al'l!Tays bet=;n reoogni:c;ecl
that clear thinking precedes good wr:i. ting. Ther<~ ls about
good writing a visual actual :tty. It e~xactly reproduces t-vha t
we should. metaphorically oa.ll the contour of our thought. ~rhe
metaphor is for once exact; thought has a cor1tour.• or shape.
'11he paragl"aph is the percept ion of th1 :::1 contour or shape. 11
Read , sm.. Q1t.. , p • 61.

Jl,j.

to wonder
Cape.

k.lt

nw

it."

Pinally the shlp turns eastward :round tho

tempo picks up, the r•hythmrs heoome BhS.:C'pe:r, the

sense of foreboding grows more acute until it is almost
unbeara.blt":l:

11

1\nd heaved. and heavec1 1 stlll un:restlngl.y he£>.ved.

the blaek sea, as if its vast tid.EHi were a oonscience; and the
great mundane soul were h1 anguish and remorse for the long
sin and i3Uf:f'ering it had b)."ed.• 11

rl,he mood grows more intense

along with thf.:'l Sl'TelLlng tumult of the stor•m at sea and the
deeper• unrest in Ahab 1 s spir:t t.

Finally one night durt ng the

height of the sto1"m, Starbuck enters 1\hab's cabir.L and sees
his captain fallen into h1.s chalr from exhaustS on,

~..ret; t-J1 th

half'-mel ted sleet and ·with his closed eyes· po:i.nted toNa.rcl the
needle of the telJ.-tale compass that svnmg fr-om a beam in the

ceiling.

"'.rerrible old man! thought Starbuck

sleeping~

i:n this gale, sttl1. thou steaclt'astly

purpose 11

(

l~Vlth t:l
eyet:~t

r::hudder,

thy

p. 342) •

So the paragraphs, b1endi ng th(:3 rhythm of the pr•ose

with the l"hythm of the actual ldoa, create
at onee visue.l and emoti on.ul.

t1.n

imagc:J that is

Because of this, some of the

finest chapters have the unity of mood and expression of a
lyric poem.

I'lelv ille 's di vision of th(1 book into ohapte rs :lB like·...
Nise a matter which bears looking into.

In the B22 pages of

the book therE; are 135 chapters, not including the shor·t; one·..
page epilogue.

'rhe average length of the chapters is between
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five and seven pag'}S; but t>here flre all variatl ons of l(mgth,

from the

f'our·~line

and Lightning" (p.
of the \vha1e 11

Chapter' CXX.XI, "r1:tdnight Aloft·-·/Chunde:r
73~),

to long chapte!l'S like

111

:f.lhe l1fhi teness

(12 pages), "Cetologyn (lB pages}, and

TOt'ln Ho'B Story 11

11 The

(27 pages).

Though in rnost cases each chapter conta.ins a mixture
of more than one Btyle of wrtting,

~-t

is still possible to

classlfy l t as bas 1.oally na.rrati ve, ex.pos i.to~!'Y, or cl:r•amatic.

In adatt:ton there is one sermon., Chapter IX.

rl'he first

che.pter t•eally serves as an tntrod.uct1 on to th<:J book, and if

Melville hacl not already prefaced. Ishmael's account t¥1 th a
large D.m.ount of' allu.sj_ve material, he might have so t:ltlec1

it, .1ust as he calls h:l.s last page "Epilogue. 11

Of the rematn-

ing chapte:r>s, 63 are narrative • Vf. are dramatic, and 56
expositor•y.

~:l.re

Of the expository chapters :39 may be listed as

cetological, chiefly

concerm~d t"lith

increasing the reader's

undex•standing of vJhales and lr.rhaling; while 17 may be <lesoribed
as .informal er:1says, vary:lng from
and

pQ(~tio.

desc~('ipt i

ve to Philosophical

It is interesting to examine Melville's way o:f

handltng these d:l fferel'lt types of v.r:r!iti:ID.g r3.nd also to evaluate

the place of each :tn relation t.o

th~)

book as a whole.

Of narrative wrj.ting Herbert Head says that its purpose
is to gj.ve the reader an exact visual account of th.e object
or action representccl, that it is accurate

~eeport:lng

devo1.d

of comment, e.nd tha:t l.ts only point of viE!W is that; of the

interested

ObliHH"'V0r.

economy, and speec1. 16
1n

!iQ.ltt-~

It has the qualities

of

concreteness'

By thls standard the narrative writing

can be superb.

It often has a vivi.dness and an

economy that could scEn•oely be

lmprov~)d

upon, as in the

following paragraph:
A sho:t"t rushing sound leaped out of the boat; 1 t was
the darted iron of Queequeg. Then all in one welded com~
motion oe,me an 1nvis ible push f1.. om aste:t"'n, wh'i.le forNard
the boat seemed str1k1rJg on a, ledge; the sail collapsed
and exploded.; a. gush of' scalding ~.raper· shot up near by;
something :t·•olled and tumbled like an earthquake beneath
us. 'I1he v-1hoJ.e crew were half suffocated e.a they wel"e
tossed helter-skelter into the white curdling cream of
the squall. Squall, '!trhale, and harpoon had all blended
togethe:t•; and the whale, merely grazed by thE~ iron,
escaped {p. 32?).
Throughout the bor:)k there are numerous similar passages
am1 also many NhEwe the e.ct1.on :tncludes the conversation of
the characters involved.

But thEn.,e are equally as many nar-

rat5.ve passages interlarded with comments from the narrator,
inter:r.•upted by a. long, irrelevant consideration of some idea

suggested by the narJ:>ati ve, or told in a manne:t"ed style that
destrnyr:; the immedJ.aoy of the act:lon..

a weakne:3s in the

'!tlr'i ting

ll/hether this constitutes

depends on what the reader considers

to be the ma:tn objeotj.va of the book.

Sometimes the point of view shifts. and suddenly the
:readEn• i.s at"lare that he is seeing the event or the crisis at
hand through the eyes of one of the characters, frequently

Ahab.

This most often occurs in the form of a soliloquy or

16

lhld.,

pp. 99-103.
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an interior monologuet as one crit:tc has called 1t. 1 7 -such
passe,ges,

mort~

plaJ.nly than any other wr1 ti.ng

~.n

the book,

show the impetet of Shalrespeare upon the imagination of I;!fel-

v1lle.

Some, like ·t;he short chapter entitled, "Sunset," whlCh

ls a sol,_loquy by Ahab, reflect the style of the

a:~:~anv:Jtt:lst

so

completely that they can almost be :rewritten as blank verse.
Sevm•al chapters contain stage directions and the characters
sp(3alring are named.

In Chapter XL,

11

Midnight, Forecastle, ..

this is true, and the ne,me of each character· is given each
time he speaks, as though this 't"lere a scene from a play.
Chapter

cxxrx,

"The Cabin, II the c11reotion is glven,

11

In

Ahab

moving to go on deck; Pip oatohea him by the hand to follow. 11
Af'ter that there is simply a change of paragraph to indicate
a change of Bpeaker.

Sometimes a soliloquy is introd.uced into

a passage of narrative, i3.s 1n Chapter CXXIII, "The Musket. 11

where Starbuck, l"'ebelling inwardly aga:lns t a standing order
of Ahab, is struck by the presence of a musket hanging on the
wall r1ear the captain 1 s door, and
gle

~111 th

h:i.s

OttJrl

conscience.

p~'l.uses

for a dramatic strug...

There are also passages, sup-

posedly of conversation in a section of nal.. rati ve writing,
which read, nevertheless, much more lilte dramatic writing,
such as

11

The \lfha.le Watoh, 11 Chapter CXVII.

Finally ther·e are

the supposed.ly humovnus dre.mat1o aoenes, one of whloh is
17
N. B. Fagin, "Herman Melville and. the Inte:rlor Monologue, A,meJ:iQ!2:.U M.1.W'~, VII (January, 1935), P• 433 ..
11
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Chapter XXI, uQueen r.JJab, 11 a dialogue between Stubb and Flasl!:.
Thi.s has bee:n lj.kened to a scene bet"tlreen Bottom and Launoe-

Critics are in complete disagreement as to how muoh

lot.18

such scenes add to the book as a whole.
Expository v'lritlng occupies a consj_dera.ble part of the
book; lj.ttle by little I'Ielvj.lle must maJ{e clear to his l"ead.er
a great deal of unf'am:tliar lo:r.e concerning "thls business of
whaling. 11
of

He does this so successfully that any careful reader

~-Qjqk

has a whole new world revealed to him.

It is

like being aboard the whaler and. watching the action, v¥1th
Ishmael mal{ing a detalled and caref'tll explanation of every

action a.s it takes place, from the first provisioning of the
ship to the final trylng-out of the blubber.
ate, he also describes the

diff~n.. emt

history, their habits, their food.

Hhere appropri-

kinds of whe.les; their
These cetological chapters

give :rise, also, to chapters and parts of chapters that are
almost lilte lnformal essays.

Chapter XLII, "The Whiteness of

the Vlhale »11 and Chapter LXXIX, "The Prairie, 11 are good examples
of this.

In eaoh,

~lelville

derives from some detail of his

cetologloal desoript ion a germil'lfJ.l idea upon whioh he builds
a whole structure of fantasy or speculation.

In the serious

ohapte:t•, "The Whi·teness of the Whale," Ishmael confesses that

it waa the color of the whale that above all else appalled
Edward H. Rosenberry, ~lyJ.ll.§.. find .t.b.§.. .92mi.a. §.121.r1t.
{Cambridge: Harvard University Pressi 1955), p. 131.
18

:39
him, and in explaining why this was so, he explains what the
whale symbollzed to him··- the ambigu1 ty of good and evil or of
belief and unbelief.

HO't'\l'ever, t'll'hen Melville digresses 1n

this t.11ay from his narrative he frequently begins humol"Ously,
as in "The P:r•a.irie, 11 and progresses f:rom mock ser1ousneSEl to
a sort of philosophizing that ends, also, in ambiguity and
that leaves the :reader alone, contemple.ting a timeless,

spaceless nothingness that is too profound for the mind of
man to encompass.

Melville's groping, in such chapters as

these, in. the d.irection of some sort of certainty or, at
least, of some sort of definable unoer•tainty, is in contrast

to his more traditional appz•oaoh in other chapters, which in
their Calvinistic echoes have a close affin1.ty for the sermon.
'Jlhere a:re ~ of coul"Se, two actual sermons in the book-... tha.t of

Father Mapple and the bitter and
sermon to 'the sharl{S.
"'I'he

Blank(~t-

11

g~otesque

parody, ,Fleece's

In addition, the three-chapter cluster,

"The Funeral, 11 "'I'he Sphynx," has a distinctly

sermon-like east of thought, and a good many chapters ha.ve a
paragraph or two that is very much in the manner of a. sermon,
such as "'I'he Line, 11 and

11

The Fountain':--the one Ca.lvinist:l.c,

the other almost Eruersonian.
Finally, there is in

Mob~-~

a great deal of poetic

writing, so much that frequent suggest ions, atterr;ptlng to
define the form of the book, are mada that it can be called
an epic poem in prose.

14-0

The rhythm., as was pointed out ea.rl1En" • is a marked
poetic element in ,MQ:b;!..-12.\.Q.k, varying from passages that a:t•e
almost too regular in their l"hythm to be called prose to

passages where the t-rri ting is clearly prose, but has a strong
iambic tendency in the r•ise and fall of the syllables.

This

la.st, comb:tned with Nelville 's love of unusual words and his
ear f'o:r. the sound of words, aohie ves a far more subtle effeot,
which Pommer calls that of' poetic prose wlth a Miltonic

ring. 19
·

Th.is Mil tonic usage will be enlarged upon later. 20

Among the poetic uses are much metaphor and many
similes, per•son:tfications, onomt-ttopoeia, apostrophe, and other
le~H3

common figures of speech.

A good example of Melville's

poetio prose is the passage that leads up to and includes the
breaching of I"'oby Dick (pp. 782-84).

To 1llustre.te, first

of all, 1ts rhythmic c he.racter, the first ps.rag:raph has been
rli vided, as far as poss ibh', into lines and feet of regular

verse.

It will be seen that the prevailing meter 1s iambic,

though there are a falx• number of anapests and trochees, and
a few of the less common meters.
lables, '(llhioh,

~.n

There are also extra syl-

this analysis of a sample of prose, it

scarcely seems fitting to dignify with such a high-sounding
name as anaQXru§iS.

There is some iambic pentameter, consider..

able 1&.mbic _tetrameter, and several hexameter lines, the
20

Inf;t:~.,

p. 71.
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latter frequently divided by a caesura as in a line of classical heroic verse.

'l'o

~'tfri te

1 t this way iS perhaps strain-

ing a point. but it does illustrate the fact that not only
the dramatic monologues, in which Hatthiessen so clearly
points out the influence of Shakespeare,

21 are written with

consiclerable rhythmlc evenness, but also other types of

prose, like this descriptive b:l.t, are highly rhythmic.

This

particular passage, however, is perhaps more on the Homeric
level, of whlch Matthiessen also speaks in the pages just

cited, than on the Sha.l{espearean level.

But Shal{espea.re or

Homer notwithstanding, passages like the following have

attained a poetlc tndl viduali ty that is pure I"lel ville:

I>

Like n;;j_sf-e':a nay'ilu~ shells/th~ir> ~ight/~r~: aPed)
through the sea,

1{

~

b~t o~1~/ sl;,Jl~/th~y n~e<l fthe f;;;.

~ ~ / _
v
c.- j. fv
~
- ,} ~
As they nea:r.•edj hlm, the crean gre'fl'.r st11 more smooth,

7

/:t

se;;mea.; dr~:i~ a/carp:~ ove~ t~ t'la-;es;
"' tL
- 1,;.1 so" serenep
" -_J.. y" it"' spread.
'f seemed
aCJ noo~
meadow
1

5

~ At lengto/ t~e br;;_t~e~s h~;/e; c;;;e
S s~ nigh/ hi's se~ft~giy u;fu~pec~n~ prey,
'! ~ha~ h?a .rnt1rejda~zu'{,g h-;;._pjwa~ atsti-;;;,tly/v1s1;1:
I. slidi-/i'gja'ioftg/ the ,;;ajj@; 1'9 ,.':,
thing,

Y/1;,tj_d

afd c!ntfPli •:f i~(;'y r~~voi.J./(g ,ing

'!
If of fi~st,

___

fl,eep, greefsh foam •

..--~-·--,,

21 F. o. Matthiessen, Amer.l.m'm ~ ( Neto~ York:
Oxford University Press, 1941)• pp. 428-)4.
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-:1the(,. vast
- •) involved
1.1
u
7 He(; sa/

u

.J~

-

-

the painyecl hull

.. ~~eoent
~ LIJ v

of

~

c...

of~';,argo~y
~

-

lana
-

-

'AI
-7

projeote

,.! -

from the Whit' Whale's back;

' a,;-d a't 1~/e~v..:J.s ;;;;,./o~ t~e clou.ajof ;;;rtjto6d
/"'~

S

I~

- "

a~d to a::iJ-tr~ ski;mi~jllle ~ o;;,j'P/~{~e

'I s1le'ntf'{ pe~hed a!;;a./ro;ked o~/t~is pole
e,
- •~ _
c,
t,~j _ f ':-/ CP ~

'7 ·the

-

fo;;J.s/

fJ

fish,

v

long/ tail featherl streaminf l:lke a pennon ..

A gentle joyousness-...a, mighty mildnesf~ of repose in ·
swiftness, invested the gliding whale. Not the white
bull Jupi tar swlmming away with ravished Eul"opa clinging
to his graceful horns; his lovely, leerh1g eyes ~>lde
wtays intent upon the maid; wt th smooth bel.'li tch:l ng fleet ...
ness; rippling st;raight for the nuptial boNer in Crete;
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not Jove, not that gx•eat majesty Supreme!· did surpass the
glorified Hh:i tt~ ltJhalE~ as he so di vlnely st'ITam.
On each soft sicle--coinc.ident with the parted swell,
that but once leaving him, then flowed so wide away--on
each bright s:tde t the t>lhale shed off antic1ngE3. No ~~onder
thert) had been some among the hunters who namelessly transpor·ted an.cl allu:rc·;d by all this serenity, had ventured to
assail it; but had fatally found that qui.etude but the
vesture of tornadoes. Yet calm, enticing calm, oh, t-vhale I
thou glidest on, to all who for the first time eye thee,
no rmatter how many 1n that same way thou m-~y 1 st have
be juggled ~;mel clest:royed bet' ore.
And thus, through the serene tranqu1ll1ties of the
trt)p1.cal seE-t, among waves whose hand-clappings were susJ.)e11ded by exceeding rapture, l1oby Dick moved on, still
wi.thholding from slght the full terrors of his submerged
trunk, entirely hiding the Nrenched hideousness of his
jaw. But soon the fore part of him slowly l"OBe from the
water; for an instant his whole marbleized body formed a
high ar·ch, like Virginia's Natural Bridge, and warningly
waving his bamlel"ed flukes in the air, the grand god
revealed himself, sounded, and went out of sight. Hoveringly haltlng, and dipping on the t..ring, the white sea.fot•rls longingly lingered over the agj:t;atE~d pocl that he
left (p. 782).
The large number of poc.;tic usage:n ln
sage :ts, fot" the sake of ole.ri ty

s~.mply

~l'ihis

single pas-

listed. here:

~~

l-similes
Llke nolseless nautilus shells
as if an isole.1;ed thing
like to some flagstaff
like a canopy
like p<mnons
.not the 't'lhite bull Jupiter • • • (epic simile)
11ke Virgj.nia 's Natural Bridge
2-metaphr.>rs

seemed drawing a carpet
seemed a noon-meadow

Turkish-rugged v·1aters
valley of his steady wake
ba.nnared flukes

3-alli ter.atj.on
noiseless nautilus
seemed a noon-meadovt, so serenely 1t sped
finest;, fleecy, greenish foam (also onomatopoe:l.a)
:f'~. tful flight

revolving r:lng

gentle joyousness

mighty mildness
lovely leering eyes
f"atally found
warningly waving
hoveringly, haltingly
longingly linge:t~ed
ll--personification
t1"e.ver-: whose hand-olappings
5-apostrophe
oh, whale! thou gl:tdest on
6"·Homerio adjeoti ve
soft ... toed fowls

l"•vowel souncls-... lst sentence:

oi, au, e, 1, ow,
ee, o • o, e, o

(.)0 9

2-unusual use (meaning)
1nvol ved wrinkles ( follt)t<Jing 11 revolvi:ng ring" ... _
a sort of counterpoint)

.

il:lterchangeably flo't. led (adv. very desoripti ve)
argosy (usually means entire fleet)
recent lance (adj. used :l.m:~tead of partie. and adv.)
gay fot\11 tea.t.ll§l!.ini the sea
~U..e.l!natg

11.r1 th their f3. tful flight
s·tl'•earoing lil{e P..e.unon§, ( penne.nts)
QQi~d~nt with the parted swell
whale shed Off sHl1il91.D"S
fi\t~.lli found
the serene .:tt.~ngu3,ll itle §.. of the tropical sea
3-unusual position
that great majesty ~
4-ar·ohaisms and poetio3.sms
nigh
like to
cUd surpass
thou glidest (and other 2ncl person verbs)
i•hou mayest have bejuggled
5-modifier misplaced
noiseless nautilus shells (lH\e sust>Ems:ton
in music}
some among the hunters who :nmmeles§.J..u: transported
and allured {lHee anticipation in music)

1-fondnes::J for• :pa:rt1c :tples

drawing

streaming

u:nsuspecting
dazzling
sl:ld:tng
revolv j,ng
involved
projecting
glistening

gliding
swimming
r•avished

accompanying
mov:tng
feathering
r•ising

clinging
leering
bewitching
rippling

glorified
parted

leaving
tran.spor·t;ed
allured
ent:tcj.ng
exoeedirlg
wi thholdi'ng
waving
bannered
halting
dipping

pa:tn:ted

shatter·ed
hovering
skimming
submerged

hiding

wrenched
marbleized
agitated
2-a.<.lverbE; made from p9.rticlples

seemingly
warningly

hoveringly
longingly

3-gex•unds

r:tpplb1g
entioings
ha.nd ... olappj_ngs
The great wealth of poetry found in
bach! to the suggest1 on ms.de earlier that

an epic poem in prose.

~-PJ..Q.k

~-.ru..rut

lee.ds

is really

It :ts easy to pick out various epic

qua1.1ties--amorlg them the grandeur of the central theme, the

he:r•o1c propcn:-tions of the central fl.gure, the majestic language,
the many ep:tc similes, the battJ.e ... J.ike encounters with the
~·.Jhales,

and finally the brooding sense of the supernatural

embodied ln Fedallah, the iVhi te vJhale; and the fire-theme.
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squeeze the

~-lhy

But isn't this carrying an analogy too far?

book into the definition of the epic, a static art form of
the past, when 1t is possible to expand the definition
novel, a dynamtc art for•m of the present?

o~

the

'rhe suggestions

have also been made that it be called. a romance, and an ana·tomy
of ~'lhallng. 22 To the ftrst, the obje ct:\.on can be made that
the romance should reaJ.ly be 5.r.tcludec1 in a broad defin:t tlon

of the novel, and to the Gecon<l

~:l1s:t

~-.Q.l.Q.k

to define

an am?>.tt;my of whaling is to over-emphs.size

~that

as

i:s primarily

backg:r.ouna. material and de-emphasize the adventure story and

the character of Ahab ..·-both of which Jatte:r• are to the eWere.ge
reade:r•

th~)

moat important aspects of the book.

drarna.tio chapters invalidate the book

~ts

Do the

a novel?

They make

up only about ten per cent of ·t;he total, and while certain
ori tics feel that: they lessen the coherence of the book, t:hey
certah1ly do not prevent its bfd.ng called a novel.
cetological chapters have been objected to

011

The

the same gr•ound.

vathout theraJ however, much of the action would be harc1 to
understand, and

th~.~Y

1;;1.re, without any question, subordinate

to the central idea of e. Nhale hunt.
oons:tdEn'S them a great ad.dltlon

22 Northrop Ii'rye, A uato.m

One

critic~

artisticall~r,

indeed•

in that they

..9.1: Qr..1..t.J..Q..1Ji!.m. ( Princeton:
Princeton Univer•sity P1:-ess, 1957), p. 313.

slow dotvn the actton of the book and, so, tremendously
23
incrnar)e the effect of a long voyage.
Upor.t successive readings of the book one ts more and

more

i:aelLnr.~d

to agree tdth this 't>Jr>iter and to f'0el that :\.t

is not in spite of, but bocause of, the continual interpola.t:tons that Jj.Qbx.-P.J,pJ\ achleves its long, easy flow from one
aerier~

of' eventtJ to the next.

The sameness of the surround-

ings and the small number of characters make lt easy to
include a great cleal of observation and :i.n·trospect:ton and
thus malre the

reade:t~

feel only that they

less, spaoeless atmosphere of the gtory.

l·H~ighten

the timeAnother critic 2 l}

considers these cha.ptors struc tu:rally neces sary-~the four
chapters beghming; with Chapter XXXII; for example, to

bu~.ld

to the fir•rJt great climax in the bool<, the scene at the masthee.d in Chapter XXXVI.

r1eanwhile, as \·Jal ter E. Bezanson

har~

observed, many

of the chapters il'l ~-J2i.Qk fall tnto clusters or sequences .. 25
For example, early in the book there are the thr•ee chapters,

23J. A. Hard, "The Function of the CetologicaJ. Chapters
in ~-Qi.Q.k, 11 Amru::LcM J.d·tE2r.a~, XXXVIII (March, 1956),
pp. 16ll-··83.

.

2!~

Hm-1ard Vlncent, ~ ~ru;i:m£ Out .Q!. ~-Ql.Q,k (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 19'·1-9), p. 269.

25
"\valter

Work of Art, 11 l!W..Qi.Q.k ~~ §&r;;!!a~§. (Dallas: Southern Method:lst Un:tversity
Press, 195J), pp. 51-52.
E. Bezanson,

~~~-.Q1.Qk,
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"The

"The :Pulpit, 11 a.nc-1 "The Sermon$ 11 which clearly

Ch~3.pe1,"

f'orm a sirlgle un1.t.

This type of sequence he <)a.lls a

11

nar-

:r•ative progresnlon" and gives as another. example the three
days of "The Chase. 11
one

A second type of sequence

"Moru:;trouc~

Pictures of 1rJhales, 11 ChaptEn.. LVI, "Loss

Erroneous Pictures of Hhales t II and Chapter LVII,
Pa~.nt,

that using

Duoh aEl the three chapte:rs on Nhale paintings--

th(;)lrn~~)

Chapte:(' IN,

ln

H~

in Teeth, etc."

A th1. rc't kind of

II

or

group~_ng

l!lha.les

is that

of thE) chapters shol'Jj_ng structur•al similarities, such as the

five cJ.:t"ama.tic clm.pteY's begj.nr1ing w:lth Chapter XXXVI, "The
Th.en, although they are not contiguous, there

(,1uartex• Dack."

a1"e cha.pters that are closely related by their theme; l'1hite-

mws, fol"' e:xT:tmple, dominates nrrhe vJh1teness of the ltJhale,"

"The Spirit Spout," "The Albatross•" and "Squid;" while fire
ls the root-image in "The Try Horks 11 and "The Candles. 11
Thos~

chaptnr clusters are o1.1e means Melville uses to

give his big book unity.

Anothen• device, as Mr. Bezanson

e.gain points out, is the use of nal"'re.t:lve line.

Each of the

ten lclllinf:<£i is 'the center of a certain number of chapters of
;;~Jhaling

serves a

cwtion and netological lore.
simlla~C'

structural purpose.

Each of the nine gams
f1r. Bezanson concludes

1;hat such an exploration of ·t;he structure shows "elaborate

interrelations of parts, but no overreachlng formal pattern. 112 6

-26 ·
Ib~.tt.

, P. 53·

L~9

Besicle this darnlng together of many
certain

othr~r

clearly· ht::ls.

mir101~ ~.noidents,

faetors oontri bute t;o the unity v-.thlch the book
FoJ:> one thing the scene of the actl on 1.s

h~.ghly

focused; :U; all takfJS plc-tec:: or is centered v.ri.thin the nar:retiT
confhw~:.;

of tho .I:..f'&.lJ•.Oi.L.

'rhe ear•ly

(~hnpte;~s

he!'e, because tl:wy all press forTtmrd in

011e

can be :t.ncl uded.
directlon only,

tot-n:trd the VJ)W.J.ing voyage upon which Ishmael ultimately sails.

'l'he non-nar:cati ve cha.pta rs alrw
in EH3,ch

c~;we

mu~li;

be inol uded; they ar1.sa

f:r.>om Ishmael's recolleotj.on of som(3thing that

e:xJ.::.{tecl. o:r. occurred Hl thin the sm£1.11 '{tJOrltl of the Pe,.QJJ,Qd.

It is the ar·ts of dJ:>ugging a ha.rpooned \·Jhale and of inserting a we.if-pole ln the flating body of a dead whale, described
as pa:r·t of the hunt that takes place ln Chapter LXXXVII, "The

Grand Arme.da, 11 whlch give rise to the mock-serious dlsserta ...
tion upon the lat---J ln Chapter LXXXIX, "li'ast-Flsh and Loose

B,ish," an<l in the following chapter, "Heads or Tails. 11

In a

similar Nay every nhapter in the book can be found to s·tem
directly from the

!~mod

and 1 ts crew.

A:nd the oret-1, in spite

of' their great disparity as :l.ndlviduals, are united by the

kinship of thelr common oocupe.tion.

It is only "darl-c Ahab"

who stands alone 9 Nith a mystery about him that Ishmael senses
the flrst day he steps aboar-d the

P~Q...q.

Ahab, then, is the scene-stealer, ltlhOse presence tn the
book seems to overshadow everything else.
~

would have been in a class with

H':l.thout him,

~

or

~

Jlli.~ Q:_aot,~..t,,
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a simple enough yarn drawn in gooa:·pa.rt from the author's own
exp<?:.t"if:Jnoes,

suc~h

as the publ1.o hac1 learn.ed. to expect f:r.om

r:l'he varioun hunts leaclJ.ng up to the flnal dis-

}1e1 ville.

astrous encounter t\11 th the -v1hi to

whalE~

liTOuld have car~rled t~he

story fOJ."'Hard, and the characters of tht:'J thr·ee

ma.teE~

and the

three harpooners would. have appearecl tn a more tmpo:tttfJ,nt light.
Thf-1 frienClsh:tp 'bet't-reen Ishmael ancl Queequeg t·JOUld have remained

a m<)re importo;nt element in the st01"'Y, ana. th:ls book's rela ....

tion to

.T~&.. and

Qm.Qv. would

hEW(:1

been more appal'ent.

It

would ht:w0 been a goca. enough boolc, probably still. f"..elv:i..lh;, 'a
best, an<l woulc1, ll1m the stor·:tes of James Penimore Co()per

and like Hichard Henry Da11a 's Two.
ahrays had

com.;jCJ.m~al1le

had

hi~:;

own

~£"ather

!1ruU;,., have

interest for lovers of adventure and

for studer.tts of Americana.
tlfould pt•o1xtb1y have

X..t;L~ ~~~ ~

b~~en

The odd.i ties of Melville's s·tyle

accepted as a matter of course;

peculiar me,nner of telling a story.

he~

His

i'JOrk NouJ.d not ho..ve secmecl 5.mpo:r-tant enough to cause critics
to relate h:ls stylo to that of Shakespeare ar.Hl

St~n.. ne

and

even Pierre Bayle.
Hol'lever, the story dJ.d not turn out that way.
course of his Nriting Melville had a vision.

we.s Ahab.

Like

Falstaff~

In the

And that v:t.s:ton

Ahe.b is probably one of the happy

acc1.dents of literature---a character far more memorable than
was the author's original conception of him.

known, sho:rtly before

writing~-~,

Melville is

to have become
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aware, simply

be(~t:n:tse

e.t last he hacl founct an edition of

ShakespcH:J.:r-e pr• l nted in type large enough so trw:t; he could
i~e<.:H1

it, of the power and the dark beauty o:f'
ShakespE'Hli."'e • s tragedies. 2 7 IUs earlier pre occupation ~Ji th
comfortably

the "great

pm~Yer

of' blackness 11 and its effect upon an

isolatf~d

human being is app.~n'ent from his comments upon the:: writlng of
28
Hav-rthor:ne.
'l'he necessary elements were all at hand. Per ...
haps when Captain Pelog described Almb for the inquiring
IshmEtel, his words aroused thoughts that lay

1Jelo~l

the sur-

face of Nelv:l.lle 's consciousness and that fuBed themselves

into the creation of a ohe.racter that has been called the
11

greatest f'igut>o ln fiction s1.noE~ the GPeelm and Shakespeare~ n29

PE~leg

said. in part, "He's a grand., ungodly, godlike man • • •

Ahab's above the common • • • been used to deeper wonders than
the waves; fixed his fiery lance in mightier, stranger foes
than whales • • • He'B Ahab, boy; and Ahab of old, thou_
lmo'!rJest, ~lEts a crowned king l't (p. 115).
11

G:c-and, ungodly, godllke

ma:n-~-.

is his wont, strings together a

seric~s

11

Here f1elvilJ.e, as
of sonorous adjectives,

full of sound and fury, signifying---something far more pro-

found than the consctous mlnd of I1elville yet realized.

2 71)r
• < anc
c 1 G'l 1 man,
-· av1.3

.Q.U..

A~

+
~·,

But

p. 7'1 •

Horman Mel ville, "Hawthorne and his Masses, 11 ~
PQ;rt~:Ql&. ~, ed. ,Jay Leyda (Neti York: The Viking Press,
1952 t pp. 400-21.
28

29

Some1.. set Maugham, ~~~-..!21.Q.k," l}tl,a.n;t....\Q,
CLXXXI (June, 1948), p. 103.

~.
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the I"lelville

't'lhO

could. <.n•eate tvw chapters from the germinal

idea of a t·raj.f ....pole, would be able, with a flash of insight,
to realize ·the total significance of tAJhat Peleg tr(las saying.
rrhe love of anti thesis' which is so characteris·tj_c an element

in I1el ville 1 s style, ts here expressed, and as the character

of Ahab develops, the same anti thesis is shOt"l'n in the captain
himself.
After the first introduction of Ahab, Melville continues his account of the preparation for the voyage.

Ishr~el

and Queequeg meet Elijah. who forewarns of disaster--a good
device for

ax~ousing

further interest in the story.

Elijah

speakts of the captain's losing his leg and hints darkly that

much of this story still remains to be told--further good
suspense.

He speaks also about Ahab's spitting in the silver

calabash in Spain, a story that shows another ino:'l.pient

cleavage of Ahab, as we

knm>~

him in the finlshed 1152.12x.-D..1.Q.k,

from Ahab the nurly, yet l<ind.ly, -v.thallng captain for lrJhom

Melville seems at first to prepare us.
This emergence of Ahab from the body of t;he story does

not destroy its unity.

On the factual level it is still the

same story, although the emphasis is changed.

It is important

to remember, as Newton Arvln points out, that .t'l.Q_Q.Y..-.!2J..Q.k must
be read on more than one leve1.30

The one level that many

30 Newton Arvin, ~ ~
Sloane Associates, 1950), p. 16.5.

(New

York: Hilliam
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crit;:i.cs seem to :i.gno:re
since

,lli;U.?.;L~L?..l,Qk

~.s

the literal level, and. it j_s

here~

ls primarily a whali:r..g story, that it best

hol6.s together .tJs a unifled t·1ork.

Assuming that Professor

Stet';art 1 s theory is corr-ect, that HoJ.vllle did enlarge upon
his orlginal ldea of' the story, liQ.'Q.Y..-Qi.Q.k. must still be

susceptible of a literal interpretation, or the work loses
much of its validity.

Melville tells us very clearly, on

several oocas:L(Yns, that Almb is ma(l,- that the pursuit of the
white whale h3 his monomania:
• • • the footprints of' his one unsleeping, ever· paci:rJg

thought {p. 230)

• • • They thlnl{ me mad--;)tarbuck does; but I 1 m
demoniac, I'm madness ma<ldened!
{p. 243)
• • • crtu-:;y Ahab • • • (p. 267)
• • • his torn body and gtlshed soul bled into one
another; and f.lO lnterfusing, made him mad) (p. 258) •
• • • crazy Ahab • • • (p. 291)
. '
• • • her monomaniac oom,landeP's soul • • • (p. 610)
l:Jhat; could b!:; clearer?

And t<Jhat, in a period that produced

Poe, would be a more acceptably sinister add1tion to an exciting adventure sto:t"y?
'I'he fact that the character of Ahab, l:lke the character

of Hamlet, 1s capable of almost endless speculative interpreta·!;:i.ons must not be

al~Lm<~ed

to d.est:r.o;1r the validity of its

prlmary intEH'p:('etation, on the 11 teral level, as a half ...
crazed New ErJgland w'haling captaJ.n.
Closely linked to the character of Ahab, and like i t

a unifying force upon the story, ls the sustained mood.

:From

the first page-...with its startling reference "Call me Ishmaol,"

the wanderer, the orphan, trlho has a "drizzly November" in his
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soul--to the last···.. t'lhwre the

11

dev:tous ...cruising

~.G.bsU-11

in

her "retracing search after her missing children" finc.1.s only
"another orphan" afloat upon <iueequeg 's
tains the somber tone of hj.s work.

coffin--~Nelville

sus-

Sometimes, as when Ishmael

seBs the dax•k plotur.e in the entry-hall of the Spoute:r Inn,
1 t is in the foreground; sometimes, as ·1t1hen everyon.e is occupied
with the high exoi tement of a successful liJhS.lE-3 hunt, 1 t is
momentarily pushed into the backgrounc1; but 1 t is always ther•e,
the "blackness of darkness, 11 like a :t'ecurrent musloal theme.
And Ahab, as the story progresses, becomes more am1 more a
part of this darkness.

In sustaintng this mood, i.t is again

the rich and connotative language that carries the theme.
Melville's love of peculiar and resounding
almost hypnotj.c use of long rhythmic

passagr:~s,

\'ll'Ol"ds,

his

the contra ...

dictions and a.mbiguitles v:i th which he stre\'ll'S hts pages, his
rhapsodies and hls verbal exoesses-....all these
style.

a~('e

matters of

\1hat is the source of these mannerisms • t=J.nd how far•

does Mel v:l.lle' s fondnesr:; for them carry him

baslo idea?

~1.way

f':r•om his

\Alhile style is a vastly important element in any

worlr, and pal"tiouJ.arly in one open to various

lE~vels

of

interpretation, does not the criticism that loses its orientation in a maze of secnrtdary meanings lose a good measure of

its validity as oriticiEsm?
does, and what

it~

Why does Melvllle r11Tr1te as he

his debt to ea.rlier writers?

of the critics answer these questions concerning

How do some
li~-~?

CHAPTER III
SOUHCES Of!' r1ELVILLE 1 S STYLE

Since the st;yle in 11thich

~-~

is

\~l"i tten,

as

well as the content of ·the book, appears to be a synthesis
of ma11y diverse elements, it has become a popular and reward:i.ng study among cri1;1cs and a·cudents of 11 terature to identify
certa:tn of these oonsti tuent elements.

Some of the sources

are so obvious that little need be said to justify their
il'lOl<Jsl on;

othE~rs

have such an obscure relationship to any-

thing that appears in Melville's pages that the lea:t•ned paper
in their Gupport mtgh·c better• be classified as

fantaE~Y

than

as literary oritioism. 1
Among the most inter>esting oornme:nts upon Ivlelville's
way of vJri ting ar·e, most suitably, those of the author him-

self.

'l'her>e is a wall-known passage in whi oh he comments t

first ln hyperbole and i;hen in ordinary prose, upon the

larger-than-l:l.fe grandeur of much of .li.Q.b.l....ll.tC.k.:
condor's quill:

"Give me a.

Give me Vesuvius• crater for an :tnkstand.

• • • r.ro produce a mighty book you must choose a mighty theme"
(p. 655).
1

Ne speaks in the early pages of ~-12.1Slk of the

such is Dorothea Grdseloff's "A Note o:n the Origin
of Fedallah in .~..Q..~·.P.J..Qk, 11 ~..ri~n L~.:t~.r.aty..r..e_, XXVII (19.5.5),
pp. 396 .. 403, which becomes so involved in Far Eastern
languages that all but the most tenuous relationship to
.~-~ is completElly lost fl'Om sight.
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difficulty of completing such a work:

n •••

small erections

may be finished by their f:l.rst e.rchiteots; grand ones, true
ones, ever leave the copestone to posterity.
ever completing anything.

r.rhi s whole book is but a draught--

nay, but the draught of a draught.
Patic~noe

God keep me from

Oh, 'firne, St;rength, Cash,

One t<wuld hardly call liQ.p.x....~ a

111 (p. 207).

draught, but 1t certainly has a quaJ.i ty of roughness, which,
like that of' an Epstel.n sculpture, really enhances its
strength.

Some\'Ihe.t similar is his later rema.J•k,

11

There are

some enterprises in whloh a careful disorderilness is tha true
method 11 (p • .522).
more

11

Recent critics have tended to see more and

method" b). the

11

d1sorderliness," and in so doing, ·to

glve more lmportance to the opening lines of' Chapter LXIII,
11

The Crotch 11

:

11

them, the ·t;wigs.

0ut of the trunk, the branches. gz•ow, out of'
So, in produoti ve subjects, grow the

ohapters 11 (p. 419).

lVJ.elville did not; write so spontaneously

as·has often been believed, and consequently his work has an

inner• logic which earl ler

01.. 1 tics

did not per eel ve.

Because

an understa.ndlng of the setting and the properties of the

"productive subject" under disoussl.on is unusually neoesst:u-.y
to a x•eadel.. . 1 ~3 understanding of the action :'tn

.t'L<ll?Y..-J~,

Mel-

ville felt obliged at or1e point to make thls fact clear·:

11

So

far as what there may be of a. narrative in this book • • •
the foregoing chapter • • • is as important a one as will be
fOUUd iYJ. thiS V'OlU!TI8 II

(p. 293) •

r.[lh(:J Chapter refElt'l"ed tO iS
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"The Chartt" ln which Helville seeks to strengthen the narrative portion of hir:1 book by making credible Ahab's ability
to find one particular whale ir1 the worldwid.e expanse of
ooean.

The final comment upon. hil:-l oNn style is found not in

1.1Qlu;:-Q1Q.li, bu1i ln a lE=Jtter which he wrote to Evert Duyokinok
nearly t·No
11

yc~a.rs

I1y dear sir,

the Ptlbl:tca tion of his great story J

be~ fore

the two great things yet to be discovered are

these--the art of rejuvenating old age in men, and oldageify1ng youth in books.

11

")

\:Jhile this refers to the antiquated

'~

style of an obsolete Liverpool guidebook Melville was attempting
to reproduce in

~..Yl21.

Brooks suggests, to the
a page of

~-~~~ 11

1 t would apply equally, as Van Wyck
11

seven·ceenth-century flavor· of many

which is

11

the fl.. ut t of' a taste as

consciously cherished and developed as the taste of' certain

American patnters frem William Page to Duveneck f'or the so
':)

called ''Brown Sauce • of the Munich school. n./
Nelville, unlike the typical novelist, diCJ. not arrive
at the

wr~.ting

of fiction as a successor to earl:l.er t-Triters

of fiction, who, in his case would be Cooper, Godwhl; or
Scott.

Instead, his ttTork seems to have descended. from a line

of ear.olier travel writings, such as Hungo Parks 1 1I'r£l.J!elt;! J.n
2 Nerrill R. Davis and \.Villiarn Gilman {edB.), ~ bslt.t~ .9.1'. ~man !.'f..f:LlvillQ (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1960) , p. 82 •
~

3 va.n Wyck Brooks, .'J.llsi I.1.me~ .Qt. !lq,~
(Nm1 Yo:ek: E. P. Dutton, 19h7), p. 79.

Wl{l Whitman
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~ !2.9~ p~a.§.;

and, as Melville himself called 1 t, "my
friend Dana's unma tohable ~ Years. J&!.Qz:~ ..:t.llst ~. 114 These

left sm indeJ.i ble stamp upon his style.

quest, with

j, ts

'£he voyage, or

continual change of scene, and with the recur-

rir1g rhythm of motion and rest in its forward st:;riving toward
a constant goal, became f'or him not simply a sub,jeot but an
11

archetypal pattern of experience, 11 and as such open as much

to a symbolic as to e, 11 teral interpretation. 5
Since I'1el ville was always a great reader, 1 t is hard
to determine what first gave rise in his experience or in his
reading to the basic idea of

~-121.Q.k.

It may have been his

chance conversat5.orls l'lith other seafaring men.
been Reynold's article,

11

I"looha Dj.ck:

It may have

or the White \\!hale of

6

the Pacific, 11 whlch he appea:r•s to have read quite early.

While he was a sailor on the ~ in 18LH, he met, during

a. gam at sea a "fine lad of 16 or thereabouts" vJho turned out

to be the son of Owen Chase of the Essex and who lent him a
oopy of tihe boo1<: his father had written, A
~ E:?.t:t~.Q.J:'QJJJ.au

.§..l:.U..u Es.ta.ru.t.

find. ~e4';!Sipg. ~~s.lk .Qf.

.t..tua,

.t.rut .kltw.le.-

f1e1ville says of thj.s book that it "had a sur-

pr1s1 ng effect on me. 11 '?

-----1.~

.

.fu.l....rmll:!l.~ .Q!.

Not long after this the 11Q.\:UibnQ.t. met

Newton Arvin~ J;I.errnan !if'.J..y.,lll..~ (New Yor•k: William
Sloan Assooiates, 19.'50), p. 79.
6
7
.I.l?.1.d. ' p. 14 5.
1Jl..tfl.. ' p. ll.J-6.

'lJ:i..1.sl.
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self was the captain.
of the

~

even more

This must have impressed the tragedy
deE~ply

rrwo of

in Melville 1 s mind.

Mel ville • s earlier books, .tl~u::9,1. and .Eed,p~, contain allus1 ons
8
to whales.
It is quite possible that by the time of their
writing (1849) the idea ot' a whaling story was ge·rminating in

his mind.
As ln his eal"l5.er books, of course, Mel vj.lle d:t:>ew,
'

when desirable, upon his own experience for the material he

needed.

The first ten

chapter~J

of

l~-~

are set in New

Bedford, whence Melville himself had sailed on his own whaling
t1,ip aboard the .&lla,shrw..t.,.

The descr:lptions of

thf~

town, the

inns, and the people are clearly and simply wrltten, with
some humorous exaggeration and consider•able st!•aightforwa.rd
Father Mapple is a combl nation, in part, of the clergy..

detail.

men Nelville had known, 9 and his chapel, minus the nautical
details, is a typical enough New England chapel.

XLV t

II

In Chapter

The Affidavit' II r1el ville ci t(~f:l three instances

n

that

I personally have lmown where a whale, after recelving a harpoon has effected a complete escape and later been st;ru.ck
again by the same han<l" (p. 29l}}.

Whether thts is actually

fictitious as coming from Ishmael, is hard to determine.

8
Ho\'lard Vincc1nt, ~ ~t:ll:ing, Q1.a.t. S>f.
Houghton Mifflin Company, 191-1-9), p. 20.

~·RQ:J....Q.k

(Boston:
'

Harry Levin, 111:~ 1:..Q.ra~ ~9-f.. .ill.s1.Q.ktl\?..!aS.: B..a~tth.Q!!P...§., 1~.
(New Y£n•k: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 19.58), p. 227.

9

ru:tii!:l~"li..lli
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l,<Jh:i.l~)

tho student of

1'1(~1ville

can reac11ly validate

many of I•1elville 1 s own experiences as oontr•ibuting to the
content of the book, he :to apt to become dangerously subjective

\<"lhtm

~1c;lvillo

he attempts to account for

1

s style.

oertaJ.nly 1:t :ls not too much to sugrrest that the

But;

chang~Lng

rhythms of his n1•ose and thEd.r eJ.te:(•nation of ca1rn and violence
·are the unoonsclous pr•oduot of h:ls long a::;socia.tion with the

o:f tl1e

movement.

S(lH.

Consctously,

h<:~

upon h1n ct-m. expel"·:t-

drcnv-

ence for his vocal::mln:ry of wheJ.ing terms, and, though he greatly
euphemtze<l it, the 1onguage of the m:tilors.

in e, rt:ore r.>olJGhE'd vet's j_on into
example:~

th~'-1

Occasionally,

text of

!1ob,y:~Q1clt.

il.n

of thts is h:1.s revieH, apl)earj_ng on Hs.rch 6, 18Lk7, of

J. floGs Browne's I.~,.gQ. .9.!..

.a

W..b§l.Jj...ng,_ 9..t:ll.llHtr:. mi:Jl l.Jotes~ .Q!.

'ro ill;t.l.Qh
.

J.J&

:ts~ J\11n~n4fld

.r~w..:t. .Q:.ru112.r~.

10

There are marked similarities between this review and the passage from

1.1.!?.'P.:L.~.PJ.c.k,

both in. content anc1 tn f'lgurEH3 of speech,

but Vincent poj_nts out ths.t only the novel has the "rol11ng
rhythms, wavelike in effect, e.ncl the concentration of 1ma.ges. 11
He concludes that the superiod. ty lies 1n tbe mo-r·e sk111:f:"ul

proeoc1.y and

tecr.mique···~in

the

11

r1 se and c1escent of the long

sentences, in the use of onoma.topoed.r?., anc1. in the sharpened
_ .. ,iJIO<"'I'D_,._.....,.. _ _ _............

10

v~.~.ncent ,

" +t
QQ.. ~-·,
1

P. 17 •
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alllteration"-~but

that the later writing is vGry
derived from the earlier. 11

cle~u..,ly

Closely related to this ur.Je of hl s own TtJOrk is Melville 1 s use of what he calls his "fish dc.>ouments. 11

the authors of most of these, along with a good

mEH'lY

t-vri 1;ers Nhom he does not use at a.ll, in the early
of' Chapter XXXII~

11

Cetology. II

He l:lsts
other

parag1~aphs

Melville shov\l'ed. an "ex:tra-

ord1.nary dependence on the 111ri tings of other men, 11 a trait
which points to somethlng "patently archaic j_n h:l.a genius • 1112
Like Shakespeare drawing upon Plutarch's 1J.ve§ for his

o~m

traged.:les, MGJ.v:tlle occasionally uses some of the source
verbatim; more often, however, he rewords and

material

almo~Tt

reshapE~s

it just enough to turn competent reporting into a

prose that is completely his
~ ~ ~-~.

t;he original

11

Howard Vincent: 1 f3 .'r.W!

ot>~n.

,XJ~~-

with its wealth of parallel quotations from

f:l.sh bool{S 11 and from .tl~-~. is a fascinati.ng

and remarkable stud.y of an author's mental processes.

I~uch

of its excellence lies in the fact that; f1r. Vincent is cont;e:nt
to let Melville's t-\TOrds Fspeak for themselves; more
not he allows his t•eaders to divine

thE~

reason

Ol""

oft(:~n

than

unreason

fOl"

Melville's use, alteration, or omission of a portion of his
source ma:cerial and a.oes not burden his text with psychological
or esthetic reasons of his own.
11

.JJ.U.d., p. 18 ..

12Arv 1n,

He does, of course 1 ma1{e a

~2I?.· Qi.!;.. ,

p. J).J.L-1- •
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limited number of necessary interpre-tations, bu.t with an
objectivity that is rare a.nd

~Jelcome

among the lush jungle

of secondary li teratu:t•e that has grown up around

It is usually accepted

that~

~-J21c.k.

Mel ville began the wrl ting

of Moby-Dlok as a whaling story, pure and simple. but tha.t
six months

l~'tte:t~

he

reconceived h1.s story, and \dth the emo-

tional dl"i.ve of a great new idea, wrote
it today.

~-~

as we know

Professor Stewart, weighing the available evidence.

has divided the book into three sections.

Chapters I-XV he

sees as part of the or5.ginal story, slightly revised.

XVI-XXII are still mainly from the original Btory.

Chapters

Some pas-

sages, however, like Peleg 1 s description of Ahab, pp. 115-16,
seem to have been l-1ritte:n later•, probably to tie together the
old and the ne-&'1.

The rest of the book trJas written af'tEn• Mel-

ville's reconception of the story, though it may contain certain passages of the original, somewhat altered.

The original

is straightforward; follrsy in tone, td.th considerable clumsy

humor; the revision is written in a much grander style.

There

are several new ideas--the sinking of the ship by Moby Dick;
the oetology; the philosophy; the aggrandisement of Ahab's
character; the introduction of Fedallah and his crew; the
Shakespearean flavor; the fantastic digressions; the symbolical
elements. 1 J Though it is hard to be as specific as Professor

lJGeorge R.

StmiTS.l"t,

"The

rrt-1)'0

1l..t..~u·aty,;c~, XXV (January, 1954), pp.

~-J?...l.Q.k.s' II h.mr~n
417-1-J-8.

Stewart is without venturi.ng pretty far into the field- ox•

conjecture, nevertheless the patterrJ. of growth he sugges·bs
a.pnears to be well accepted by most ot he:t' ii'lri ters.
r.:~pirt tual

says that it was Helville • s
Mgm;.u~s

response to

Vincen.t
Hav-tthornt:~

•s

and his rev1et'l of the book for the ;l!j:t(erar.x t:LQ;rl.s:l that

were "unquestionably responsible for the birth of the great
Melville in the revised and great

~...Q.l..Q.k."

~-~was

After the writing of

14

definitely under

way, Melville worl<ed long, continuous hours upon his book,
but relied considerably less upon inspiration and his own
experience them has generally been supposed. 1 5 Throughout
the bo, k he

ttY&s

dependent enough on his source rna terial to

have one critic say of him that in a certain sense he was
hardly an

11

:lnvent1.ve" wri.ter at all, but should rather be

described as "an essentially convertive or tra:nsmutative
poet .. 1116

In this, hoNever, Melville has some rather "t'lidely

accepted predecessors.
Three of Melville's

11

fish boolts, 11 Beynold's

~

P...1Q.k; Owen Ghase 's ~. and J. Ross Browne 1 s ~.tchinga
Ia l~}la;li.ll..Et 9:CUi£t@., have already been mentioned.

ing to provide initial

insp1l~at1on

for

9.!

Besldes help-

!1.2_~-P..i&k.

they were

useful to its author 1n providing details for the later oomposit1on of his work.

14Vincent, .s.m..
16 .
Arv 1n , J..Q.Q..

In the first ten chapters, as was told

.Q.i.t,. , p. 22.

.ru..t..

earlier• most of the material was based upon r1elv1lle 's actual
So, in a. lfWtY; was the hymn rt.Th:loh was sung at the

experience.

service conducted by Father

Thls hymn, taken f:rom a

Mapple~

rhymed version of the first part of the 18th Psalm, is found.
in the boolc of psalms and hymns of the Reformed Protestant
brm7;~5ht

Dutch Church, in 111hich Mel ville was

4, and 5 of the

h~mn

are

ve~y

up.

Verses 2 • 3,

closely l~ralleled, and many of

the lines are exactly the same • 1 7

On the ocher hand, the

changes Melville makes are enough to alter it so that it conforms beautifully to the whaling theme of the chapel and,
expresslng Jonah's defiance, fear, and repentance, becomes an
epitome of the sermon.
~t'hough

Mel ville had been to Net'l Bedf.oi!:d,. he had never

been to Nantucket, but he chose to have Ishmael leave from

there because in the heyday of t>Jhaling it was the gl"'eHt port.
For his descriptions of the tOi'l!n he depended upon Obed

little book, li Jil.stor.u; .o.t

~.

~1acey's

This he trnnsflo:mned by

"careful alli terat:J.on, express1 ve metaphor

<::~.nc1

simile, and

rising periods, which bespeaJ{ profound familiarity wl th the

rhythms of the King J'ames Bible. 11

18

As i..ras often the case

when Mel vtlle was some'l.'lhat sketchy in factual knotdedgc, he
became more than usually rhetorical and concea3.J3 his slim

17nav1d H. Butterfield, "The Source for the Hpmn tn
~-.P...1..Q.k,"

A.m.erioan

18v4.;.:t:106l1Li.... •

l:J1w~. XXVII

...4+.Q.:Q.. ~·'

p. 811. .•

(19.55-56), pp. 393-91l·.

knowledge in a play of fancy.
in Chapter XIV,

11

Such is his second paragraph

Nantucket," which beglr.us, "Nantucket.

out your map and look at it.

See what a

rE~al

Take

corner of the

world it occupies; how it stands there, a1t1ay off shore, more
lonely than the Eddystone lighthouse • • •
padding·~-probably

a bit of both.

Poetry or

Pul"e poetry, however, are

the last lines of this same chapter, transmuted from a dull
little factual pasGa.ge in Obed Macey's book:
The Nantuol<eter, he, alone, resides ti:md riots on the:
sea; he alone, j,n Bible language, goes down to it in
ships; to and fro ploughing it as his own special plantati.on. .~b§r§. is his home; .:t;bere lles his business wh:toh
a Noah •s flood 'ir!OUJ.d. not :l.nterrupt, though it overwhelmed all the millions in China.. He lives on the sea,
as Pl"airie oooks in the prairie; he hides among the waves,
he climbs them as chamois hunters climb the Alps. :fi~or
ye11rs he kno"VJS not the land; so that when he comes to it
at: last, it sm~~lls like another world, more strangely than
th~ moon would to an Earthman.
With the landless gull,
that at sunset folds her wings and is rocked to sleep
between billows; so at nightfall, the Nantucketer, out
of sight of land, furls his sails. and lays him to his
rest, l'lhile under his very pillow rush herds of walruses
a:nd t~Thales (p. 93).
.

Another "fish book" that Melville used for some of'
the material in

~.d.s

own bool< is Charles tV'lllws 1 six-volume

his early chapters Melville drew upon 1t for much of the
f'actu~J.l

material used in the creation of

Q.ue<~queg ...... h~.s

weird

native customs and beliefs, the j.dea of the Ramadan, of the
little idol whom Melville names Yojo, of the shrunken heads.
Muoh of \Hlkes parallels Melville, not only ln subject matter,
but also in the

phraE~eology

he uses.

In this boolt, interestingly·

66
enough, there :ts even a picture of Vlilkes 1 native--·whose name
is Ko ... towatowa--and he looks like Queequeg, and like George

Washington!

Later in the book the idea of Q.ueequeg's coffincanoe also appears, taken from this same sourae. 1 9
•rwo other "fish books," peglS# '§. !fAt.ur:ft.).

~ ~ ~tool~
~~

and Scoresby's

An A.Qootm;t""

~..Q.tt

Q.t

.Qf. ~ L}.~·Qtig.

supply such factual information as occurs in Chapter

XXIV, "The Advocate." 20

Howevei•, much of this chapter iS in

the form of a chatty conversation Nith the reader, in which
Ishmael repeats an objection the reader has made and corrects
the misconcept:l.on about whaling upon which it is based.

He

even indulges in the conversational commonplace of who-isrelatedw•tO··whom by demonstrating that through his grandmother,

Mary I1orrel-that-was, later "Mary Folgex•, one of the old set ....
tlers of Nantucket," many of the present-day

~11halers

related to the noble Benjamin Franklln (p. 1.58).
satire is apt to occur- at

almm~t

any point 1n

are

Such gentle

kl~... Di.Qk,.

Hot'l!'-

ever. this theme of social connections recUJ.'S in the three
following chapters, "Postscript," and the two "!\nights and
Squires;" which lead into Chapter XXVIII, "Aha.b."
tion is accomplished very smoothly by means of a

19David Jaffe II

11

Some Origins of

in an Old Souroe,n !mertoan

1957). pp. 53-60.

2ov1noent,

QR.

~+
~~~·•

~~

p. 95 •

This ·tranfii...
sudd.en

New Find.s
XXIX (November.

~-Qi.Q.k~

increase of the oonnotatlve intensity of Melville's style in
his description of Pip.

The oap·ta.in mal{es his first appear-

anoe--"like a man cut away from the stake, 11 standing upon a
'tbarbarj.c white leg,"--"moody, stricken Ahab,".,. .... 11 with a
cruoif1x:1.on in his faoe 11 (p. 177).

ri'he next three chapters

show other facets of Ahab's character, not with such a sharp
il'.J.tensit.y, but always with e. sense of
at times with a:n inexpressible dread.

a.~rful

r•espect, mingled

Stubb 1 s last words as

Ahab appr•oaches the mast-head. are, "Stand by fox.. it, Flaslt.
Ahab has that that's bloody on his mind..

this

wa~r"

(p. 189).

Then follow the

But, mum; he comes

foux~ chapters

of lfJ'halin.g

lore, sardonic humor, ar.tCI. dal"'k ph1los ophy t>lhloh serve to build
up the read.er.'s anticipation for the book's first tremendous

climax. in

11

The Quarter-Deck. 11

This is the sort of ha.ndlil'lg

by t·lelville of his material that Vincent means when, describ-

ing the oetology as

a documentary base,
there waste in

11

complete and a.ccura.te, 11 he adds,

~-~is

~-~;

a work of art.

11

w1th

Nowhere is

every concrete detail serves a

double and triple purpose. 1121
A few word,$ more need to be added about the chapter
called

11

Cetology. 11

Although Melville's gl"'ouping of the vari.ous

whales into a "B:tb11ograph1ca.l taxonomy" ("Fol1os, 11
11

Oota vos, 11 and.

11

11

Qua:rtos, 11

Duodecimos 11 ) seems prankish in the extreme,

211.J;U..d., p. 12h.

6B
it is, for all 1tB facetious language, accurate in lts
informatlon and. follows closely Beale's own groupings. 22

Also,

though Melville quotes the names of many authorities in the
field of cetology with the long-faced respect of one who has
gradually amassed them from a whole library of original
sources, he actually found them all together on an unnumbered
page in the front section of Beale's Natucal Histgry Qt

~. 2 3

SY'Ii!:>V>m ---~
_Wba ·
~
01

~

The next f ew c hapters d epend on no new

sources, although the four dramatic chapters, "Sunset 11 through
11

Midnight, FoJ•ecastle," completely change the tempo and the

key with their dramatic but almost too familiar Shakespearean
language.

In Chapter XLI, "riJoby Dick," Melville again quotes

hls authorities

ttJ~.th

such an air of scholarly achievement that

only the most cynj.oal reader would suspect they are not
primary sources.

He begins to mention, with protestations of

his own disbelief, certain rumors concerning Moby Dicl<:, and,
in support of these, merely hints that "on this head, there
are some remarkable documents that may be consul tedn (p. 262).
He speaks of "unearthly conceits" tn the "minds of the superstitiously inclined," of the

11

credulous 11 who believe

11

con-

ce1ts" which are not "altogether without some falnt shm<J of
superstitious probability."

So, in. the manner of Hawthorne

dE-mying rumors that he would have h.is reacler half believe,
22T1~"

A
~·· p. 139.

23..l.l21.d.. ,

p•

16 .5 •

Mel ville hints d.arkly of Moby Di.ck 's ubiquity ln time and
space and of his

11

unex:arnpled, intelligent malignity."

'ro

illustrate this he tells of one captain, l'Jho, with "three

boats stove roun.d him, and oars and men both

~Jhirllng

in

eddies, seizing the line-knife from his broken p:t•ow, had

dashed at the

whalE~,

as an At"li:ansas d·wellist at his foe,

blindly seeking with a six-inoh blade to reach the fathomdeep life of the 't'Jhale. 11

Mad, hysterical, hopeless struggle

against odds far too tE1rrible

fo!~

any mor·tal strength t

Then comes the shocking punch lii'le .... -"Tha t Captain was Aha.bn
(p. 266) •

So against a backgt•ound. of cla1~k superst:l tion,

r1e1 ville carefully builds up exactly t•Jha t the pursuit of the
White Whale meant to monomaniac Ahab ... - 11 audacious, 1mnd.tig1b1e.

and supernatural revenge 11 with overtones of something d£u:.. l{ly
hinted that lj.es too deep for words.
Chapters

XLII~Y~VI

are part of the new

~-~,

with Chaptel'• XLVI, "Surmises," being prol)ably one of the oon-

neotlng chapters ( 11 shanties") l>lhi ch f1el v illH told Hawthorne
he was constructing 1.n the summer of 18,51. 2 lJ. In Chapter XLIV,
url'he Chart," Melville quotes, in a footnote, a government; cir-

cular by Lj.eut. Naury of' the National Observatory in Washington
to bea,r out his 0\'l'n statement expressing the possibillty of
construct:tng elaborate migratory charts of the sperm t>Jhale

24

nana and Gilman, .sm,. sU.,t.., p. 1:32.
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(p. 287).

There seems to be little doubt that thiS is an
Chapter XLV, '"!'he Affidavit," collects

original source.

examples of other sea captains whO pursued and killed a

particular whale • com·nenting that they are as "well knO\I'Tn to
the stu<'i.ents of Cetacean History as Marius

classic scholar" (p. 296).

01..

Sulla to the

In this chapter Melville quotes

agaJ.n at consj.derable length from the Essex story by Captain

Chase. and from the testimony of seafaring men whom he has

met.

He also quotes Langsdorff''s

Y..Q.Ya~Jt;

"that up and down

manly hook of old-fashioned adventur·e, 11 the voyage of

I.~1 on.el

vJafer; and., :finally, the J!L:a.t,qrx, of Procopiu.s (p. 301).
Since none of the critics mention them as being secondary,
they

al"(l)

perhaps primary, though after a t-lh5.le one becomes

very sceptical about any learned opinion Melville offf.n:>s.
Several w,:rrative chapters follow he:r•e ·Nhich are almost
surely from the earlier

~-PJlQk. 2 5

So the chapters go, with Melvillep as he d.oes in his

chapters on the
his

11

p~.ctur·es

fish books'1 when he

of

~rhales.

ne(:~ds

a.d.aptlng material from

it • though Mr. Vincent does

not comment upon a specific borrowing until Chapter LXXXI•
"The Jeroboam's Story,"

Here he cites the incident of f1aoey,

the mate, as havlng been taken from Bennett 'a A

D~ ~. ~. 26

-

25v lncent t

~

Y.o.x,q.ga

In Chapter LXXXV I"'elv11le follov'ls Beale's
~4+
.QJ2.. ~·,

p..

132.
.

26
112.1.d. ' p. 243.
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text on "Breathi ng 11 more closely than he follm-.rs a source
e.nywhere else :tn the book, yet even here "identifylng man ...

nerism,

01..

habits of style, which are charaote:t•istio of

Melville" make their apDea.:ranoe.

What is important in all

these borrowln,gs, r-Ir. Vlncent pol nts out • is that Mel ville
continually adapts a naked fe.ct to hHl own use, embel11sh1.ng

it poetically an.a. dramatically, and transforming it lnto
passage whose

tll.

tmplications extencl far beyond the covers of
~-lli.Q.k into life itself. n 2 7
11

Chapter XCVI, "The Try Works;" is a pm'lerful example

of the way in 'Nhi ch Melville blend.s hl s raw rna terial into a
f:tnished. product that no reader can ever forget.

infoX'mEtt1on is taken partly from Melville's own

The whaling
memor.•:l.E~s,

partly frcm Bennett Is A vlV,a.JJ...rJ.i, '[qyag,e_ .fu2wld .t.b.a
partly fr•Oln Brown<:1 1s

£t_qhiU~t .Q.;C.

£l ~ C...-r.Ja.1.rui·

~' atld

He synthe-

sizes the material from his three sources, shapes it, sharpens
the deta1.1 f ano. creates a chapter that has remarkable unity
in itself.

But the most notable thing about this strlking

passage is the

ND.y

sl;.bordiw.:tted to the

in

t~hich,

characterizat~.on

central theme of the book.
V1ncent 1

11

for all its color, 1 t is st 1.11
of Ahab and to the great

"Here certainly," says Mr.

is a single fact described not only for itself', but

also for its implications--a fact seen in its total1ty. 112 8

27
l.b.1ti •• p.

220.
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7.'his chapter, then, is an outstanding example of 'Nhat Newton

Arvin calls Melville's

11

transmutat:1ve genius."

Hhen he comes to the final narr•atlve of

29
11

':{.1he Chase, 11

the reader, swept along as he iH to the ultimate catt:!:tstrophe,
would hardly hesitate to declare that these pages, at
are the product of pure, inspired gen:lus.

But not

least~

Here, too,

Nelville depends upon his sou roes, and ·t;he marvelous pages
out·~of-the-way

books,

eagerly seel<ing suggestions :r1pe for development. u30

So t;o

11

come

from a mind actively at wox•k in

the last, Melville included. his "fish books" as one of the

main ingredients of his most successful book.
sible to surmise that

perh~ps

Is it impos-

their exoeeHUngly factual

appl"oach to their subject rna tter provided just

E~nough

ballast

for Melville's naturally extravagant style to keep him fr-om
the

11

inste.bil1ty" and "opaqueness" that ruined l:?l§rr.§?3l

.Uerr<tl. was composed in a tone that mingled

flatm~ss anc1

bombast with namby-pe,mbiness; n

11

extravagance tiTith

32 but the

11

flsh

books 11 kept him in closer touch with the t:r:•avel-book, which
he did

W~Jll,

than with the conventi ona.l novel, which he did.

poorly.

---------------29

Arvin, .l.Q.Q.. ill•

JOVincent,
31nrooks

32Arvln,

1

~· ~., p. 387.
.Q.U • .sllJi.,., p. 168.

.Q.Jl• .QJ..t.., p. 229.
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Although many cn•itics speak in general terms of the

influence of the Bible upon I1elville 1 s

style~

that most of them simply take for granted.

it is a fact

This is llndOubt-

edly because the Bible :ts accepted as having more int"luence
upon the whole body of English literature than any other

single book.

Nathalia \vrtght makes note of certain ohar-

ac·teristics which she believes £1e1 ville owes to the Bible.

The most apparent is his lmagery,

simlle

Emd

~~speclally

metaphor, and she quotes as

t~m

his use of
11

example,

•

•

•

llke the half.,.articulated wailing of the ghosts of all
Herod's murdered Innocents" {to be found on p.
Life Buoy 11 ) .

in

7L~o,

in

11

The

Certain Biblical themes, also, are prominent

~-lli..Qk--the

exile theme (the wandering, the

orphan~

t:he Isolates); the prophecy theme (Ell jah, the soothsayer;

Father t!fa.pple, the spo1<esman;

Gabr~.el,

the false prophet;

aml Fed.allah; the apocalyptic for>t1teller); and the poetj.o,
psalm-like theme.

Melville also unes many Biblical ld.ioms

(lil<e the "blackness of darkness 11 Etnd. "outer c1al'•kness") and

Hebl"'aisms (such as a succession of genitives, the cognate
accusative, parallelisms, and anti theses) .

He uses Bi blict~l

allusions as a backgl"Ound for his narratives, TJvhich serve to
magni'f'y both the character and the themes, to suggest the
existence of a Norld beyond the world of sense, aml to give
to l1QJ.lY.-1:2.1.Q.k a fee ling of antlqui ty and. timelem:Jness. 33

J3Nathalia Wright, "B1. blioal All usj_ on in Melville's
Prose, ~~Jt bj.tex:satY.:re., XII (1940), pp. 18.?-99.
11

Pommer, ln clealtng 1f,r1th certain aspects of Melville'o debt
to Milton, speaks of most of this criticism e.s "hopelessly

1ndeflnite. 11

The one part of Nathalia Wr1.ght 1 f:1 article he

finds of any value is her listing of the BibB.cal names
glven to Melvllle 's chare.cters--Ishmael, the orphan liJho had

a charmed life; Ahab, 111ho worshipped pagan go(1s and met
death through lirJtening to false prophets; Elijah, the
prophet who tlenounced Ktng Ahab and Jezebel; Gabriel; Rachel;
Miss Wright points outt however, that none of

and others. )ll-

the analogieG suggested by these Blblica.l che.racters are

ever fully carriEH'1 out.3.5

Matthiessen, i.n mak:i.ng a comment

on the character of Ahab, notE:>S that

11

unl:lke that of a Hebrew prophet. 1136

The Jonah story in

his savagery is not

Father I!fapple • s sermon, however, carries for some ori tj_cs the
central theme of the n.ovel.

For VanWyck Brooh:s :tt strikes

the :note of the Pequod 's tragic voyage .37

li'o!' Harry Levin.

5. t is the Germon "from which the book takes 1ts ethical
8
F'or Milli
b Aa~t~~c.~.u3
_ ... _u~~r• •.• cen t B
. e 11.. th.e sermon revea1 s

J onah ""'s
m

34
Henry F. l'ormaer•, .!11J. ·t.,Qn £m..(1 ~ (Pittsburg :
University of Pittsburg Press, 1950)• p. 19.

J~Wright, ~. Qlt.
36F'. o. Matthiessen, Am~r l.Q@.ll ~ (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1941). p. 466.

37Broolts,
38Levi.l1

1

..Q.12 •

.Q.U.., p.

.Q,.D. • .Q..l.t,., p.

173.
227 ..
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Ho'L'mver, the sermon also

a "mythic archetype of' Ishma.el."J9

contrasts Jonah and Ahab .. Jo11ah, who defied God, repented.
and was forgiven by God; the whale breached and 1'vom1 ted out
Jonah on dry land."

Ahab, Nho alBo defied God, stood forth

to the end "his own inexorable self, 11 anc1 so was destroyed by

the 'L'lhale--the symbolic ident :tty of Nh j.ch ls one of the
ambiguous points ln the book.

At any rate, lt :ts by means of

the ser'mon that the conventl onal vieTtJ of Christianity is con-

trasted ·vd.1.:;h the uncertain, non-theistic point of view f:rorn

which Melville wrote his book.

In Millicent Bell's article,

also, it is pointed out that f1elville mal"ked his own B,.ble•
especlally every passage that could. be construed as referring
40

to Jehovah's evil-doing.

'l'o a n.l"'r:rt-t1me readex• of Mob.z-12:1.Q.k it is unquestionably the imprlnt of' Shakespeare's style which stands ont,
part:tcula.:r.ly in the intex•ior• monologues, such as "Sunset, 11
11

Dusl{," ar1d "F'irst Night Hatch."

l'he dramatic passages, the

1

stage dJ.recti ons, and the lnte:r.chr:mge of s traJ.ght dialogue
between two characters have a sur•face s1milaX'1 ty to drama
which betrays thelr source immediately.

In the earlier YElars

of the f1elville revival, this fact Nas freely commented upon,

or at least mentioned, but it is now considered as axiomatic
and taken for granted in the history of Melville's writing.
~~···----~

39Millicent Bell, "Pierre Bayle and ~-PJ..Q.k, 11 iJ.tblio:atiQlli:?. Qf..1f.h!t Mod§rll ;r.&t!)B;®g$1 .a.ru?..Q..PJ...atlcm.• LXVI, p. 6;1.
40

111i!i..

p. 6)5.
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It t<Jas, acoor•ding to r•Ielville hlmself, because no edi tio:n of
Shakespeare's v-10:rks was available in print la1?ge enough for
him to read comfortably, that he had. never become closely
acquainted with the dramatist. L~l
a

dust~r

Anyone ~..rho has pored through

single-volume edtti on of Shakespeare ln an old family

library will know what Belville was up against--whole scenes

compresr:Jed into t·v1o crowded. columns of nonpareil type set
upon a single yellowing octavo page, with an entire play

occupying only fifteen to twenty such pages,

Hhem he did,

in Feb:t"'uary, 1849, find and. purchase a seven-volume ed:t ti 011

of the

~,

he read these with the same

as Keats did Chapman's H.Qm.ru;_.

\'Jonf~er

and delight

Melville. however, expressed

his emotion in a letter· 111rl tten to Duyckin.ck on. February 2Li·:

It is an edition in glorious great type, every letter

tt~he}·'eof

is a soldier, and the top of every 11 t 11 111<e a
musket barrel.
I am mad to thl nlc how minute a cause
has prevented me hitherto from reading Shakespeare. But
until now any copy that; was com-atablo to me happened to
be a vile. small print unenclurable to my eyes which are
.tenden• as yo~ng sparrows. But chancing to fall in ~~r1 t:h

this

edition, I now exult over it, page after

~lorlous

page.,lf2

He described the d:c•amatlst, still :i.n this same

to Duyokinok,

as ' full
1

lette1~

of sermons--on-the-mount, and gentle,

aye, almost as Jesus." 4'

In a second letter to Duyckinck

written on t1arch 3 of that same year, I"'el ville, while still

41
42

Davis and

~.

Gilman,~·

43t'h4 ,.1

~-

Qlt •• p.

77.
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greatly under the spell of the dramatist, has placed hlm
bacl1: in his own time:

I would to God Shakespea1,e had li v~ad later, and
promenaded in Broadway. Not that I might have ha.cl the
pleasure of leaving my card. for hlm at the Astor, or
made mEn•ry with him over a bo't'tl of the fine Duyokinok
punch; but that the muzzle which all men wore on their
souls in the Elizabethan day, might not have lntercepted Shakespeare's f1~ee articulations, for I hold it
a verity, that even Shake spea.re was not a franlc man to
the uttermost. And, indeed, who in this intolerant
universe is, or can be? But 4he Declaration of Independence makes a difference. 4

Meanwhile, in February, 1850, as a matter of financial
necessity, Melville went to work on his new book.

account of a whaling voyage.

By May,

i.t was half done; but,

as he litrote to Richard. Henry Dana, it was

task:

It was an

i:lOt

a congenial

"I write these books of mine almost entirely for

'lucre • --by the job, as a wood-sawye:t• saws ·Nood. n 4 5

Then he

described his worl< in language that holds no hint of the

existence at that time, May, 1850, of any of the elements
which

make~~

the book it is today:

It will be a stt•ange ~ort of a book, I fear; blubbet"
is blubber you know; t 1.1o you may get oil out of it, 1~he
poetry runs as hard as sap from a frozen maple tree-~arid
to cook the thing up, one must need thro\.'1 in a 11 ttle
fancy, which frc'm the nature of the tM. ng, must be
ungai:nly as the gambols of the t-Jhales themselves. Ye}if.
I mean to give the truth of the thing, spite of this.·~

pp. 79-80.
p. 106.
p. 108.
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But he continued Nithout 111Spirat1on:
botches.n 4 7

nAll my books are

Then came the happy accident, the "discovery of'

bronze by the melting of the iron and brass at the bur•:ning

of Corh1th.n 48

It was the chance of r1elv11le 's being asked

by Duyokinck

write an article fm, his magazine on Haw ...

t()

thor•ne 1 s book,

j"'gss.J~ft ~ WJ.

..9JJ1

Man§.fl, that triggered the

sudden growth of the simple whaling story into the vast

ll terary oreati on 1 t finally bece.me.

This revtew appea.red

in July.

Although he

~~as

imp or tan t as a

t':r~end

and an inspir-

ing force to I1elville, Hawthorne had, appat>ently, little
influence upon his style of' wri t1 ng.

His "Cal vlnistio sense

of Innate Depravity and Original Sin," his "power of Black-

ness, 11 which Melville admires in the
already Pl"C"'sent in Melville himself.

Mpss~

arttole, were

Articles dealing td th

the two men stress certain s:tm:tlarlties, but do not appear
to find that Melville owes anything to Hawthorne. 4 9 After
·praising Hawthorne for these dark qualities of mind "from
whose v:tsi te,t1 ons, in some shape or other no deeply thinking

mind. is always and wholly free,

11

Mel ville continues, perhaps

now thinking less of Hawthorne than of' Shakespeare:

47I'h4
A.'" p. 128 •
~.

48

Herman. Melville, 11 Hat.-Jthorne and Hls r1osses, 11 The
EQtta~~~ M@lytlle, ed. Jay Leyda (New York: The Viking

Press, 1952), p. 42.
!~9

James E. Miller, Jr., "Ha't'rthorne and I1elville1 The
Unpardonable Sin," !JlJilJoa..Jj. ons .2!.. ~ 11oclft~n Lan~.usag,e. :{\s soQ1.Q.t.1.Qn .Qf. ~D Li'{V, pp. 91-111.
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• • ,. this blacl! conceit pe:r•vadf:1S him through and
through. You may be witched by his sunlight--transported
by the bright gildings in ·the skies he builds ove1~ you;
but there is the blackness of darkness beyond; and even
his bright gilding~ but fringe and play upon the edges of
the thunderclouds • .:> 0
He realizes that it is the blackness in Hawthor•ne that so
11

f1xes and fascinates" him, and that it is the same back-

ground "against which

Shakesp~)are

plays his grandest con-

ceits, the things that have made for Shakespeare his loftiest
but most circumscribed renown, as the p1•ofoundest of
th1nkers.n5l
Shakespeare the dramatist, "a mere man of R1chal..d-

the-Th1rd humps and Ma.obeth daggers, 11 had small appeal for
Melville:

But it is thof.le deep faraway things in him; those
occasional flashings-forth of the intuitive Truth in
him; those short, quick probings at the very axis of'
reality;==these are the things that make Shakespeare,
Shakespeare • • • Few of his endless commentators and
critics seem to have remernbe:t•ed, or even perceived that
the immediate products of a great mind are not so great
as that undeveloped and sometimes undevelopable yet
dimly discernible greatness, to which those immediate
products are but the infallible indices. In Shakespeare•s
tomb lies infinitely more than Shakespea.J:. . E~ ever wrote.
And if I magnify Shakespeare, it is not so much for what
he did do as for what he did not do, or refrained from
doing. For in this world of his, Truth is foroed to
fly like a sc&.r":d white doe in the woodlands; and only
by cunning glimpses will she reveal herself~ as in
Shakespeare and other masters of the great Art of
Telling the T:t"uth,--even though it be oovertly and by
snatches • .52

"Mosses," p. 406.
l~07 &

52

l.lU.sl.., pp. 407-08 ..
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Here Melville bllmost has a vis:\.on of hj.mself, with hi.s
o·Nn

"undeve1op€~d

and undevelopable yet dimly discernible

greatness, 11 reaching out to seek the truth with words man has

invented, that for all thelr sound and imagery cannot surpass the limitations of human speech.

Here he believes that

Truth exists. that through cunning glimpses she will be dimly
discerned in the insph•ed words of a truly gr•ea.t artist•
philosopher.

In

great Art of

~-Qto.k,

'1\::~llln.g

Melville, now a master• of the

the Tl"Uth through the mouths of his own

dark characters, is able

11

to insinua. te the things which

t1'e

feel to be so terrifically true, that it were all but mad ..
ness fot"' any good man, 1n his own proper oharacten.. , to utter,
or even hint of them. 11

~rhis

is the source of much of Mel-

ville's ambiguity; v-1hat he affirms, he oan still see as open

to denial.

Ahab leans against the rail and, gazing into the

dark l•Jater, sees reflected., not his own eyes, but those of

Fedallah (p. 779).
Melville was attracted to the dark side of both Haw-

thorne and Shakespeare, but probably he was not at this time
oonsoioasly awen.,e why.

He responded to the manner in l..rh:t ch

they expressed their darkest thoughts because it aroused in
him a sympathetic vibration which enabled him to find an
expression for the truth that he only lntu1 tively perceived.

To be able to put a feeling into w·ords is to give 1 t a pa.rt1e.l
reality.

Matthiessen expresses this thought when he says:
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Shakespeare proved to be a catalytic agent, indfspe:nsi ble in :releasing his ~.rork from limited repOl"ting
to 1;he expres~:;ion of profound natural forces. Lear's
fool had taught him what Starbuck was to remark about
poor Pip 1 that even th$ exalted words of a lunatic could
penetrate to th~ heavenly mysteries. But Melville came
into full possession of his own idiom, not when he was
half following Shakespeare, but when he half grasped
the truth of the passage in Ib!.. \Vipter..!.§. ~ that '~The
art 1 tself is nature," t-rhen • writing out of his own
primary energy, he could and his description of his hero
in a language that suggests Shakespeare's but is not
an imitation of 1 t: "But Ahab, my Captain, still moves
before me in all his Nantucket grimness and shagginess;
ar1d in this episode touching Emperors and Kings, I must
not conceal that I have only to do with a poor old whaleHunter like him; and, therefore, all outward ruajestical
trappings and housings are denied me. Oh• Ahab; what
shall be grancl in thee, it must needs be plucked at
from the skies, and dived for in the deep, and fe~atured
in the unbodied air t 11 53
Here, in a way that has been described earlier, infused with
the grandeur of his subject, Melville's prose moves with an
ease and a rhythm entirely his own.

He has left his own mark

upon this passage.

In his conception of Ahab, Melville appears to have
been inspired to a large extent by the char•aoter of Lear,
though, as will be seen later, there is a very basic
enoe between the two.

difre~

Speaking, in the Mossfts. article, of

those things "so terrifically true" that no sane man ln his
otm proper chara.cter would dare to utter them, Melville

writes:

"To1~mented

into desperation, Lear, the fl"antic king,

tears off the maskt and speaks the same madness of vital
53Matthiessen, ~~ ~·t p. 428.
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The ""lords are cryptic, and any

truth. 11

interpretat~ion

6f

them, like Charles Olson's, dependent upon such evidence as

the passages Melville underlined in his own volumes of
Shakespeare, is necessarily subjective.

These marked passages

seem, according to Mr. Olson, to indicate "r1elv1lle's disil•
54 Friends betray
lusion in the treacherous world" (of man>.
friends, people betray their rulers, children betl"ay their

fathers.

Through much suffering the tragic hero is e:na.bled

in the end to arrive more nearly at the truth.55
ville, according to this interpreta.tion,
through this humbling."

11

And

Mel-

1s to put Ahab

Lea:r and Ahab are both drat'ln closer

to humanity, one through the devotion of a Fool; and the
other through a little mad Negro cabin boy. 56

This is true,

but it loses sight of the basis of the tragedy in the two

;4Charles

Olson, 001. ~ l§bmael (Ne-vJ York: Bal"oourt,
Brace, and Company, 19L1-7), p. 44.

55l:b.1.d.

~.·~ .lill:unit~l was published in 1947; It,. o. Matthiessen' s bmfit1Qan·· R§pa<is§anru,l, which contains the study of Mel ...
ville's use of Shakespeare, wEts published in 1941, and in it
Matthiessen takes issue with certain of Mr. Olson's statements,
particularly concerning the :relationship between Ahab and Pip.
This is simply because five chapters from Mr. Olson's later
book we:re published under the title "l&.w:. and J1~....P..l....Qk" in
19)8 in the first volume of' Tw:irut !! ~. Thus a considerable part of r1r. Olson's work antedates that of the late F. O.
Me.tthiessen, which stands, nevertheless, as our "most comprehe.nsive viet'.r of our classic writers, in their relationshiP
with one another and with thetr age. 11 (H. Levin, p. vi)
56

oases.

Lear's problem involves his relEttionship l'lith the

t"1orld of men.

Ahab 's problem involves his relationshlp w1 th

the cosmic world, and despite any understanding he may have
gatned. of humanity, he still has not solved this problem,
but goes to his death dragging humanity, as it is represented
by the crew of the

?~QUod,

along with

him~

In one's concep-

tion of the book this fact is structurally ver•y important ..
Matthiessen points this out when he

says~

"Melville is

aware that he is dealing with primitive drives far beyond
the scope of the cultivated mind,5 7 and a. few pages later
adds that the "catharsis is partly frustrated because Ahab
~.s

never released from the evil forces.

His colossal pride

meets its rightful end--we feel no pity for him • • • His
tra.gedy is that of an unregenerati ve ldll which stifles his
soul and drives his brain with an inescapable f1erceness. 11 5B
Kenneth Lash sees in Lear> an Aristotelian hero, with
a tragic flal'1, a man like ourselves, capable of arousing both
pity ancl fear.-'9

In Ahab he sees a man who ls not like our ..

sabres; who arouses 11 ttle pity in his fight against a hostile

untverse.

King Lear calls on the gods to punish

man;" Ahab liTarns the gods to look to themselves.

11

ungratef'ul
Both are

·57 Matthiessen, sm, • .Q.ll., p. 438 •

.58l.l?.1d· ,

p. l~ 56 •

.5 9Kenneth Lash, "Captain Ahab and King Lear, 11 ~

J:iex~cg_ ~rte:t"lz,

XIX (1949), pp.

438-1.~;.
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-

"truly original chat•acters;" Lear is 'tmore a man, with something of the wome:m in h1.r.a;" Ahab is "more a symbol, ttoT1 th someth1 ng of the God in hlm. 11

Merlin Bowen adds the comment that

in the death of Ahab we feel "a sense of fulfillment, not loss.
For defeat ls hls only who accepts defeat, and this Ahab 11as
not don.e.

He ''stands forth his own inexorable self' even in

the irreversible moment of final failure.
his victory. u 60
B~HHcles

translation of

IUs integl"'i ty is

Melville's sense of the darkly tragic and his
j. t

into a sort of hyper-Shakespearean prose,

Matthiessen sees certain other Shakespearean legacies, which,
though less importEmt, are worth mentioning. 61

is the manner in

~rhlch

One of these

one short scene succeeds the next, and

especially in his use of ucomic relief scenes," which are

clumsy and derivative.

Examples of these are the scene where
62
l?leeoe pr•ea.ches to the sharks, and the Queen lvlab scene.

From Maobet;b Melville borrowed the Shakespearean trick of'
heightening the sense of inevitable doom by the use of
prophecy:

-

Feda.llah' s t'l&x•ning is reminiscent of the Birnam

60

Marlin Bowen, ~ ~ E,;u.count§.l.! (Chica.go: University
of Chicago Press, 1960), p. 157.

61

Matthiessen, QS.

~.,

p. 4)1.

62 lt is interesting to note in passing that Halter
Bezanson in ~~~-ID..Qk, \llork of Art; 11 ~ ..Qi.Q.k Cs;,nten;ula:l
Eo§a¥,1! (Dallas: Southern Methodi.st University Press, 19.53),
p. 49, describes Fleece's sermon as 11 deri ved from the foll{
tradition of the Negro sermon. 11
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Wood and Dunsi:nane passage.

11he.-;scene of Ahab and the harpoon

cups reminds the read.er of the oella!"age scene where Hamlet:

mal{es Horatio and I1arcellus swear to secrecy.
an ominous

l~lugh

In each case

is heard. those of Fedallah and of the ghost
Also Shakespearean is Melville's symbolic

of' Hamlet's father.

use of properties--the pipe, the chart, the mat, the lamp, the
doubloon, the needle, the log and line, the hat-a-and, most
striking of all, the quadrant, which Ahab dashes to the deck
6
as Richard II dashes his mirror. 3 1rhe symbolic use of parts

of the whale's 8,natomy is a further extension of thls idea •.
Levin also mentions this when he speaks of r1elville's

11

self' ...

conscious habit" of echoing Shakespeare's heroes-··Offering
the comparison of Ishmael apostrophizing the head of the
64
whale as Hamlet does the skull of Yorick.

One such symbolic use occurs unexpectedly in Chapter
XCV, "The Cassock."

In mentioning this chapter as one which

Mel ville included to show the overwhelming sj.zecof •tthese
whale hunts, almost superhuman or inhumStn, blggex• than life,
more terrific than.

that j_t ts

11

humt:~.n

surely the oddest piece of phallicism in all the

world's 11terature." 6 ;

-6)

64

6
~

Matthiessen,

Levin,

-'o.

activity, 11 D. H. Lawrence remarks

A much more 1•ecent study is mo:re

.Q.ll • .Q.i.:t,.,

~· ~.,

H. Lawrence,

p.

4L~9.

p. 208.

StY&llJ~..a .1n

QJ..ruuiio.

Amet!3.c~n W~

(Anchor edition; Garden City, New Yol"l<: Doubleday and
Company, Inc., 1951), p. 168.
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-

Robert Shulman sees this chapter as ant1clerlcal

explicit.

satire.

After removing the dr:.1rk pelt from the phallus of' a

tAThale, the m1ncer cuts a hole for his head, two slits for his
arms, then

11

length,dse slips himself bodily into 1 t.

The

m1neer now stands before you j_nvested in the full canonicals
of his order.

Immemoria.l to all his o:t•der, this investiture

alone ""ill adequately protect him, while employed in the
peculiar functlon of his office, '1 which consists of slicing

the blubber into s11ces as thin as possible, as thin as Bible
leaves, in order "b'o accelerate the boiling out of the oil.

The minoer stands on a wooden horse and drops the slices into

a tub.

l"lel ville 1 s desortpt1.on continues in the same vein as
11

before.

Arrayed in decent black; occupying a conspicuous

pulpit; intent on Bible leaves; what a candj.date fot> a arohbishoprick, what a lad for a Pope were this minoerl"
Habelais ian or Shandean pun on

tt

The

archbishoprick, '' f'Ir. Shulman

continues, as well as the anti-clericisrn and the satlric
inclusion of the conventional rj_tual could only have been
encouraged by r1elville 's reB,dlng of Q£rg::mt..ull and

~.ir.U.§..l.

Both Rabalais and Sterne were hostile to the conventional

forms of belief, and their way of expressing this helped Melville to create the irreverent puns and inverted ritual of

66

The Serlous Function of r.1elville 1 s
Phallic Jokes," Am~t~can b1t~t5lt!Jre, XXXIII (May, 1961),
Hobert Shulman,

pp. 179-9!~.

11

66
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this tmd other

ep~.sodes.

The two oldt:n• writers influence

not only his response, but the words in ttJ"hich he <axpresses

his response, h1.s very style itself.

In these Standean pas-

sages Melville seams to be typically playful and goodnatured on the surface, but underneath there sometimes lurks
a more hostile and deflant manner.

Some of theBe double

meanings appear unquestlonably intentional on the part of
Melville; others fall a little short, as though the critic
is overstressing his point.

'l'he sexuality is there, tdthout

a doubt, bu.t much of it, as !-111 th Babelais and Sterne, :ls
there just for the "sheer play s.nd dellght of 1 t. 11

To weight

it down with too much Freudian meaning is to kill the blrd

to get the egg, to lose the lightsomeness t.hat f1elville
intended to countel"balance his heav:ter passages.

One crlt:le

sees in the patent sexuality of some of Melville's writing
the influence of his life among the South ::~ea. islanders. 67
The French, ss t-Jould be expected, were the first to

relate r1elville to the gree.t F'rench sat:trlst.
French

rev1e~t Melville was

In an early

hEitiled as an "American Habelais. 1168

Bosenber1•y sees the most striking evidence of

~lel vllle

•s

reading of Rabalais upon his style--the quaint excesses, the

61 James Baird, lf!~Hnael (Bal tiruo1•e: Johns Hopkins
Press, 1956), p. 278.
68 Raymond tveaver, li§rman !1P-lvl.lliJ J1ar:tne;c .rulli .itc.s?.:t1.Q.
(New York: C.teorge H. Doran Company, 1921), p. 22.

BS
abundance and variety of his digressions, the scores or little conceits, his frequent use of apostrophe, and the way in
\'17hioh it ts hard to tell ~'then his intent oeasos to be comic. 6 9
The Etymology and the Extracts ar·s also distinctly

Rabela:tr~:l.an.

70

Mr. Rosenberry sees the result of reading Laurence Sterne in
the "Shandean trlck 11 of o!lrrying on a vent:t'*iloqu.istic convex.....

sation with the reader and in his typographical whimsicalities.
Probably also the extreme shortness of soma of the chapters
reflects the author of Tri§tram §}laru;l_z.

and

~>terne,

Along with Habalals

Hosenberg cltes Carlyle as a wrlter to whom f1e1-

,,U.le owes at least one humorous devioe·... -1~hat of quoting f':rom

imaginary authors. 71

Leon Hov-.rard declares that these imag1nmry

e.uthors, under various names like Captain Sleet, Fogo Von
Black, and. Prof. Dr. Snodhea.d, are r•eally Scoresby, and that

..

Melville is using the in.fol"matio:n he derived. from that

author·' s

1~

.ru:ill, J)esQ.r.JJ2.U.Qn. .Qt ~ B.Pr~t..b&1ru Hhalfl

~it"'U.

in the manner of Carlyle present 1ng the autobi o-

gr>aphical and philosophical t11ri tings of Professor

D~.ogenes

Teufelsdroech of He1.sniohtswo. ? 2

Pundamental to an understanding of a considerable
portion of

~-P.lP.k

is the fact that :ln

181~9

Melville bought

Edward H. Rosenberry, M,el.y1llq ~ ..t.llA QQ!n1c.
(Cambrid.ge: Hetrvard Un1 versi ty Press, 19.'55), p. 22.

69

~ll

70l.!U.d· , p. 101.
71l.QJ..d.
72
Leon Howard, !i9tman f4e}.v~ (Berkeley: UtlivEu~si ty
of California Press, 1951), p. 164.

·
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an English translation of Pierre Bayle's P1&1t1op.a..rx. HiStorigLU.
~

.
73
..Qx.lj:J,oftl.o

J"ust as in the oetological chapters he

depends hcav:Uy upon his
and

11

hu.morou~:;-philosophioe.l

Pierre Bayle.

fish books," so in his philosophical

passages he depends heavily on

Nelville haa only finished high school, so his

apparent familifJ.ri ty with ma.ny of the ideas aml names he men-

tions l:n such chapters as Chapter LXXXI:(!, "Jonah Hist;orically
Regarded., 11 point again to hls use of secondary sources.

Vincent says that these t;w·o llght-hea:r.ted chapters he.ve been
regarcled. by many as d.igressions, but properly seen they are

an organic part of the larger structure of

~-~· 7L~

'rhe)y

serve the double purpose of adding considerable to the
"cet;olog;ical mosaic" which Melville has fo:P sorue time been

patiently putU.ng together• and of relaxing the
sion.

nal:~t~ative

ten-

This they do by means of the intellectual horse-play

with which !•1elville so frequently introduces more se:r•ious
ideas.

tHth all the 1:1.ppearance of scholarly g:r•avity, he

speaks of "diving lnto this matter of whaling" a.nd of ttpush-

ing his research up to the very spring-head of :lt" (p • .532).
From these profound studies emerge the accounts of historical

whalemen of ear liEn• days, complete

tt-Ii th

variant spellings of

geographical names and loaded td "th expl"essions like

11

What

seems most singular and suggestively 1mpot>tant in this stor-y,

73Bel.l, su • .QJ..t,., p. 626.
74 Vlncent,

..Qn •

.Qit.., p.

269.

90
j_s th.1.s. • • 11

He is pelting a hit of fun at -the pompous style

of many schola:C'ly tArrt tings,
The names that Nelville assembles for this little
study--~Perseus,

St. George, Hercules, Jonah, ancl Vishnoo--

are, for that pre-U'it' N. de.y, as delj.ghtfully incon.g:r•uous a
quintet a.s one could hope to see assembled.

To Pierre Bayle

as a. source Vtncen t adA.s the name of another encyclopedi si; ... -

ln 184.5,
period.• 75

t~Jas

commonly seen on the parlor tables of the

There is no evidence that Melville m1ned a copy,

but he must have had access to one, for there are pa.ssages in
these chapters that are clearly adapted. from the QJt..Q)...Qpe<;I.,;Ut.
In one of these Melville states, in words similar to those used
in the

Q~,

dragon. 76

that Perseus had slain a whale, not a

It t'las undoubtedly from Be:tyle that Mel ville

derived his device of the uvulgar Error," whereby he cites
authority against contradictory authority until the whole
argument topples over from sheer weight.??

On the more

S(H'ious slde, both l'lel ville and Bayle possessed minds of

unusual sct-'lpt:tcism, and both of them greatly admired Nontaigne,
another great soept1o, who, like them, was forever asking
~~-~and

receiving no more satisfaol!l;o:r•y an answer than

-----7'",;)..l.b1si. , p •
77Bell, ..QJl.

91
they did.

78

Bayle scorned both ancient anc1 modern Platonists,

especially Spinoza.

This calls to mind Melville's scornful

remarks about "Plato's honey hE::>D. d 11 at the end of the descr5.p ...
tion of 'I'ashtego' s faJ.l into the holl m.,y of the TtJhale 's het;1d. 79
'l1he story of tTonah, as told by f·!el ville, is similar•

in both style and

fa<~t

to the 1rmy Baylf) tells it..

use the same allusions and the same references.
Napplt~

80
Both

Both men
!~'ather

and f1elville 's chapter on "Jonah Historically Tiegarded 1!

express considerable doubt as

of the Jonah story.

tr)

the historical probability

As Vincent sees tt, the sceptic, old

Sag ...Harbor, is a personification not only of the Bj_blioal
scepticism in generals but

Pierre Bayle.

81

E~lso

of one scept io in partie ular--

Besides this, some of the qualitiea which

Be.yle attributeo to Zoroaster appear in Ahab--his use of the
black art, the tJ:•aditlon that he had been struck by lightning,

his fire worahip. 82

Bayle also asks the question, "Why has

God wrought eviL. in the world?" and

as has been mentlo:ned

1

earlier, f1el ville marked many passages in hiB Bible relating
to the theme of a dishonest God.

To this questt on Bayle had.

no ansWE;)r, wh 1ch parallels much of the ambiguity in the

78vlucent,
7 9Eell,
81
82

.QJ2..

.Q.'Q..

ill·,

p. 275.

ill,., p. 628.

80

Vincent, .Q.U • .Ql.t.., p. 280.
Bell, Qn. ojlk., pp. 638•39.

~ .• p. 632.
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character of Ahab, in the symbolism of the White Whale, and
in the widely differing interpretations that are made of the
book as a whole. 8:3
A t·rriter of slighter influence upon the book as a
whole, and yet one who should be included because of his high

poetic quality, is Coleridge.

In

11

The Spirit Spout,"

Chapter LI, Mr. Vincent finds echoes of the

~.Qt. .:t.b§.

!ncif:)nj( I-1ar:3,:ruu:., a poem with whtch Melville was thoroughly

familiar • and to

tt~h

ioh he alludes in a ro otnote in 1"l'he

Whiteness of the 1tJhale. 118l}
11

•••

Mr. Vincent parallels Melville's

and the silent ship, as if manned by painted sailors

in wax, day after day tore on through all the St"llft madness

and gladness of the demoniac waves" with Coleridge's " • • •
as idle as a painted ship upon a painted ocean."

Though

Melville expresses movement and Coleridge repose, the relationship is probably there; especially since the lifeless
quality of Nelv11le 1 s wax sailors recalls the crew of dead
men who

11

raised their limbs like llfeless tools" to work the

ropes on the ancient

~1ar1ner 1 s

Melville's next chapter,

the

Gon~lt

concludes,

11

ship.

Mr. Vincent also oi tes

The Albatross, 11 pointing out that

was a spectral ship, like that of Coleridge, and
11

\Vhat is stated is that f1elville 's knowledge of

8J Vincent, Qn.
841.1U.d.

~lt..,

p.

275.

93
themes of the poem are, in a very real sense, themes in the
novel--that unconsciously or consciously, he enriched his
chapter by subtle allusion to and utilization of the poem. 1185
~-~

has been referred to so frequently as an

"epic" of one sort or another that it is 1nte:t"esting to
speculate whether any particular epic poet is responsible
for this, or whether it is stmply a form, long in the tradition of our- literature, into which Melville's story naturally
fell.

H. F. Pommer has written a small book

proye Melville's debt to Mtlton.

attemp~ing

to

Because, as ha polnts out,

during the early half of the nineteenth century, New England
school children used.

;Para.d..1.~~

L.os.t as a text, l1el ville undoubt-

edly ha<l a long-standing acquaintance with at least part of
the great epic. 86 Mr. Ponrner produces almost no direct verbal
parallels between Melville and Milton; but he does suggest
that in many places there has been a "gradual tranGition
from quotation to paraphrase to verbal eoho. 118 '7 As in the
case of Coleridge, Mil ton 1 s wr1 ting was such an 1t1grained
part of Melville's early education that it would not be aurprlsing if an unconscious reflection of it frequently appears
in his work, r1r. Pommer believes that Melvtlle's tendency
851.Jl1Q... ; p. 211.

87.IQ.l.d., p. 32.

86 Pommer,~.•

~.,

p.

7.

11

toward a

t'undamen.tally iamblc prose rhythm 11 - stems as much

from Milton's heroic verse as from the dramatic blank verse
of Shakespeare. 88 This sort of influence is, however, very
difficult to prove; a more palpable relationship is that
between Ahab and Satan.

Mr. Pommer suggests that Melville's

conception of the character of Ahab may have been influenced
by his concept ion of rHlton' s Satan, which was the typical

romantic one of Blake and Shelley. 89

In )1ed.J2yrn Melville

observes that "Satan dilutes any abhorrence with admira ...
tion, n 90 and one could speculate that this same 1dea w-as in
his rnin.d when he

~'las

character of Ahab.
by calling

creating the "great ungodly godlil<e"
Henry A. Murray qualifies the word

~-.Q.iQ.k.

"a Parable in epic form,

11

~

and declaring

that Ahab is at heart a noble being, whose tragic l'Irong 1s
thf~.t

of

battling against evll w:l. th pm'.l'er instead of love"

11

ancl so becoming "the lmage of the tl1t ng he hates. n9l

Doesn't

this assume a Christian concept of evil, whereas l\1el ville
shows I'1oby Dick as possessed

~<ri th

a bl:i.nd and purposeless

hostility, and in so doing limit the cosmic spacelessness
of the book's over-all pattern?

88

1.J2l.Q... , p • 53 •

91

901J2.1.d. ,

p. 81.

Henl''Y A. !1urray, "In Nomine D1abo11," ~-ill.Q.k
(Dallas: Southern Methodist Univer•sity

~Essays

Press, 1953), p. 19.
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f~erlin

Bowen, in describing Melville •s oonoept:ton of

Ahab, proposes an :lnterer;ting reason for the epioal greatness
2
of the oharaoter.9
The vivid impression he makes upon us is
partly due to our own imagine,tion; he lives through the

"intensity of a few great scenes and by the poetic force and
:richness of imagery in which he is characterlzed."

Ahab

actually appears before us less often than -vre at first realize,
and when he does, much of the impression we receive of his
11

tower1ng presence 11 is a matter simply of suggestion.

This

could be likened to the pictorial style of IUchelangelo, who;
t'lith sculptured economy of detail, imparts the FJame greater-

than-human grandeur to his figures that we sense in Ahab and
in l'1ilton's Satan.
~Phe

Homerio sirni.les in

~-Q1Qk

have already been

spoken of 1 but they, of course, occur as frequently in l'I11 ton
as. they do in Homer, ::md neither prove nor disprove r:tnythil1g

as to the source of

~...12..1.Q.k 1 s

epic qua11 ties.

Homer, cer-

tainly, has had a wide effect on all western literature, but
it would be hard to ascribe to Melville any first-hand borrowing f:rom him.

Newton Arvin suggests another possible epic

source--the ;Ly§iags of Camoes, a Po:rtugese poet who was a somewhe.t older contemporary of Shakespeare. 93

1'his, 1n the

n sur-

prisingly energetic translation that Mickle had made in heroic

92Bowen, ~· ~., p. 144.
93Arv1n, op. Qit., p. 149.

couplets," was a favorite with Jack Chase,

\t~horn

Melville so

greatly admired, and r1elvllle himself fell very much under its
spell.

It was, he felt, the greatest of a11 modern poems about

the sea, the greatest since Homer,

As Mr. Arvin describes

the Portugese epic:
The sense of spatial vastness, of remote oceanic
horizons, is intense in the ~a~, and so, too, is
the sense of the fearfulness and the peril of untamed
nature, the forces that Camoes embodies in the figure of.'
Adamaster, the SpirU; of the Cape • • • The ~
abound:<tw:ln the lmagery of na.utJ.ca.l terror--of waterspouts
and oorposants, of cold and darkness. of raging tempests,
thunder•bol ts, and turbulent seas. No great poem is more
sol:l.dly and unboold.shly rea11st5.c, yet this realism,
faithful though it is, harmonizes in the richest way with
thl'l e:~cpr·r:~ssions of a s·t;rong myth ... making phantasy. It is
hard indeed. not to feel that r1ob,x_-.Q.1Q.k t'lOUld have been
somewhat different from what it :ts i:r Melville had not
known the .f:.ysia.<i§.. 94
Temptlng though this idea is, it must st111 remain in
the

:t~ealm

of' speculation until Bomeone with Howard Vincent 1s

thoroughness can find parallel passages in
Mickle's translation of the

kut;;~1ads.

~-.Q.l.Qk

and

Thts is unlikely,

because what fv1elv1lle probably included in

~-.Q.1.Q.k,,

if

Mr. Arvin's theor·y is correct, is a general impression
reta.ined from hearing the poem read aloud, as Jack Chase

loved to do.

In the Leonard Bacon translation of the

Portugese classic, no immediate borrowing is apJ~rent.95

94'1'"!,4 ,"J

~-

95Lu1s d.e Camoes, ~ ~, translated by Leonard
Bacon (New "Yo!'lO The Hispa.nic Society of America, 19.50).
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Thus through the insights gained from his exper1.ences,
through the inspiration of his reading, and through his

adapta:t::ion of the works of others to his own pages, l1elville
evolved a style peculiarly his own, capable of suggesting,
within the limits of human experience, the author's orten
ambiguous sense of what lies beyond.

It is because of this

amb1guity 1 perhaps, that during the past century and more
there has been such diversity of critical opinion. concerning
~-J2Utk.

CHAPTER IV
CRI':J.:liCAL OPINIONS OF MELVILLE 1 S STYLE

Few bool{s, probably; have been the subject of such
a variety of criticism as has

~-I?J..gk.

This was true even

d.urlng the first months following 1 ts publlaation, though at
this time the majority of reviews tende.d simply to accept or
:r.e ject the book, on the basis of established (Jri tical
standards of the etghteen... flfties.

A good -xmmber of the

reviewers, however, even when unfavorable, seemed to be
uneasily awar·e that something about the big book had escaped

them.

Nevertheless, the closast most of them could get to
•·'

Nhat they dimly sensed was to compliment I"lelville on his
unusual use of language or on hls vivid d.escrtpt1ons.

A very

few critics, like Horace Greeley and George Ripley, anticipated
to a considerable degree some of the best criticism that would
be written four genE)rati ons later.

To someone who is primarily

interested in the style of the book it is fascinating to read
these early British and American reviews, which not only p:ro ...
vide a histurical account of the book's reception, but also
shm.o~,

because of their vastly different reactions to the way

ln t-rhich the book was t-tri tten, that the outer garments of

men's thought are as subject to fashion as the clothes he
wears.
~-~

was first published as

16, 18.51. in London, by Richard Bentley.

~ Whal~

on October

There v1ere several

99
reasons for publishing first in London.

Rightly or wrongly,

it had been felt that the reception of Melville's earlier
books was better in London. 1 British reviewers were in.cltned
to igrwre an American bool{ unless :t t was published. in London. 2
American reviewers were, for the most part, strongly influenced
by what Nas reported in the British journals, and in some
American journals and newspapers; British articles, because
ot• the absence of

inte1.~na tional

reprinted il1 whole or in part. J

copyright, were frequently

Slnce the advent of the

steamship, news took only two weeks to cross the Atlantic
instead. of the former thirty days, and then American readers

would. frequently see a British review before they had seen a
copy of the American edition of' the book. L~

At the time

~-~appeared,

the customs of book•

reviewing dlffered somewhat from ·the customs of today.

Almost

without exception, the reviews were published anonymously or
with pseud.onymns, and occasionally. on thls 81de of the
AtlanM.c, with 1n1tials • .5

'rhis meant that the editor of the

magazine where the review was printed assumed the responsibility for it.

Another practice was that of extensive quoting

from the bool<.

While the excuse given was that this provided

1
Hugh H. Hetherington, Melyi,l..le's Reyj{llrJers (Chapel
Hill: University of North Car<>lina P:t'*ess, 1961) , p. 8.
2T'h4 ,;j
l'l.
~·· p.
J

sl.'b.1.\1.,

p • 12 •
\

JI'h1 A
6
~·· p.
•

"

4,.,.." ..:1

~·'

p.

11.

J•
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a subEsti tute for the book at a time l'Jhen the cost of books
was relatively high, it has been suggested that the real
6
reason was indolence on the part of the reviewer.
On the
whole, British reviewers

vm:~e ro01"0

thol'•ough and more

analytical, moPe concerned with the aesthetic values of the
material they

~JeTe

reviewing, and more of them seem actually

to have read. the book. 7 One :reason f'or this is probably the
fact that there were fewer really profeBs1 onal reviewt:n"'s in
America .. 8 On both sides of the Atlantic the newspapers seem

largely to have ignored Melville.9
At the moment when ~ X/hil:l~ ~ras publish(3d, riJ<~lville

was well known as a writer of popular

11

romances of a.dventure.n10

It was, indeed, with the intention of wrlting another such
book that he had begun

~-.QiQ.k;

but, as we have seen, Mel-

ville's design changed in the course of the writing, and. at
the time of publication, he he.d some misgivings as to how
11
't>'Iell his new book would be received.

The earliest known review appeared in an importo;ant
ne'llmpaper, the Lon(lon

Jfu:cnJnz. Ufi.t:a:W., for October 20, four

days after the publication of

~ W~.

This

:r.~eview

is par ...

ticularly interesting because until recently it had been
believed that all
6

.l1U.sl. 1

Mel~ille 1 s

p • 1:3 •

early reviews were unfavorable!
8

I121.Q..., p. 16 ..

10
.i:Q1d., p. 190.
11
Leon Howard, H~rman ~ (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1951), p. 191.
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Herman Melville is on the rlght track now.
~~

His .Q.m.Q.Q.,

and

peculiar

~ J~~k~~ gave evidence of great and
po-vJe:r~s, but the audacity of youthful genius

impelled him to throw off ·these performances with 11 a
too much yj.gor,u as Dryden has it, which sometimes goes
nee.r to de fee. t h ts own end. But j_n 1..W! lf..bq.J..f!!., his new
work, just published., we see a concentration of the
whole powers of the man. Heaolutely discarding all that
does not bear directly on the matter j.n hand, he has
su<)ceeded in painting such a picture--now lurid• now
ablaze with splendor---of sea life, in its moc;t arduous and exalting form; as for v1go1~ or:i.gin~:dity, and 1nten•est, has nE:~ver been surpassed.

F'ive days later, hot.\Teverp appeared the tr...ro well ... known
adverse

reviews ln two of the three important Br1.tish magazines

whose-~''views t'rere considered outstandingly

influential.

Fit•st

was the f.Ltb~:naeum:

An ill-compounded mi:x:tu:r•e of romance and matters of'
fact. 'rhe rant and electrical verb might have been
permitted if' not interrupted by the "facts of Scorflsby
and. the figUl~es of Coo1{e . . . . are flu:ng a~'llide by the
general reader as so much trash belonging to the worst
soh.ool of Bedlam literature--since he seems not so muoh
unable to !5arn ar? disdainful of learning thE~ craft of

an artist.

On tht-'.l same day, the J?pec:tStt.m:' s cr1 tic found the

purely naut:l.caJ. parts il'lteresting, and the
major•, characters good.

author shoTtJed a

11

mino1~

1

not the

He granted that at some time the

vigorous and fertile fancy. 11

But--" The

rhapsody belongs to a word-mongering where Hl.eas are the
staple; where it takes the shape of narrative or dramatic
f1ctio:n 1 t is phantasmal--an attempted descr•iption of 'Nhat

12

Hetherington, .P..R· .Q.!.t.., p. 1.91.

1).l.Q.l.d..
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is impossible in nature and without probability in art

e

• •

a little kno11.rled.ge is made the excuse for a irast many WOl"ds

• • • the 'marvelous' injures the book by disjointing the

narrat:tvo, as t'J'ell as by its inherent lack of interest."

also criticized

th~

He

book because it did not conform to the

canox1s of the rJC\'Pl.

II

• • • the soliloquies and dialogues

of Ahab, in Nhich the authO!' e.ttempts delineating the wild
imagintngs of monomania, and exhibiting some profoundly
speculatlve vle111s of things in gene:ral, 1.nJ1uce weariness or
sl{ipping; whlle the whole scheme mal"S, as we have said, the

nautioal conti:rmi ty of the whole. • • It is a canon

l<111 th

some

cr:i ti.cH that nothi nv should be introduced into a novel which
1 t i.s physicall;y-, impossible flor the author to have known."

This crltic

al~~o

reprimanded the author for shifting the

mental point of view.

Finally he spoke of the book as

"rhapsody run mad." 14
Thes(d

reviews were cruHl blows indeed to Melvj.lle.

But two days later, October 25. lQhn

~Jl's

reviewer, with

only faint complaints beostuse of some "worse than heathenish
talk" and

11

occasional thrusts at revealed religion, 11 praised

in no uncertain terms the author of this "most extraordinary

work" for making
subject. 11

11

poet:to and significant such an unpromising

He found great charm even though the subject might

103
not "fall Nithin the or•dinary canons of beauty. 11
ered thi:'l.t alt-;hough

~ ~Lhale.

was

110t

exactly a

a marl<: of superi OJ:"i ty rather than the reverse.

He consid-

Yl(JVel,

this was

Ftnally, he

praised the philosophy:

':rhe flashes of truth~ too, which sparkle or1 the sur··
f'aoe of' the foaming sea of thought through which the
author pulls his reader in the tttake of the \'Thole ship-...
the profound reflections utterec1 by the actors in the
wD.d, watery chase ln their own quaint forms of thought
a.nd speech--and the graphic representations of human
nature tn the startling dlsgulses under t"i'h1.ch lt appears
on the clec~k of' the !:,~g,uod.--all these things combine to
raise ~ ~;. far beyond the level of an o~r·dinB.ry work
of fiction. It is not a mere tale of adv~nture, but a
~·1hole philosophy of life that it unfolds. .5
On November 8, four revifnns appeared. in London.

Twos

those j_n the lLtl.Ia..S. and l?xi:tan!J.Ub contain both praise an<l disparagement.

rrhe

,ll_tl~..a

1:'3-rticle came out in two long inst.all-

ments, and conta.1.ned the most complete summary thus far
published..

It condemns

th~:~

book, in part, as follows:

Extravagance is the bane of the book- and the stumbli:rlg blocl{ of the author. He allows his fancy not only
to run riot, but absolutely to run amuk, in 1.11hioh poor
defenceless Common Sense is hustled and belabored in a
manner melancholy to contemplate. r1r. Melville is
endowed vd th a fatal facility f'or the Wl"iting of
r•hapsodies • • • once embarked on a flourishing topic
he knows not when or how to stop. He flies over the page
as ~1ynheer Van Clam flew over Hollana.l6
Yet it Pl"aises him, toe, in a way that appears to contradict
in good. part much of what the reviewer has just said:

193.
194.
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The whole thing is written in a tone of exaltation
and poetic sentiment which has a strange effect upon the
reader's mind in refining and elevating the subject of
discourse, and at last making him lool{ upon the whale
as a sort of awful and insoluble mystery • • • In none
of his previous t>~orks are f1ne:r or more highly soaring
:tmaginati ve poy.;~ers put fori;h. In none of them a1"e so
many profound, and fertile and thoroughly original views
of philosophical speoulatlon • • • In none of them, too,
is there greater affluence of curious, quaint, and out
of the way learning brought to bear upon the subject at
hand. In none of them are the descriptions of seafaring
and whaling matters so wonderfully graphic, and in none
of them is there to be fom1d a more th£7ough command. over
the strength and beauties of language.
The

~~tann1a 1 s

opinion of the book.

critic likewise was divided in his
Be

NB..s

disturbed because

~ ~

was

neither a novel nor a romance, and complained that it was

"without a heroine or a single love scene. 11
was

11

meagre beyond oomparis on, 11 and the whole

The plot, he said,
11

might very con-

ceiveably have been comprised in half of these interminable
volumes. 11

'l'he cetacean chapters umight be important to

natur·alists or whalers, 11 but not to
found in the charaotE.n• sketches
work," and felt that

11

11

11

the general reader. 11

He

the principal raeri t of the

in describing the idj.osynorasies of all

these different castes of men our author has evtnced acute? ...
ness of observation and powers of discrimination l'Jhtch alone

render his work a valuable addition to the literature of the
day. 11

_The crit:lc praises the action and finds the concluding

~·l

paragraphs

11

at once so grand, so awful, and so harrowing. 11

Finally, "barring a fe\'J' Amerloanisms," wh1oh sometimes

11

mar"

the style, "the language of the HOrk is appropriate and
1mpressive." 18
On the same da.y George Henry Le\\Jes, wrlting
f.:,~~~ -v1aa

". • • a
English

111

the

unqual:lfied in h1s praise, admiring the book as

strang~~
pa1~k.

wild t-Wrk with the tangled ove:rgrow-:th of an

Criticism may pick holes in the work; but no

criticism will thwart its fascination • • • the "'Whiteness
of the \4l'Hale 11 should be read at m5.dnight alone, wi1'ih nothing

heard but the sound of the wj.nd

moan~Lng

embers falling into the grate within. 11
points out that LetoJ'es

without, and the
f·~r ~

Het.herington

the only reviewer to mention what
ls now om') of the most famous chapters. 1 9
~oJas

On the sam.e day appeared a fou:rth.

rev:\.e~~r,

in the

E:x;arA1ner, and thj.s one 't"ras sarcastic and hostlle:

We cannot say we recognize in this writer any advance
on the e.dm~_rable qualities cUsplayeo. :ln his earlier wri t1ngs.
\ve do not see that he even cares to put forth the strength
of which he has shDTI'ln himself undonbted.ly possessed.. If
there is not carelessness :tn the book • . • there is Et t
least so much 1r>rilfulness, that our enjoyment is small
even of what we must admit to be undeniably clever in
it • . • But all the regular rules of narratlve or story
are spurned and set at defiance • • • Mr. r1elville is a
man of too real imagination, and a writer wj.th too
singular a mastery over language and its resources, to
have sat~sfied our expectations Nith such an extravaganza
as this. 0

l 9~~·,
·n.... 4 ""
p. 196 •
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A week later. November 14• a writer in the London

!1orn.l!l.g, P.P§.t. praised. unreservedly this "book of
merit.

e~traordinary

He did, alone among British reviEHtJers, Norry somewhat

about the bool{ 1 S probability, l'lOnd.ering, for

exam~l"',

if

Ahab's queat for a particular whale was not utterly hopeless;

at t:lmes he even we.s "dlsposed. t;o believe the whole book one
vast practical joke."

But he gloried in the imagination:

"There is a. iAiiltl and wonderful fasoinati on in the story
He praised

against which no man may hope to seom"'e himself. 11
also the intensity of' the vicarious experie:noe.

was not quite sure the oetology would

11

fi n<l favor

Ii'inally, he
111i th

the

zoologists, 11 but "the adventul"es, ·whether genuine or• apocryphal,
are so delicately exciting--the descriptions are so gr3phio
dialogue~

and pictorial--and the
tion, is so

8

like Touohston0's conversa-

s\'1ift and sententious' that we cannot hesitate

to aooord to 11r. r1elv1lle the pra,1se of having produced one
of the cleverest, wittiest, and mo3t amusing of mode:r•n booka." 21
Q.w~t.i!/Jit t~ras

A rnonth later the London Litet:ary

greatly

upset by Melville's fqilure to follow the conventional requirements of the noVE;)l:

111

l'his is an odd ·book • professing to be

a novel:, wa.ntonlv., eccentric:. outra12:eously
- bombastic: in places
.

~

charmingly and vividly descript1ve. 11

The critic deplored the

use of materials from encyclopaedias as

---------·--

11

stuffing;"

11

bad.

10?
stuffing 1t makes, ser·ving only to try the patience of his
:rea.d.ex•s, and to tempt them to wish both him

at the bottom of an unfathomable sea

. ..

f:t11d

his whales

• the story of this

novel scarcely deserves the name • • • a preposterouu yarn

.. .

II

'I:he cr:ltic admitted that there were "sketohes of

soeneB at; sea, of

l<~Thaltng

adventures, storms, ana. shipl+fe•

equal to any we ha•,re ever met with, 11 and qruoting an account
of an attack on a whale, he

earned a

dE~servedly

con.oluderl~

11

1'1r. l\1elville has

high reputation for hj.s pe rformanoes in

descriptive fiction.

He has gathered his own materials • a.nd

travelled along fresh and untrodden li tera:ry pathr:3, exhibiting
powers of no common order, and g:r.eat originality.

'.:Che more

careful, therefox•e • should he lJe to ma:'lntain the fame he so
rapidly acquired, anc1 not waste his strength on such purposeless and unequal doings as these rambling volumes about
22
spermaceti whales.~~~-

On December 20 in the London
appeared another divided reviev-r.

~orntn~ ~~

It pr•aiSfJd Nel ville 1 s first

two books, and then regretfully traced the "gl"owi:ng obscuration of his g:r.eat gifts by a tendency tn rhapsody, 11

11

a.

constant leaning tm>Ja:rd 1'11lld and aimless extravagance"
(temporarily halted :ln

Hegburn), culminating :ln the present

work, Nherein it ran "perfect muck throughout," occasionally

----------------
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soaring into "such absolute clouds of phantasmal unreason,
that we

l'Hn"'iousl~r

whether this can be anything

asl< ourselves

other than moonstruck lunaoy. 11

23
•

11\or this critic the work fell into
bad~

very

11

but one

11

ve1.. y, very good. 11

The

tiiTO
11

books, one "very,

bad, bad book"

was the main story, "the jumble of mysticism and rhapsody,
with which all that pertains to Captain Ahab is enveloped,
"and the failures at charaoterlzations--the shipmates being
"phan·tomlike, inhuman, ancl vaguely uninterest:l..ug, n the mates
"mere talking shado1...rs" emitting "nonsense," Queequeg, the
only b:Ui of
The

11

11

flesh and blood,

11

being "little save an animal."

good, good book 11 was the cetology seetion:

nrl1here S.t"'e

very many chapters devote a. to the natural history of the
whales • containing in our• view, s orne of the most delightful

pages in the book •

. . their appearance,

their habits, their

manner of s . .<timming, a:re desol"i bed in wonderful detail, and
with a freshness and picturesqueness of language whbh brings
the mighty animal before us with a bright variety. 11
critic particularly adm:tres

11

~!:he

a magnificent pj.ece of painting

about the birth of a baby 1-..rhale, 11 and illust:r•ates it by a
long quotation.

24

In 1852 only one review appeared in London, in
~~U

r·U..soe],lanu..

23l.l-214..

,

p. 200.

rrhis writer was su:r.'e 'chat Tr.& Hl1a;t&
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was the summit of Melville's achievement, and admired the
force of the

ch~:n.,aoter1zat:ton

of Ahab;

11

Through what scenes
The l?.Y.bli.n

of grandeur and beauty that monomania impels him."
!Jit.iJZID'§itx

~

in February found some merit in the book,

but criticized it severely because "all the rules which have
been hitherto understood to r•egulate the composition of works
of fiction are despised or set at naught. 112 5
All together the early Br1 tish :t."'evlews were about
evenly balanced.
J;?radle.~J

F~.ve

(fi~.l.d, .!l.Qlm

IiY.ll..

L~ag,ru:,

fQat,

were completely favorable, four (b.:t.l:Umaeym, §.pea:ta-

.tru::, ,Ex.amiruz.r.,

Q@:ze.ttft) were completely unfavot•able.

are hard to classify.

The 1illllJJ..n

Four

~~ ~'s

1-:a.s

the most adverse; the others were about even. 26
The final judgment in England, however, was absolutely
negative.

The only two later commentaries were completely

disparaging.

The New ~on~olx Mag~z1ne in July, 1853, first

admitted that

~

WpaJ.,tt had "much vigorous description, muoh

'\dld pm'le:r•', many striklng details • 11

tinued:

Then the reviewer con-

ltrrhe style is maniacal--mad as a March hare--mowing•

gibbering, screaming, like an incurable Bedlamite, reckless
of keepe1.. or stra:1 t wais to oat."

He desor1 bed the author as

"maundering, drivelling, subject to paroxisms, o:r.a.mps and

25T'h4
A
201 •
~·» p.

2 6l.l2.1.,d.
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total eol1pse. 11

He oons1.dered the book "a huge dose of

hyperbolioal slang, maudlin sentimentalism, and tragi ... comic
bubble and squeak, 11 in "tt.rhioh the hero "raved by the hour in

a lingo de:ri ved from Rabalais,

CarlylE~,

transcendental and transatlantic. 11

Emerson, newspapers

Unfortunately this

v1tupere.t1ve article was :reprinted t"tdce in America. 2 7
Three years later a simi.lar article by a orj.tic who
clalmed to be a writer on whaling appeared in the P-1\.l:>J.in
.!lr~ ~.

more references to

After this, there 1r1ere apparently no

~~hale

in the British press.

Bentley

reprinted it j.n 1855, but it vfas not reprinted again until
28
1901.
The American. edition

~\Thioh

Harper and Brothers brought

out on November 14, 1851, had several improvements over the
British edition.

It included the Epilogue, which for some

reason Bentley had omitted, it had its present dedication to

Hawthorne, it included sixty passages of humorous and ironio
text which Bentley had bowdlerized, and it had a much better
title:

~. ~. 2 9
As good luck would have it, news had just reached the

United States of the sinking by a whale of the whaleship
Alexa~

on August 20, so the public was well prepared to

accept the possibility of the sinking of the J:rul,uod.

27

Ann

~.,

p. 202.

29
IQld.

t

p. 203.

Melville

111

writes of this in a letter 'Go gvert Duyckinck:

11

Ye Gods!

Yihat a commentator is th:\.s Ann Alexander whale.

Lihat he has
to say is short & pithy & very much to the point." 30

On the very day of publioati on the ftr•st American
review appea:re(l ln the .Q.ruarJ..su:. £md
by J. \oJatson Hebb, the editor.
~...~

pox•t of

~

1.Qr.k

~.

signed

He came out in complete sup-

and declared it a t->Jork of genius:

His purity and freshness of style and axquisi tc~ tact
in imparting vividness and lifel1kaness to his sketches
long since ge.j.mHl him hosts of admirers on both ,;ides
of the water. The book has all the attractivenesn of
any of its predecessors; in truth it possesses more of
a witching interest, since the author's fancy has ta.ken
tn it a wilder play than ever before. It is ostens1.bly
taken up td th ·Nhales and whalers, but a vast varie1;y of
characters and subjects figure in it• all set off with

an artistic effect that irresistably captivates the
attention. The author• writes with the gusto of true
aenius. and it must be a toroid suirit indeed that is
not enlivened with th.e rac1ne§ii of his humor and tha
redolence of his imagination.J

l.;..:"

__ , _______

,

------

--

-------

--

-

""--

..,

On November 1.5 • four American l"eviews appeared.

The

Hartford ,9,our:ant found the book pleasant but not important,
c:mc1 complained because Melville

disregard~;d

novel:

of

"There is the same

~~ant

unity of

the rules of the
subject-~·of

a

r·egular beginning and end-··Of the form and shape of a 't'lell
built novel which we find in real life.
much romance and adventure of

But there is too

1

imminent perils i and hairbreadlth escapes, to be anything but f:ict1on. 11 32
r1errell R. Davir..J and vl1111am G:tlman (eda.), ~ ltllHerman MelU.J.lA (New Haven: Yale University Press,

30
~ .Qf.

1960), p. ll¥0.

31Hetherington,

.Qll.

ut.. ,

p. 20l.,,.
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The same day, the New
Chapter LXI,
mo:r·e

11

11

Haven~

printed part of

Stubb Kills a \-/hale," and calling the book

interest~.ng"

and "vivtd 11 than most \'lhaling stories,

predicted for it a "great run. 11
Duyckirlck in the

1.1.tqr@.~ ~

Also on that day Evert

pointed out the "singular

coincidence" of the slnking of the .fu:m

~

ln a way that

so much resembled the "catastrophe of Hr. Melville's neti

work.n3)
The Boston
print a review of

~J..lz ~..llJU:
~o~~~-P~

was the fourth journal to

on November 15.

Though it was

puzzlecl by the form, questioned whether some of the narrative
was truth or n.ction, and "repelled by its blasphemies, 11

this reviet!J found great en,1oyment in a "ne't'J book, from one of

the most sprightly and entertaining trJri ters of our day. 11

Hovtever, "There is

so

much of caricature and exaggeration

mixed with what may be fact that it is not easy to discriminate.
Many of !'Ir. f'lelville 1 s descriptions are extremely gr•a,phio,
lifelike and entertaining; he certainly holds the·pen of a

ready writer; but he indulges frequently in profaneness,
and oooaEI1onally

in 1ndel1ualiJi&a, t-1p1.GJh

from the merits of the book, which

and gen1.us. n:3 4
--~·-,·-·-

331.J21.d.
34~., p. 206.

m~~~)erially

~1Xh1.b1ts

detract

much ttiwt, talent
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Two more revi.ews published in the next two days
expressed. shocked protests from reviewers oo:ncernlng ·che
11

trreverence and profane jesting HJ. the colloquies of' the

weatherbeaten je.cks. 11
real achieveme11t.

l?illM.1JJ.m,

One of these was in the New Haven

and the other in the Albany

mentl onecl that it
11

Otherw,.se they considered the book a

\11)'8.8

~.

Da,11~

Both also

har•d to draw the lj.ne bet't'teen the

credible and the apocryphal.u35
On November 17 the Springfield

RePJJ]l~,

while

admiring the "large and interes·ting web of narratlve, information, amd sketches of character in a quaint though interesting style," comp18!.1ned because there was "no Fayaway in 1.t.

Alas! fickle and forgetful Melville • • • nJ 6
On Novem'Jer 19 four more publications expressed com ..
plete and unqualified. approval--the Boston D,aily:

ll,~,

the

Utica DailY .Qgfg,g,!;te, tho Horcester ;PalJ.aQ.iwn, and the New
Bedfo:r•d

11er:~!..U;:y--whose

reviewer was probably Vlilliam

Ell~ry

Channing.37
On November 20 the New York llli)..ngeUs.:t. began its

review by saylng that t1elville had ngrown wildel" and more

untameable with every adventure

j

11

had tended more and more

to "wancler from versimili tude 11 and "now in this last venture"

had "reached the very limbo of eccentricity."
also expressed pra1.se:

11

But the or1t1c

'rhe extraordinary descript1 ve pow·ers

whtoh '11ypee disclosecl are here in full strength.

r1ore graphic

and terrible portraitures or hair-breadth •scapes' we never

read.

The delineation of character, too • is exquj.si tely

humorous 1 sharp, individual, and never to be forgotten. • •
li'athet• Mapple 1 s sermon is a potrJerful piece of oratory and
passages of great eloquence 1 and. artistic beauty and force

It "rill add to Mr. Melville's

are to be found ev:'O!rywhere.

reputatl on • • • a most stx•iking pic tu1•e of sea adventure .. 11
On the same day the Ne\<1 York QQs~r,yer called it "a complete

exhibit;ion of the art and mystery of whaleology, with graphic
8
pictures of the life and times of ~\'halemen. n3

Th<:1 Boston f.rui.i, on November 20, was the first paper
to publish a really hostile revlew.
~~

it said in part:

and are se:tisf.ied that the

Echoing the London

"We have read near•ly one half,
1\..th~.naeym

is right in calling :l t

an 'ill-compounded mixture of romance and matter of fact.•
It is a crazy sort of affair; stuffed with conceits and
oddities of all kinds, put in

ra.;ctJflQJ..l?~. ~~.

and

!\f..fected.l..;v:., by the side of strong, terse, and b:r•llliant passages of incident and description. 11
the most negative parts of the
8

3 JJ?J,,d.' p. 208.

'rhe reviewer then quoted

!.~.ru;un

r•eview, anc. as a

11.5

flnal insult concluded., "Published. at twenty-five cents; it
might do to bny, but a,t a highel" p:rioe, we thinl< it a poor
speculation.n39
.{r On November 22, there Here four more reviews.

1

I'he

least favorable, ln. the Alplim, found .lliilu,-Qj..Q.k, both an

achtevement and a failure.

~~he

revhn'\Ter pra:lsed. the cetology,

the character port:r•ayal, and the vividness of detail.

ever, he condemned the dialogue,

11

How-

the stuff and nonsense

spouted forth by the otiazy or:tptain, 11 adding that "'rhe 1'tarely
imaginod oh&n•aoter has been grievously spoiled, ne.y altogether

ruined, by a vtle a.aub1ng with coat of booklearning and
mystj cism; there is no method in h:i.s madness;

!~tnd

we rnust

pronounce the ch:tef feature of the work a perfect failure,
,,,..

ancl the work inarti.stic. """'v
The Philadelphia Ame.,r_iQan Q.Q.W?.J..£U!, e.ls o appearing on

that day, l'las unstinted in its praise of

11

one of the most

spiY.•ited, vigorous, good-natured v·rri ters :l.n existence • • •
as sparkling and racy as old wine e.nd as St-'Teet as nuts,

t>Ti th

a constant flow of anj.rna ting descriptions and thr:tll ing
incidents • • • For real easy pleasant reading, social enjoyment • • •

d~301<1edly

the r1.chest book out, though the long

yarn runs out to 68J pages, not a reader· will lay down the
book Nithout wishing that Moby Dick §id the .QQU£!1er think

--J9
.lPJ.J.i·
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that was the na:rra tor's nameiJ he.o. d:r.lven the Nhale a thousand

leagues further, shou tlng and spinni:ng his yarn as he went.
No onfJ can tir•e of this volume."

declareJcl that

11

ta

the sc tence of cetology" was

11

pleasantly

interwoven with the legend, 11 but that the reader
first be ":repelled. by the ec;cen.trici ty," as

11

't'VOUld

at

such a salmagundi

of fact, fiction, and philosophy, composed in a style which
oombin€H1 the peo.uliar1.tles of Carlyle, f>larrya.t, and Lamb, was
never seen before. n 42
Four most impori;ant; reviews soon followed, all favorin the

able and all outstanding for their thoroughness:
~ jlo.r,l.Q..,

York, and the

!I_ar:Qflr' s

F~:ti

QnaJ,.

~t

an'l the T:rtbuna, all of New

~~~

of Washington.

Ll.te);!ary k[grld,; rev lew was by Evert Duyokinck,

\~ho

expressi11g his conce:t•n over the unusual form of

calling 1. t a.n

11

intellectual chowder."

began by

the~

However, he

The

book by~)nj oyed

11

vivid narl"'ation," called the account of the Sperm wha.le

11

wholly delightful, 11 anc1 was one of the three reviewers who

used the term "allegorical."

the

He considered the White Whala

an effective embodiment "in strongly drawn lines of mental
association of the vaster moral evil in the world," and added,

41
.IJ?J•.Q.. ,

__

p. 212 ..

42 Ibld
..,__ , ) p. 210,,
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rhe pursuit of the White Hnale thus interweaves it'J'l th the

litEn:•al perils of the fishery a problem of fate and destiny-. 11 43

Hor•aoe Greeley, Nri ti ng on the r:;ame day 1n the New
York

Xt.l..ll~.. ,

to the book.

was perhaps even more modern in his f.-J,pproach
He called

~.t

"a

1

\~haliad

table old leviathan, 11 and added that

11

• or Epic of that verithe Nax•rati ve is con...

structed in Herman HelvilJ.e 's best marrae:t.".

various features, 11-thioh form the chief
style, ana. is commendably· free

f1~om

It combines the

attl~aotion

tht.~

of hts

fa.ul ts which we have

before had occasion to specify in this powerful wl':lter.n

Most

interesting of all., probably, is his contentlon that the
whaling ma.ter•ials give needed ballast to the symbolism:

"The

intensity of the plot is happlly relieved. by minute desor1p-

tion.s

t.1f

the homely proces8es of the 't•rhale fishery.

We have

occasional touches of subtle mysticism, which is oar:tied to

such an inconvenient excess in. j1a;cgJ.., but 1 t :ts here mixed up
with so many tangible and odorous :real:l ti(~S that we safely
alight fx•om an excursi()ll ·through mid-air upon the solid. deck

of the whaler.

l-Ie are recalled to this t.<torld by the

1 o11

and blubber,l and are made to th:l.nk
of ba:t... rels than of' a.l1egor1es. 11 44
The
~'J'hich

D~cember [I~roet.'.' fl.

mo1~e

of the contents

t!p.gazJ.m publ:tshed a review

is probably better known than any other, and

43I-~·, p.

1}4
210.

fumes of

1lUJi. ,

p. 211.

~1as

almost
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certainly by George Ripley.

He called the book the summit

of' r1elville 1 s ach1.evement and decle.red that though Melvj.J.le

had handled his ma.terials in a very original
completely successful.

't•J&,y,

he had. been

He pointed. out the contre.st between

the seientj.fioalJ.y exact whaling material and. the "wet:rd
phantom-like character of the plot. 11
violent tra.ns1tions,n he continued,

of the volume.

11

11

'rhese sod.den and

fo:r.m a striking feature

Dif:f'icult of management j.n the

they are wrought with consummate sltill.

h~.ghest

degree,

He has not only

deftly avoided their dangers, but made them an element of'
He menttons also the allegory, saying that "beneath

power."

the whole story the subtle, immagim ti ve reader may perhaps

find a pregnant allegory intended to illustrate the mystery
of human lj.fe. 11

mentary.

!.}~
..,

~rhe ~-rri ter

spoke of the blindness of c:r1 tics to

contemporary greatness.

He praiserl above all the descript1. ve

powers of Melville. and declared, as Greeley had done, that
the book is "a prose Epic of Whaling."

Finally he praised,

in very warm language, the style of the book:
Language b1 the hands of thls master becomes like a
magician's wand, evoking at will "thlok oomir1g fancj.esu
and. peopling the 11 chr.tmbers of imagery" with hideous
shapes of tervor or winning for•ms of beauty and laveliness. Nr. f1elville has a strange power to reach the
sinuos1 ties of thought • • • he touches vii th his lead

-----..

...

--

~-~-··

4,5I
-:.121g,. ' p. 213.
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and line depths of pathos that fe'\lt ce.n fathom, and by
a simple t40rd can set a whole chime of sweet or wild

emotions lnto a !}ealing concert.

His delineation of

character is actually Shakespearean--a quality which
is even more prominently evinc~g 1.n ~-~ than in
any of his antecedent efforts.
The writer also anticipated modern cr1tios in his

:en,1oyment of the comic spirit:

the

11

humor 11 v-ms

11

of that

subdued yet unquenchable nature t-Ihich spreads such a charm

over the pages of Sterne."

He observed also "traces of

that 'wlld imagining' which throt'lS such a we1.rd-like charm

about the .M.c ie.n:t, t1arj,ner. of Cole ridge. 11

He points out the

themes, such as Ishmael's reasons for going whaling, and
Ahab's vlsion of the ivhite Whale as the "incarnation of all

wickedness" and ends by declaring that "this ingenious romance
• • • for

var~.ety

of incident and vigor of style 11 could

"scarcely be exceeded_,nlf7

After this the reviews began to fall off.

In January,

1852, there was some enthusiasm, considerable indifference,
and a few commentaries th1:1.t were downright hostile, such as
that in the

~

Ruart§rl.x. Rev1e:Yl, which, while granting

that the book had some merit, especially in the whaling sections, comple,ined that on the whole 1 t

11

is sad stuff, dull

and dreary, or rtdiculous, 11 and that the "mad Captain • • •

is a monstrous bore. 11
1.~ 6.J&..t..d..
1
, p. 21 5•

Ah.ab's "ravings, and the ravlngs of
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Mr. Melville himself • • • are such as would justify a write
of .QJlU:.n,atiao against all parties., u 48
In Eebr·uary, 1852,

~ 1'1£le~.ine.

publjshed the

last known Ame:t'ican reviEH\1', hlghly ad.ulatory and singling
out the style for particular praise:
The joyous elasticity and vigor of his style •• G
compensates for a11 faults, and even his tasteless pas ...
sag(3B bear the impress of conscious and unwearied power
• • • not only original in the usue.l sense, but evince
originallty of nature, and convey the impression ()f a
new individuality, somet\Tha.t composite, it is true, but
still glving to the jacled :reader of everyday publ:lca ...
tions, that pleasant shook of surprise u'lhich comes from
a mental fiontaot w:tth a character at once novel and
v1gorous.+9

The immediate reaction of the press to

been a posltlve one.

~-Q1.Q.Js.

had.

There were nine friendly reviews, which

unfortunately gave little evidence of much, if any, reading

on the part of the reviewer.
ones,

ho~>Jever,

There were tl'Iel ve favorable

wh5.ch bore evio.enoe of very careful reading.

There were five lukewarm reviews, and six that were clearly
hostile.5°
Af't;er this, though there il'ras occasional mention of
MelvU.1e, there was little or no mention of

I1ob~-.IJ.1Q.k.

•rhe

sales were never good; by Novembei.. 25, 18.51, Harpers had sold
1, 8:35 copies.

The total numben.. solr'l in America up to ano.

inclucUng 1887 was only 3, 797.
48

lJ2.1.g.. ' p. 217.

49

This can be compared w1 th the

1.1?.1.d·,

p. 218.

l2J.
American sales of a populs.r book, 12M....tl.!J.J:,

~11hich

in 1887 sold

200,000 copies, a no. the following year 290,000 copies.

Hot;r-

ever, between 1921 and 194·7, l1obY.-Dtqk gold over a million
copies in the United States and won the right to be included
on the ll :.=d; of

!

~r.o

o. modern sturlent of Mel vllle, a a.eta:l.led reading

of these early
ing.

~:'he

Over--all Best S.e llers. 11 5l

11

1~ange

Br~.tj_~lh

and Ameriean revie!tJS is most reveal ...

and intensity of opinions is most varied, from

complete adulatlon to complete vituper•a.tion.

The thing l>hat

one crl tic admired (for example, the unusual form) 9.nother
rejectEHl as sh01.dng inferior workmanship.

In the same article

a critic frequently went from extreme praise for one f'acet of
the book to Gx.treme dispraise for another.
bl''E~akd.own

A most interesting

of these varying opinions ls to be found at the

conclusjon of Chapter VII of Mr. Hetherington's book,
Re.l1..~~.,,.?...r.l.t1.§_11.

11.~.1U.lle'A

gm AmA J:;tcan, 18Lr,6 ....112.9.l, f-rom wt1i ch most of

the quotations appearing thus far in this chapter have been

taknn.
t-Jhile these reviews, because of the extremes of' opinion
they :r.•epresent, certainly ina j_cated tbr.J.t l:l.C2-b..Y..-121.Q..k was no

merre mediocrity, they were not enough, apparently, to arouse
much lnterest in the reading publie.

As seen earlier, the

sales fell away to nothing, and r1elville was almost forgotten
except as a minor writer of travel books.

--------

Luther Mott, G~lgen
~s:
~ §torx Qt. ~ ~llru:li ..\n ..thE! Ynited ll~
(Nevl York, 1947, p. 1731.

5llQ1d., p. 221, citing Frank
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1'he reaction of certain critics may contain c1ues as
to t>J'hy the reading and buying public so soon consigned. 11gbu;~

to oblivlon.

The comrnonest complaint among the c:n•itics

was concerned with the form of:' the book.
a novel.

It was apparently

But a good novel, readers had been led to believe,

must follow a certain set pattern; otherwise it is really
neither a novel nor good--1 t

jars one's e.esthetic sensibilities

like a fifteen-line sonnet.

This Nas an age that clor;;ely

observed cwrrect form--in matters of' dress, conduct, and
opinion; ln religion; and certainly in the realm of art and
aesthetios.

If

rE~viewers

condemned. i t-- 11 All the rules which

have hitherto been undet•stood to r•egulate the compositj.on of
works of ftction are despised or• set at nought • • • ; "
11

•

•

•

disda:l.nful of learntng the craft of an artist • • • "

--1 t vms because they were judg:l.ng 1 t aocordj_ng to the canons

of their own age, and m.ost of the reading public, educated
in the same canons, could. be expected to react s imila:r.lyo

Among a goodly number of the favorable critics were a.
certain number

~-Those

sincerity can be open to doubt.

appeared not to have re:3.d the book at all.

Some

Some praised the

cetological chapters with an earnestness that doesn't quite
r•ing true--all such informative writing improves the mind,

and is, therefore, commendable; but secretly they were a little bored.

F~.nally,

it really does not

some praised the book for qualities that

have~

qualities that perhaps linge:r•ed in

123

the mind of the

rev:tewe1~

from earl:ler books:

II

• • • reso-

lutely discarding all that does not bear directly on the matter. in

"lane!~
'
u.

learnJng ••
and romantic

• • • ,Jt

11

••

• curious, quaint, and out of the way

.' . . • a companion so fearless, chivalrous,
. . "For real, easy, pleasant reading, social
.n

It

.;

11

enjoyment • • • d.ecided.ly the richest book out • • • II

StilJ.,

one should not condemn such wr:ltlng too severely; critics in
those days were much given to the use of generalities an.d
platitudes--even the best professional critics were not
entirely free from them.

The end. l"esult of most of this

friendly but unperceptive revlet<Tlng might have been to
alienate readers from the book; they expected to find qualities
111h ich 'ttWre not there, and so wel"e · dlsappoi nted and read no
further.
11he numerous·· critics ·Nho ob,jected to the irreverence

and impropriety

t-'lePe

simply infected with a mild case of

Victoria. ..oi tis; ear liEn' and later cri ttcs hav.e found. no suoh
fault with much lustier writers than Melville.

Nevertheless,

it did 110t help the sal('J of the bool{ in mid-century England

ana. 1\merica to have it condemned for "profanities 11 and
"indelicacies."
The most interesting conclus1. on to be drawn from read.-

1ng this early criticism is the fact that among the perceptive
critics, as many as did recognized qualities for which a later
and. presumably much more sympa thetio age euloglzed

~-~.
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Psychology, as we speak of it 6oday, was not yet among the
tools in a literary critic's kit--despite this, there were
critics who observed with pleasure the psychological insight
that Melvi.lle at times reveals:

"The fla.shes of tl'"uth, too,

'tl1hich sparkle on the surface of the foaming sea. of thought
through which the author pulls

h~s

readers in the wake of the

whale ship--the profound reflections uttered by the actors in
the wild, watery chase in their own quaint forms of thought

and speech--and the graphic representations of human nature
in the startling disguises under which it appears on the deck
of the

P~W\dQ~

•••

1152

"Mr. Melville has a strange power to

reach the sinuosities of thought • • • he touches with'his
lhead and line depths of pathos that few min fathom. • • His
deilllneation of character is actually Shakespearean.".53

One other critic, not previously

q~oted,

wrote in 1884

an article called nsea Stories" in the London QQ.ntenmora.r.x
This was

Reyiew.

w.

Clark

~ussell,

who had once been a sailor

and who was now a successful author of sea tales.

He, too,

was aware of the power of what later critics called "psychology":

11

~-.ill..rut

is not a sea-story--1 t is a medley of

nobly impassioned thoughts born of the

dt:H~P;

pervaded_ by a

grotesque human interest, owing to the contrast it suggests
between the rough realities of the forecastle, and the phantoms

52l.lll.,g_. ,

p. 193.

5:3lJ2.1.d. • p. 215.
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of men conversing in rich poeti•y, and strangely moving and
54
acting on that dim, weather-~rorn Nantucket whaler. "
Much has been me.de by later critics of the
ism" in
orit~.os,

~-12.3..Q.k.

11

symbol-

At the time the book appeared, three

a.ll American, were aware of this element in the

book, and though they called it "allegory," spoke of it i:n
theil" reviews.

Duyckinok, in referring to the "allegory, 11

explained that he considered the "great Monster" an effective
embodiment "in strongly drawn lines of mental association of
the vaster moral evil in the v.rorld. n.55

Greeley, speaking of

the "touches of subtle mysticism," notes that because of the
realistic details we "are made to thinl< more of the contents
of barrels than of allegories."5 6 Ripley says that "beneath
the whole story the subtle, imaginative reader may perhaps
find a pregnant allegory intended to illustrate the majesty
of human life.u57

Thus

~-~,

begun so as to conform to the standards

of the sort of book r1elv1lle knew would sell, became in the
process of creation the sort of boolt Mel ville
but \'Jhich he lmew would not sell.

Though 1t

t>~anted

\'laS

to l'Iri te,

quite generally

praised for the beauty and the power of its language, even by
otherwise unfriendly cr1 tics, nearly seventy years p::w sed

54
l.!UJi.,

p. 281.

57.l.'t2.1...!1., p. 213.

55

~-' p. 210.

56

lll1d.,

p. 211.
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before a generation appeared to whom the book had a wide
appeal, and for whom its deeper stylistic obscurities became
simply complexities, to be analyzed, organized, and understood.
Raymond Weaver, to show the depths to which an understanding of Melville's writing sank in the years between
Melville's death and 1920, quotes one William Cranston
Lawton, who, describing
Styg~

Qt

~-~

~rican ~tergture,

in an Introduct1on

~ ~

wrote of Melville as follows:

"He holds his own beside Cooper and Marryat, and boy readers,
at least, will need no introduction to him.

Nor will their

enjoyment ever be alloyed by a Puritan moral or a mystic
double meaning.u.?B
It is amazing to observe, in the flood of Melville
criticism that broke loose across the country after 1920, that,
although the proportions are greatly changed, much of what was
said before has been said again.

The prophet is no longer

crying in the wilderness, but even though he cries in the
market place, not all the critics need or approve his cries.
The first really important recent writer about Melville
was Ra.ymond M. Weaver, whose biography, flerman Mely:tll.ft:
Ma.:c1ner ,ID1d Mystio, was published in 1921.

This led. the way

for the vast crowd of Melville scholars who followed fast

.5 8Raymon.d Weaver, H§rman Mel v 1lle:

~riD§!'. W1d .f'!xs tie

(New York: George H. Doran Company, 1921), p. 20.
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upon his heels--but, as is apparent from the first pages of
his book, there already existed considerable interest in
Melville and especially in

~-~,

which was being joyously

"rediscovered" by a number of people at once.59

IJfr. Weaver's

book is largely biographical, and, while it fully recognlzes
the

of 1.1..Q.hx..-Qi.Q.k., 1 t devotes comparatively 1 i ttle

greatn!~ss

space to criticism of it.
about~-~,

In the remarks the author does make

it is interesting to compare his opinion

o~

certai.n elements of the style with that of the earlier critics.
He speaks of

Mob!-~

as "the greatest whaling novel 11 and also

agrees with Melville that lt is a "hideous, intolerable
allegory."

He enjoys the humor, and considers that Ishmael's

experiences at the Spouter Inn "with a practicing cannibal
for a bedfellow" are, for finished humor, "among the most
competent in the language. 1160 He singles out for particular
praise the "astonishing variety of contradictory qualities
synthesized in

~-1.2.1.Q.k,

11

which

11

r.1xists nowhere else in

literature, perhaps, in such paradoxical harmony. 1161

He

points out, also, Melville's use of Scoresby and the fact
that Melville borrowed from the account of the sinking of the
Essex "tdth superb transformation the catastrophe with which
he closes

!l2:bz·~." 62

5911:U..s!. t
62

p. 21.

1J:U.sl., p. 137.

Later critics were to greatly develop

60
llU..d. , p. 28.
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these last tv-JO ideas.

In the begitming, however, th8 interest

in r1elville 'll'ras "not so much belle-lettrist1c as biographica1."
'rhe follow·ing yr-mx- a $.lho.r•t article by Padraic Colum

again made the suggestion that certain of Melville's earliest
admirers had made--that I1.Q.:b.Y--..Q,i.,.Qk should not be thought of as

a novel at all, but as an epic. 64

In 1923 another distinguished writer, D. H. Lawrence,
in St tt;;l~:.§•

.L11 Ql&t§.:?J.Q.Q..l

Am~.r.:t.c_w_

.L1 te;cature , did much to

increase the grot-Jing ap·qrecia ti on of' Herman Mel ville. 65

In

this reva1UE1tion, he suggests that American litel"['J,tUre reached
a very great height during the ti.me of Poe, Melville, Haw-

thorne, and hihltman, because of' the symbolic power of their
·Nriting.

Th1.s syrnboJ.ism t'ias intrinslc, not forced in the man-

ner of Lawrence 1 s European conte m:oorarte s; 1 t we.s because the
world could not understand the :l.x• symbolism ths. t .1 t neglected

these American authors for so long.

Of the other three, of

oourBe, 1 t can harclly be said that they wero neglected, only
that thts aspect of their wor•k was never properly appreciated.,
but the comment is tailor-made for Melville. 66

63o. w. Riegel, "The Anatomy of Melville's Fame,"

Americ~ ~~atur~,

III (1931), p. 198.

64 Padraic Colum, "~-.Q.l..Q.k as an Epic:
!'leasgr~, XIII (March, 1922), pp. 16-18.

A Note,"

.1.n Q.l..arui1.ru!l Ame.r3.can Ll~.,.
ed.ition; Garden City, New York: Doubleday and
Company, Inc., 19.51).

6.5o.

H. Law·rence, Studie.§.

?ratur~ (Anchor

66lli.J!.., pp. 7-8.

63 ·
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In the chapter he devotes to l:l.Q.Q.y,_-Ql...Q.k, Lawrence
expresses great appreclation for the book, in spite of its
faults, which he simply recognizes and brushes aside.

To sum-

marize his text is to lose its flavor; let him tell it in his
own words:
A hunt.

'l'he last great hunt.

For what?
For Moby Dick •

..

Of course he is a symbol.
Of what?
I doubt if evg9 Melville knew exactly.
best of it • • •

That's the

At first you are put off by the style. It reads like
journalism. It seems spurious. You feel Melville is
trying to nut something over vou. It won't do • • • One
wearies of- the .ii'S\M serie..wt,.- There Is something false
about it. And that's Melville. oh, dear, when the
solemn ass brays! brays! brays! 68
He is abstract, self-analytical and abstracted. And
he is more spellbound by the strange slidings and oollidings of Matter than by the things men do • • • It is
the material elements he really has to do w1 th. His
drama is with them. He was a futurist long before
futurism found paint. The sheer naked slidings of' the
elements. And the human soul experiencing it all. So
often. it j,rg almost over the bord~r: psychiatry.
Almost spurious.69 Yet so great.rU

67
1..12ld. '

p. 1.56.

68

l.J2.1.d •• pp.

157-58.

69At this point one might interpolate that another
11

.spurious 11 quality. Ronald Mason, in ~
Spirit.~ the~ {London: John Lehman, 19.51), p. 144
sees Fedallah as a. stool< figure and feels that his art1ficial1ty is never quite justified even as a "deliberate intensifier
of genuine dramatic effects inherent in the tragedy of Ahab."
ori tic feels this

70

Lal-rrenoe,

.Q.ll. .Q.lt.. ,

p. 1.58.
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Lawrence describes and analyzes the main characters.
He is sometimes

se~ious,

mocking, unfunny way.

sometimes humorous in his peculiar,

He complains about

11

the masking up of

actual seamen's experience with SOl'lOrous mysticism," but
adm1 ts thE1t:

Melville manages to lceep 1 t a real whaling ship, 011
a l"'eal cruise 1 in spite of' all fantast~.cs. A wonderful,
t>tonderful voyage. .And a beauty that is so su:t•paasing

only because of the author's awful flounderings in mystical waters. He wanted to get metaphysically deep.
And he got deeper than metaphysics. It is a surpassingll
beautiful book. With an awful meaning. And bad Jolts.?
l,aw:renoe continues--summarizing • quoting, commenting,

bringing out for his readers the grandeur of the book.

He

comes to "The Symphony" and quotes some of Ahab's final

weary words on that d.ay, matching them with his own comment:
"Bu·c do I look very old, so very, very old, Starbuck?
I feel deadly faint, and bowed, and humped, as though I
were Adam staggering beneath the piled centu:t,ies since
Paradise-... " It is the Gethsemane of Ahab; before the
last flght: the Gethsemane of the human soul seeking
the last self-conquest, the last attainment of extended
consciousness --infin1 te oonsoi ousn.ess. 72

So, in highly connotative words that drift away into
nothingness, Lawrence brings home to his l"eader the mystic,

almost unconscious symbolism that is so vital a part of

~-

Two later comments assign the book to its place in
literary history:

-------·71

"It is an

;I:b:tg., p. 162.

72

<~pic

l.:bi.d. '

of the sea such as no man

p. 171.
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has equalled ~ •• n73 and
sea evex• wr1 tten. n74

11

•••

the greatest book of the

Such, in the words of a contemporary of the Melville
revival, were some of the reasons for that revival.

Though

one might hesitate to speak of Melville as a Futurist, the
point is well made:

the curious abstract quality that Mel-

ville superimposes upon his realistic pictures is a vital
part of his hard-to-describe style.

representative of that same

era~

James Joyce, a literary

"whose wrlt1ng oscillates

so ambiguously between realism and symbolism, 11 7.5 is a more
extreme example of the same sort of thing.

In

~-~,

of course, there is little oscillation--in most oases the
realism and. the symbolism are fused.

The resulting blend

produces imt=J.ges larger than life, and account, at least in
part, for the eplc feeling inherent in much of Melville's
writing.
Bet111een 1922 and 1924 Melville received the ultimata
aclmo111ledgement that he had become a recognized author:

a

standard edition, in sixteen volumes, of hls works was pu.b-

lished in London.
Then the flood began--books, articles, theses; "• ••
the investigation of

~-~

--·-""--

73.l1;U..Q,.. '

p. 172.

might almost be said to have

74

l..1?.1.Q.. , p. 1'73.

7.5Harry Le\rin, h
PoJ-teu:: QI.. Blackn~?ss: H/3Jithgrne, ~.
~.rhlvllif,l (New York: Alfred Knopf, Inc., 19.58). p. ix.
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taken the place of whaling among the industries of New
England. 1176 At first there ·&-~ere echoes of the old pro and
-.1j·t e .

con so-rt of criticism; later, biography, psychology, and
literary interpretation became of more interest.

.

While at

this period most critics were almost as rhapsodic in their
praise of

~-~

as Melville himself was ever accused of

bei.ng in his descriptive passages, certain writers
unmoved by the cha.nging thle.

1..emained

Joseph Conrad, who died in

1924, had been asked to 111rlte a preface to an edition of
He wrote a letter of refusal, stating 11 • • •
lately, I had in my hand

~-Qt.Q.k.

It struck me as rather

strained rhapsody with whaling for a subject and not a single
sincere line in 'the three volumes of it. 1177 This is not
surpr:\.sing, however; the two great sea writers are oceans

apart.
Bernard De Voto, writing of

called it

~-~

in 1932,

a chance product of one '(!.rho was not; even a
minor master but merely an important cur1osity.n7 8 The ohar11

•

•

•

aoters he saw as

11

•

•

•

the wraiths of Herman Melville's

76~., p. vL
77 Frank Mac Shane, 11 Conrad on Melville' II Ar~r·ioa.n
~jt~~~\~, XXIX (January. 1958), p. 463.
78
Bernard De Voto, ~ ~w§in~~ Amer1~ (Boston:
Little, Brovm and Com~)any, 1932), p. 289.
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soliloquy, mere studies in metaphysical debate, whose occupation is rhetorio.n 79
In t;he same year, Ludtoi:tg Lewisohn wrote, "The eloquence
of

~-P...lQ.k

is fierce and brolmn and sags evt:)ry other moment

with sheer jejune maundering and insufferable wordiness • • •

and 'f-ury merely is inchoate and dull. 1180

What is r10t sound

As le.te as

l9L~8

oritichun.

Hobert Spiller echoed part of this adverse

Quoting

M(~lville'a

letter to Hawthorne, " . . . .

So ·t;h.e product is a final hash, and. all my bool{S are botches, 11
Mr. Spiller tt-Tri ter.3 • 'tHis words fit it torell, for

j" t

is a hash

of adventure, romance, satire, and jejune phllosophy; an

amazing botch, yet to one

in the necessary wayward ...
ness of genius, a most rewarding book." 81
inte:rer.~ted

"·-'"'

Against these few unfavorable evaluations oa:n be

quoted volumes of laudatory ones--almost everyone had climbed
aboard the bandwagon

H.

M~

b~r

now.

Tomlinson, writing in 1926, might, as another

author of sea stor1.es, be quoted in contrast to Conrad.
calls~-~

11

•••

He

The greatest book of' the sea in English

7911>..1§..., p .. 313.
80

Ludwig Lewisohns .~x-gre.§.SJ ~.on ..1n ArJle.r.l.ru! (New Yorlq
Harper and Brothers, 19:32), p. 132.

81

Yntteg

p. 449.

B.obert E:. Spiller ~ !.1.., .~1te~.r..z !ll.Jit.Qxx, ot: .1W~
II (New York: The NacmllJ.an Company, 1948),

~.§.,Vol
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literature,

I suppose • me&ms ths.t 1 t is the best in
82
all literature • • • it is more than a book of the sea."
t~hich,

D. H. Lawrence, writing in the same year as Ludwig Lewlsohn,

uses almor:Jt the se.me words as Tomlinson:
book of the sea ever written." 83

". • • the greatest

Yvor vllnters, writing in 19h7, is one of the staunch-

est defenders of

Mogy-p~:

The book has more or less defied classifioatinn, yet
chiefly because it is long and complex and has been
imperfectly studied: it is beyond a cavil 011e of the
most carefully and successfully constructed of all the
major works of literature; to find it careless, redundant, or in any sense romantic, as even its professed
admir.•ers are prone to do, is merely to mlsread the
and to be ignorant of the history leadtng up to it.

gaok

""'' ~rhe actual reasons for r'lel ville 1 s apparently sudden

reappearance upon ·!;he American scene are not yet entj.rely
clear.

P:r•obably the basic reason ls simply tha.t

was too great a book to rell18.:tn forgotten forever e

~-12..1a.l:!:.

Like a

fine old. antique, 1 t l•Uas bound, sooner or later, to be
brought down from the attic and restored to the parlor.

One

ori tio, l'-tri ti ng in 1930, saw the "recent revi val 11 as due to
the "spir•tt of' the age. 11

To define this broad term, he

included the current enthustasm for psychology, the 1nter.oest

-------82

H. H. Tomlinson, "Two Americans and a Whale,"

tl?l'!D..~l'...'..£!. !'faga~J.m,

CLII (April, 1926), p. 618.

83 Lawrence,~. Qlt., p. 173.
8L~

Yvor \'linters, "Herman Mel ville and the Problems of
Moral Navigation, 11 ln ~a .Qf. ..fu:1aso...n (Net-l York: The S\'lallow Press, 1947), p. 218.
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in "case histories of spiritual struggle and conflict," tha
f:r>equent literary spectacle of one man standing alone
against the world, and the post-~·.rar psychoses of futility
and frustration. 8 5 A much later writer sees it as a "logical

and productive consequence of that movement tot-Jard selfexamlnation and rediscovery t-rhich has been under way since the

First Horld Ha:r, and which has gained :p..13.rtlcul,c;r momentum
a6
since the Second."
Robert Spiller, writing in 19.55, has
modified his earlier unfavorable view and suggests simply
spoke d.ir(3otly to the youth who fought in
the Ftrst 1.vorld War.u 87 Crltics may offer different reasons
that 11..Q..b¥,-Q1.Q.k

11

as to t1hy Nel ville came back into public not lee:

the essential

fact ls that come back he did, and in a way he and his publishers coul<l never possibly have foreseen.
Because of the change in philosophical outlook due to
V.Jorld War I, the aesthetic eli rna. te naturally changed, too,
and, as suggested by D. H. Lawrence, proved to be a much more
congenial era for the writings of Herman Melville.

Disil-

lusioned and somewhat cynical, even the ordinar•y buyer-ofbooks-from-a-bool-rstore could see in the ambiguities and the

------q;a
85

Riegel, QQ. Qlt., p. 195.

86Levin, QQ.

~.,

p. v.

Robert E. Spiller, ~ C~gle Q! ~~rican ~
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1957), p. 80. For earlier
87

view,

of.~.

p. lJJ.
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unanswered questions of

J1oJr~_-1J.iQ.k

a confirm&. tion of his own

feeling of futj.l1.ty and lack of direction.

The darl<· color,

the language connotative of some obscure universal tragedy
appealed to people who Nere seeing for the first time the
plays of Eugene O'Neill, reading Uly11ses (1922) and "The
Waste Le.nd" (1922).
11

I1elville was, indeed, much more of a

modern 11 than many of the conse1:-vat1ve wrj. ters of that period.
The nineteenth century respect fo!" t!"adJ.t:i.onal forms

had vanlshed:

the stream ()f consciousness novel was no longer

a novelty; futurism, cubism; da-da-ism were accepted as
expressions of protest in the graphic arts; while in music,
atonality, polytonality, and the twelve-tone scale '{llere
becoming commonplace.

Patterns of social behaviour, moral

judgment, and religious practice had changed.
were still looking for the

Trut~,

Truth, lf found, -vtas likely to
both.

"-'(::!

~ut

Men and women

with a new feeling that

ugly or uncomfortable, or

Since; therefore, what had appeared to earlier genera-

tions of reac1ers as the negat:t ve side of

~-12..1.Q.k

could in

no possible way prove repellent, readers and critics alike
were ready to feel the power and the poetry of the book.
'rhe type of criticism had completely changed. also.
~-~qt.

now become a classic, was studied in detail• as,

of course, were Melville's other writings.

There were psycho•

logical studies, studies of each of many suggested sources
of material used in the book; there were interpretations of

1:37
its social, moral, political symbolism, its mythic .and
religiom1 meanings; there were oon.s1,derat1ons of its structure-·..
whether it was a novel, an epic, and epic-novel, a romance, a
prose poem, ar1 anatomy, a dramatic novel. There were studies
of almost anything that could be studied about it--and
critics followed the text or not as their training dictated.
Out of all this has oome some extremely superficial writing,
and also much sound, excellent criticism.
a

furthel~

As writers ga1.ned

perspective on Melville •s long, complex book, it

was easier to see it as a whole, to see it in relation to its
own per5.ods and to judge its relative position in the field
of Am.erlcan 11 tera ture.
At any rate, 1':1Q.Qx.-.Q.1.Qk, since its prodigal's welcome
home, is now safely ensconced among the masterpieces of"
American literature, and if for no other reason than because
of' the mass of secondary literature that has grown up around

it, seems to have its place secured.

Moreo:vele'~

has had such wide appeal for a period.

tH~

to fall back into oblivion.

nc) book that

forty years is likely

It will be J.nterestlng, as time

goes on, to observe whether or not Melvilleas style of writing
exerts a belated influence upon the style of later 1.11r•iters.
Although Harry Levin sees in the excesses of

'rho~!las

tvolfe some
88

literary inheritance from the weaker qualities cf Melville,
88

Levin,

QQ.~.,

p. 231.
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most; Nri ters take the s ta:nd that, because of the slight
interest his
produced no

aroused during hls lifetime • Melville has

\"l'O:r'k

noticeabl(~

1.nfluence upon authors succeeding

An exception ls ~·s drama critic, Tecl Ke.lem, ~rho

hiro. 8 9

11

sees 5.n the

moral syrnbolism 11 of Tennessee \Hlliams a close

relatlonsh:i.p to

11

thr>ee 19th century United States moral

Hawthorne, Poe, and Melville, whose eyes were

symbolists:

fixed on the dark side of existence and of American llfe."

90

In his article, which shows a close familiarity with Harry
J~

Levin 1 s

;E_ower:. .Qf.

BJ.aok;a~zss,

I'1r. Kalem says that Tennessee

i·Hlliams "shares Melville's sombre cosmic dread," and also

reveals quallties common to all the "t;riurnvirate of dis ...
11

qu1etude.

Among these qualities are "the sense of isolation

and alienat1.on;

11

11

the restless demoniac voyaging coupled with

the longing for a home,u "the rebel need to say 'no in
thunder,

and "a romantic sense of a lost paradise of

1 11

innocence. u

Of course, there is a great deal ln the work of

the modex•n playNright that has apparently little to do with
the

thre~

mid-century prose writers, but it is possible that

despite all his surface unpleasantness, Mr. Williams may be

shown to belong in the

89

Blackmur,

90 Ted Kalem,

11

minority transition of naysayingtt in

~· ~.,

p. 267.

nThe Angel of the Oda,t'

(March 9, 1962), pp. 53~60.

~~
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United States letters.

It ).s pr•obable • however t that the

elements that f1elville and rrennessee lVilliams shar•e in com-

mon are their perception and interpretation of the Truth,
rather than their manner of

l!.~xpressing

it.

'llhis would

e~{clucte

any mention of style, 'Nhich is, of course, the primary concern of' thts paper.

CONCLUSION
Ho\Ar much, then, is Nel vllle 's style respons :1 ble for

the unique reception. f1oby-.Q.l.Q.k has had in the world of American
literature?

Probably his style is actually as responsible as

his ideas for both his early neglect a:nd for his belated recog-

nition.

Granted that "to write a mighty book you must have a

mighty theme 11 ... -Melv1lle still understood that to express such
a theme adequately the author needed a grand style-... "Vesuv1us 1
crater for an inkstand, 11 and a "condor 1 s quill for a pen. 11

'I'he style and the theme are inextricably one, as his corporeal
body is part of the man.
Most of the early criticism, as we have seen, concerned the more immediately tangible aspects of the book--

the form, the language, and the adherence to the ltterary
customs of the period.

point.

Many critics did not get beyond this

Fewer could penetrate the heavy symbolism.

It seems probable, however, that ln the growth of the
last half-century 1 s a.ppreciat ion f01"
played a consid.erable paz•t.

~-.Q1.s;lli.

the style has

Readers find ln the symbolism

the meaning for wh:!..oh they are looking.

The constant 1ns1s ...

tence of many ori tics that the book is an epic is a partial
clue to this.

The generation following Horld War I was a

generation searching for a leader, for a superman, for Truth,
for the affirmation or denial of a basic somethtng in which

to believe--all different faces of the same thing.

Critics
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who speak of Ahab as a Titan, a Pl"ometheus, a Tragic Hero,

reveal the innate response of ordinary manlrind to the super-

human gx•andeur of a Beov.rulf, an Odysseus, or a Se.tan.

That

the story concerns a person of t<untts·ual-:_ sta tu:r•e, they \-Jant
to be told.

But the

11

h1gh and nervous lofty language" of

these epics is also part of their appeal; without th:ts, the
hero iiJ'OUld not ap:oear so heroic, but just a braver-than...
ord:lnary man like ourselves.

The language of the epic is

lil{e the background music in ·t;he movie; 1 t intensifies our
emotional responses l>Jithout our being

a:t~Jare

of 1 t.

Melville • s

magnificently ambiguous manner of stating h:ls beliefs is the
outward and visible form of hia inward. and sp:lr•itual questing.
It is really erroneous to speak of Melville's "style;"
1t would be more correct to speak of his "styles. 11

He has a

multiplicity of styles--each appropriate to the nature and
the gravity of the subject about which he is
is one

or

v~riting.

This

the qualities which has led to such descriptions

his work as

11

hash 11 and "hodge podge."

o~

But an understanding

of it is basic to an a.ppreoiat ion of hls book.

It is doubtful whethEJr Melville
m-Ja.re of

ht~:;

himsE~lf

own creative process--"hash" and

are his own words.

was oon.sciously
11

hodge podge 11

Nevertheless, with the instinctive feeling

for form t..rhich any artist must pos sass, and which the musician
and the painter, and usually the t>Jriter, carefully ou.l ti vate
through much conscious practice, he was constructing, through
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the skillful alternation of two major themes, a single
composition of remarkable unity and power.

Whether this was

done through design or instinct, the result appears so spontaneous that, except in a few places, the reader is scarcely
aware of it.

The remarkable thing about this alternate play

of narrative and cetology is that the one depends so com-

pletely upon the other--they are as much the parts of a whole
as the clark and light streaks in a plieoe of marble.

I.~et

one l'tho does r10t believe this try to "ou-t 11

so that

it will be more within the reading
classr

rar.~ge

~-Ql.Q..k

any-

of a high school

Any chapter or major part of a chapter that is

stricken out destroys the in tell ig1 b111 ty of a rele.ted passage that suddenly seems to have a key meanlng in the book ..
Hhether the pattern was premeditated and axisted. in
Melville's consciousness before he set it down on paper is
something that must remain in the realm of speculation.

How-

ever, to a powerfully stimulated irrr.aglnation like Melville's,
at work day and night upon

11

the boolr he wanted to l'lrite, 11

only a sl{etchy idea of the general shape of his book would
be necessary.

m.s own feeling for form was assisted by the

extreme simplicity of his narrative and by his previous successful experience in combtning material that was entirely
familiar to him
authors.

v11 th

material that he had borrowed from other

There was, besides, enough basic similarity in all

of his source material so that it could blend without apparent
awkwardness into a complete unit.

14)

When Melville wrote to
11

Ha"t"rthorn~

that he was building

shantios 11 to connect cert&'tin portions of the book, he showed

his awareness of the structural design. 1

He was pl~obably

somev,rhe.t less awa.re of the var:iatt on of hj,s style to suit

Since llterature uses only one medium, language,

his r.:mbject.

to exnress t.J.lJ. the nuances of shad.e ancl color, a writer need
not co11sciously "orchestrate" any partlcular section of his
1110rk • .But lt ts this flexible, fluid use of langue.ge that

is one of r1el ville's greatest glf'ts, and one upt1n v-1hlch oven

hts harshest crittcs in the earlier days often commented
favorr-.tbly.

\1e have spoken before of his sk5.11 f'ul use of

rhythm in o•crtaln sections of his work.

musical concept.

This is chlefly a

But because language is based on both

mental image and spoken wor.•d, it combines the spatial patterr1 of' a picture with the tempora.l pattern of a musiO€tl
composition.

A

't'~:rtter,

pe.rticule.rly a poet, d.esirous of

doing so can orea.te a sense of d:lmension quite impossible in

e:tther of the other• arts--a.nd thls

r1elvil~_e

particuhu..ly in his "dark 11 passages.

spoken, heavy

vo~·tels

does superbly;

The use of slowly

in words that the mind customarily

associates with the sight of sombre colors and endless
horizons seems, when multiplied by the speed of thought, to
l

flierrell R. Davis and vlilliam Gilman (eo.s.), ~ ~~ Q! li~~m£n ~1Y1l~ (New Haven: Yale University Press.

1960), p. 132.

1'-~'~·

stretch both ttme and npa.ce into a gloomy eternity.
of a f'ev.r skillfully

selc~cted

v-Tbrds Helville creates the mood.,

the setting, and the sense of timelessness in N'h:lch

purBues hiB

meastu~eless

so:r.•t of l'l'r:lting t;hat

and. faceler:;s a.dversary.

e~u"lier

By means

read.ers t

iS till

Cl.£~.rk

Ahab

'.Phis :ls the

ded.im:.:tted. to

"Sltteetness an.c1 light, 11 ·Nould. find uncongenial and dull, but;
that poGt Hm:•ld \.J'ar J. readers, absorbed with findj. ng man's
place :h1 a "neutl"'al universe," would find

t~holly

e3ympathatio.

Closely all:ted to this :ts another of f1elville 1 s char-

acterlst1c habits of style which was fully appreciated only
Nhen symbolic Nri t:tng became a. recogn1.zed means of expression

in English litt1rature-1.
writing.

Compound

istic o:f' his stylt:l.

f1etaphor1c usage permeates Melville 1 r~

ffi(~taphorlc

t\Tords are a str:'!.klng character-

He uses short metaphors and similes, and

has a great fondness for epic similes.
ld.eas r such a.s the

R.n..~

•s

His large metaphoric

representtng h urnani ty; are rarely

conrplote or oouslstent ~ but by their very transiency escape
the rigidity that would destroy the realism upon which the

pat'ler of the metaphor depends.

Actually t if one wishes to

oarx•y it so far, the ent1roe book :i.s metaphoric in concept:

the hunt for the Hh:l.te Whale is at once a real1st:lo whaling;
story and the symbolic account of the human mind's attempts,
with its limited capabilities, to understand. the nt:tture of
the universe.

Or, beoause I1e1 ville is nevel"' specific in hls

own inte:t"p:r•etation of his ul timat;e r:aetaphort other symbolic

1l.~5
p:r.~obably

meanings ar•e
to an

earli(~!'

equs.J.Jy val1.c1.

This ambigui i::y, which

generation maa.e the book "meaningless, 11 has, to

an age of j.nc:reas ing Bcepticism, ;;p:>€H?.tly enhanced its vnlic'U ty.
!1elvtlle No.s, as most cr•it1.cB clgree.
J?l"Ofounc1

01:0

origlnal thinker.

and a sincere,
sldE~rable

hon~st

person.

He

't'Taf3

f:).t

no time a very

a questioner, a sceptic,

He was also a writer of co:n-

sldll, but, lacldng long training and discipline

in h:ls craft, t'ras highly susceptible to the influencr's of

other authors--luckily in this case, the very greatest.

He

started out to '1111"1 te another pot-..boiler, a whaling sto:py,
ram1.liar to htm ancl the public had

becaur:.e the material

NEW

enjoyed h1s previous

s~Jmiautobiograph:tcal

books.

Somehow,

clurj.ng the v-Jrlting of this story 1 but not because of it, the

momen.t of 9hiloso!-)hical insight coincided with the moment of

croati ve poetic urgency, and tho h.ro struck a spark that fi:red
the whaling story and fused it into something i t was never
consoion:J1y h1tendcd to become.

Melville's thlnking, con....

tlr.mi ng its unsystematic gr•otrJth 1 progressed stlll :ea:t:oi;her in
th~

cH:r.eetlon of ambiguous

qw~st i

on1.:ng; his style, never hav ...

ing been subjeot; to e.11y conscious discipline,
diffuse.

After the publication of

~-12.1.Q.k,

bec~1me

mor>e

Melville d.eoided,

instead of T/i!'tt:l.ng a yarn to 'l'tr:l.te a novel--a fixed form he
did not completely understand.

The result was .fj.,a.rre.

ll.$-6

In a sense
an aooid.ent of his

1~-~ is a "chance product; " 2 it was
o~m

development that Melville happenec.l ·to

have 1::1.11 the nerHissary ra.t-r material at band at the ve:c•y
moment he was wr:t t1ng his bool<.

.But it t'l'as no accident that

he sensed how to use the mater'ial he had--it vJa.s the insight

of geniut'l tha-t allowed h:l.m to see the potential greatness of
what he happened to have at hand; and the pertinacity of genius
that kopt him unremittingly at the task of fitting

ii~ ~og;etha:r,

oreat:i.ng, recalling, borrowing, transmuting, shaping, tmt;:tl
he had fused all the d1.verse elements into a tremendous

American epic written in a prose that 1s "essentially as
original e:ad powerful an invention as the blank ve·er:w of
I'Iilton. 11 3

-------.....---2

Bernard De Votot

Brown and
3

Company~

~ Twa1n~ ~~~ (Boston: Little,

1932J, p. 289.

Yvo~C' Winters, ''Herman I1elvil1e and the Problems of'
Moral Nav1.gat1on, 11 1.n D!2fel:'l§.~ _Qt. ~.n (New York: The Si~lO.l
low Pres0, 191-J-7), p. 219.
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